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When you do business in China, you'll find familiar things are often expressed in 
unfamiliar ways. And meanings can depend upon which part of China you're in. 
So if you want to really understand the people you're dealing with, talk to HSBC. 
With 130 years experience in this vast and culturally diverse country, we can help 
you see behind the mask. 

Issued by The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Limited. 
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AND ISSUES 

BUSINESS AS USUAL 
residence of the US Consul General. 
Demonstrations elsewhere were both 
more and less violent. Things were 
calmest in Shanghai, where local offi
cials channeled their energies into re
assuring foreigners, and foreign busi
nesses, of their safety and of the 
Shanghai government's support. 

Despite the demonstrations, my 
scheduled meetings proceeded 
smoothly. Only my meeting at the US 
Consulate in Guangzhou fell through— 
the US Embassy and consulates were 
all closed during the demonstrations 
and for some time after. When I 
reached Guangzhou on May 12, things 
were back to normal on the streets 
aside from a few posters. 

Many have wondered whether the 
demonstrations were orchestrated by 
the government or were genuine out
bursts by Chinese citizens. They 
seemed to be a bit of both. Some stu
dents were bussed into town and 
supposedly given free lunches. One 
onlooker reportedly saw students 
standing among the crowds, reading 
books and obviously disinterested in 
the hoopla, while other students ap
peared genuinely angry. Anti-NATO 
sentiment was high, even before the 
bombing occurred. Students who dis
approved of the war had applied for 
licenses to protest when the war be
gan, but had been turned down. 

Soon after the bombing, many Chi
nese television stations pulled Ameri
can programs off the air, with no indi
cation of when such shows would be 
put back on the schedule. Protestors, 
meanwhile, urged citizens to boycott 
American consumer goods, including 
McDonald s, Kentucky Fried Chicken, 
and Coca-Cola. Some stores were tar
gets of looting. Most Chinese con
sumers, however, did not heed this 
call; at least one KFC outlet I passed 

As CBR readers are no doubt al
ready aware, the NATO bombing of 
the PRC Embassy in Belgrade on 
May 8 set off angry demonstrations 
throughout China. A US special en
voy has recently traveled to China to 
repair the damage to the bilateral 
relationship. But US business in 
China may feel a slight chill for 
some time. The following report is by 
CBR Assistant Editor Darlene M. I.iao 
and is supplemented by comments 
delivered at The US-China Business 
Council's Annual Meeting by Sheila 
Melvin, director of the Council's 
Shanghai office. 

in Guangzhou, for example, was 
crowded with customers a week after 
the bombing. 

WHAT NOW 
FOR BUSINESSES? 

In the immediate aftermath, some 
firms prepared to implement evacua
tion plans, and others scrambled to 
put such plans together just in case. 
A number of visits and meetings 
were canceled, and some deals were 
called off. Many foreign-invested 
companies have reported tension 
among their staff. Others have re
ported no adverse effects at all. 

Sheila Mclvin, of the Council's 
Shanghai office, reports that compa
nies have been advised to conduct 
business as usual but also to under
take measures to ease tensions. Some 
companies, particularly those whose 
sales forces have encountered cus
tomers irate about the bombing, 
have provided salespeople with a 
company statement expressing sym
pathy for the victims' families. Many 
companies sent condolence letters 
to key PRC officials and to local em
ployees. Other suggestions have in
cluded showing public support for 
China's entry into the World Trade 
Organization. US companies have 
also been advised to communicate to 
Chinese employees their efforts to 
push for normal trade relations 
(NTR) status, permanent NTR status, 
and WTO accession for China. Regu
lar staff meetings have helped to re
assure local employees of a com
pany's commitment to China. 

As US and PRC officials continue 
to work out their differences over 
the next few months, US companies 
are faced, not for the first time, with 
continuing normal business opera
tions under a cloud of uncertainty. 

I arrived in Beijing at around 5:30 
pm on May 8. after a news-less 20-hour 
trip from Washington. During my ride 
into town, I didn't notice anything out 
of the ordinary except for a small gath
ering near downtown, but nowhere-
near the US Embassy compound The 
gathering caught the attention of my 
taxicab driver, but he was just as un
aware of the possible reason for the 
gathering as I. Not until I checked into 
my hotel room and turned on CNN did 
I learn about the bombing. The next 
morning, 1 experienced my first dose 
of the intense demonstrations that 
would take place in Beijing over the 
next four days. Walking along Jian-
guomenwai Dajie on my way back to 
the hotel from Tiananmen Square. I ran 
into the starting point for the demon
strators' march to the US Embassy. The 
crowd was organized and calm, but 
once the march began, the anger of 
the demonstrators toward NATO, and 
the United States in particular, was 
plain to see. 

Demonstrators gathered in other 
Chinese cities as well. While protes
tors in Beijing defaced the US Em
bassy, those in Chengdu burned the 
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"Cherish the Renminbi 
and Uphold its Prestige" 

in China by the end of this year. Take
out restaurants have been asked to use 
paper, rice husks, wheat shells, and 
other natural fibers as substitutes. 

The magajine of the US-China Business Council 

—A slogan on a large red banner 
outside a branch of the Industrial 
and Commercial Bank of China in 
Beijing, as reported to The CBR by The 
US-China Business Council's Pam 

EDITOR 

Catherine Gelb Ni Hui Shuo Zhongwen Ma? 
(Do You Speak Chinese?) 

According to Ming Pao, a major Hong 
Kong newspaper, the study of Chinese 
language worldwide has increased 
rapidly. In the United States, the number 
of Chinese-language students grew 36 
percent from 1990 to 1995. In South 
Korea, the number of students majoring 
in Chinese jumped 700 percent be
tween 1988 and 1996, while in France, 
the number of students learning Chi
nese has risen 60 percent in the last five 
years. Japan retains first place, however, 
with the largest number of Chinese-lan
guage students in the world-outside of 
China, of course. 
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Darlcnc M. Liao Baldinger. 

BUSINESS MANAGER 

Gregory S. Heslin Slippery Counterfeiters 
The Guangzhou Administration of In

dustry & Commerce raided shops and 
warehouses in southern China late last 
April, confiscating over 90 cases of 
counterfeit WD-40, a well-known brand 
of multipurpose lubricant. Two retail
ers in Guangzhou and one in Dong-
guan were the targets of the raid. 
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Hong Kong Telecom 
Goes Multimedia 

Hong Kong Telecom has announced 
plans to invest at least $65 million per 
year to expand its broadband network. 
It will upgrade existing interactive TV 
and Internet-related services, and look 
for new opportunities in pay TV and 
other multimedia services. 

TV meets PC 
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Microsoft Corp.'s Venus project is set 
to connect more Chinese households to 
the Internet. At under $200, the televi
sion set-top box will provide access to 
those unable to afford a PC. The Venus 
box can provide both basic computing 
services and access to movies. Mi
crosoft's partners in the project are 
China's Legend Holdings and Hai'er 
Group; Taiwan's Acer Inc. and Integrated 
Technology Express Inc.; and Philips 
Electronics NV of the Netherlands. 

Hong Kong's Space 
Shortage Solution 

The Hong Kong government is re
portedly considering building under
ground. A proposal calls for cities to be 
built inside mountain tunnels, using 
fiber-optic technology to store solar en
ergy. The Fruits 

(and Meats) of Negotiation 
The lifting of bans on US meat im

ports has led the National Chicken 
Council of the United States to predict 
that US poultry exports to China will 
rise by 10-20 percent a year. And the 
lifting of the ban on citrus will help re
duce the lively trade in smuggled cit
rus, which one Sunkist executive esti
mates brought $30 million in illegal 
fruit into China in 1997 alone. 

Case Not Closed 
Last year's opening to the public of 

Chinese courtrooms in Beijing was 
only the beginning. In a bid to win 
public trust, courts are now required 
to publicize trials in advance, and any 
verdict issued in a closed courtroom is 
subject to a retrial. Not all cases will be 
open, however. Those involving juve
niles, national security, and matters of 
personal privacy will remain closed. 

tor* should ho scut to the above 
USA address. 
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302-308 Hennessy Rd. 
Correction and follow-up 

In the last issue, we ran our an-

Wanchai, Hong Kong Forbidden Foam 
Every year, China uses roughly 10 bil

lion plastic foam containers, as anyone 
who has had take-out in China may find 
unsurprising. But these containers take 
200-300 years to decompose. To battle 
the resulting litter and pollution prob
lems, both the production and use of 
plastic foam containers will be banned 
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nual spread of PRC economic, 
trade, and investment statistics. We 
must make a correction to the fig
ure for urban per capita income in 
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PRESIDENT 
OF THE US-CHINA BUSINESS COUNCIL 
FROM THE 

The 
t 

Council Speaks 
Time to Get a Grip 

Robert A. Kapp 

T he Board of Directors of The US-China Business Council, meet
ing in early June, put forth a broad statement on US-China Rela
tions, economic and commercial ties, and the World Trade Orga
nization-permanent normal trade relations issue. 

The US-China Legal Cooperation Fund, 
established by corporate donations as a ges
ture of business support for the real build
ing-block work so critically necessary in US-
China relations, announced modest grants 
to five wonderful projects: 
• A joint symposium by the American Bar 
Association and the Legal Aid Foundation of 
the PRC on strategies for expanding and 
supporting the development of legal aid ser
vices in China; 
• A survey and analysis of administrative 
law procedures in four Chinese cities, to be 
conducted by The Asia Foundation and the 
National Institute of Administration of the 
State Council of the PRC, aimed at support
ing improvement in the fairness, pre
dictability and openness of local administra
tive law enforcement in China; 
• A compilation and publishing project for 
a comprehensive English-to-Chinese dictio
nary of Anglo-American law, to be con
ducted by the China University of Political 
Science and Law in cooperation with the 
University of Michigan School of Law; 
• A symposium and comparative study of 
the protection of human rights and the judi
cial systems of the PRC, Taiwan, and Hong 
Kong, to be conducted by a unit of the Bei
jing University Law Department; 
• An Administrative Law Partnership estab-

The time 
has come for 
both nations 

to embark 

They acted after a remarkable two-month 
period of apparent crisis in US-China rela
tions. This period began with the disappoint
ing near-miss on the bilateral WTO discus
sion at the time of Premier Zhu's visit to the 
United States; continued through the shock
ing bombing of the Chinese Embassy in Bel
grade and the very troubling outburst of 
popular and government animus toward the 
United States that ensued in China; and then 
careened onward with the release of the US 
congressional committee's report on losses 
of US military technology secrets to China. 

As the Council's directors acted, the two 
countries seemed to be talking loudly to 
themselves about each other, but no longer 
speaking—let alone accomplishing any
thing positive—with one another. 

The directors sought to remind one and 
all of certain fundamental features of the 
L!S-China relationship, and to sound the call 
for the conscious restoration of a sense of 
balance and civility in this critical bilateral 
relationship. 

Ironically, only five days after the em
bassy bombing, a new fund created by do
nations from corporate members of the US-
China Business Council announced its first 
awards to worthy Chinese and US appli
cants pursuing cooperative projects in the 
crucial field of law. 

purposefully 
on vigorous 

efforts to 
restore a 

climate of 
cooperation 

and stability 
between the 

US and 
the PRC. 
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lished by the College of Law and the 
Maxwell School of Citizenship and 
Public Affairs at Syracuse University, 
the China National School of Adminis
tration, and the Administrative Law Re
search Group of the Legislation Com
mittee of the National People's 
Congress of the PRC. The Partnership 
will assist in development of adminis
trative laws and processes for the pro

tection of rights of Chinese citizens, 
conduct pilot programs for provincial 
governments, and train government of
ficials. 

This first gesture by a small fund cre
ated by US corporations associated 
with our Council is a tangible reminder 
of the essential message of the State
ment by the Board of Directors of the 
Council: the time has come for both na

tions to "embark purposefully on vigor
ous efforts to restore a climate of coop
eration and stability between the US 
and the PRC." Business can help, but it 
cannot bear the burden of a stable US-
China relationship alone. Govern
ments, and lawmakers, need to con
tribute to the rebuilding process. 

Here is the formal statement from 
the Council's Board of Directors: 

Statement by the Board of Directors of 

THE UNITED STATES-CHINA BUSINESS COUNCIL 

Adopted June 8, 1999 

The relationship between the United States and China is, and will be in the 21st century, critical to the 
well being of the American and Chinese people and of the world. 

No good can come from the alienation of our two nations from one another. 

In a period of heightened tension in US-China relations, The United States-China Business Council urges 
the governments of the United States and China to embark purposefully on vigorous efforts to restore a 
climate of cooperation and stability between the US and the PRC. 

The interests of both nations are best served by the fullest possible expansion of economic and non-eco
nomic ties. Since the establishment of diplomatic relations between the United States and China in 1979, 
these ties have grown steadily, and have brought the two nations into mutually beneficial contact in 
many spheres. In the process, close personal and organizational relationships have developed between 
Americans and Chinese in education, medicine and public health, culture, business, public policy, and 
many other fields. 

The economic and commercial relationship of China and the United States is an indispensable building 
block in the overall bilateral relationship. 

The Council has been pleased to note that economic and commercial work between China and the 
United States has been shielded in significant measure from the most serious pressures in US-China rela
tions over the past several months. 

The US and China in April appeared close to final bilateral agreement on terms of China's accession to 
the World Trade Organization. Chinese accession to the WTO along the lines outlined in documents 
made available by the US government at that time would be very beneficial to the interests of both coun
tries and to the world. 

The US-China Business Council strongly hopes that negotiations between the US and China on WTO 
accession can resume in the near future, and that remaining issues can be promptly resolved. The 
Council is prepared to devote its full energies, on behalf of its member companies, to ensuring that the 
United States enjoys the full benefits of China's accession to the WTO. 

The Council will work with other organizations, the Administration, and the many Members of Congress 
supportive of stable US-China relations to pass legislation eliminating the annual review of China's NTR 
tariff status, and establishing permanent NTR status for the PRC in conjunction with its accession to the 
World Trade Organization. 
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The Taxman 
at the Door 

Joyce A. Peck and Sophia Xu 

The party 
may he over 

for foreign 
enterprises 

as China 
tightens up 

its tax 
regime 

I n its efforts to achieve an 8 percent increase in GDP, China imple
mented a number of tax policies last year to boost revenues and 
stimulate investment in targeted sectors of the economy. The coun
try indeed managed to maintain a reasonable rate of economic 

growth, in spite of Asia's financial crisis, severe floods, increasing unem
ployment, and a sluggish domestic economy. 

Unfortunately, this maze of new tax poli
cies has forced many foreign investors to re
evaluate their tax strategies. They have been 
trying to identify exactly what tax changes 
have occurred in recent months, and what 
impact the changes will have on their in
vestments in China. Many of the new tax 
policies had negative effects on the bottom 
lines of foreign investments. Thus most for
eign investors are asking what, if anything, 
they can do to minimize the effects of an 
ever-changing tax regime. 

GOVERNING TAX 
LAWS AND TAXPAYERS 

In order to determine the impact of 
China's tax laws on foreign investment, it is 
necessary to understand the governing tax 
legislation and the different categories of 
taxpayers. 
• Income tax The Income Tax Law of the 
People's Republic of China for Enterprises 
with Foreign Investment and Foreign Enter
prises (the Income Tax [IT] law) and its de
tailed rules of implementation (detailed 
rules) govern foreign taxpayers in China. 
Both the IT law and its detailed rules be
came effective July 1, 1991. The tax law de
fines two distinct categories of taxpayers. 
The first is a foreign-invested enterprise 
(FIE) and includes equity joint ventures, co
operative or contractual joint ventures, and 
wholly foreign-owned enterprises. The sec
ond category, foreign enterprises (FEs), in
cludes management branches and represen
tative offices, factories involved in foreign 

licensing arrangements, places for exploita
tion of natural resources, contracted project 
sites, and companies that provide services, 
such as contractors or consulting firms. 

The statutory tax rate applicable to both 
FIEs and FEs is 33 percent of taxable in
come, and includes a 3 percent local tax. 
The 30 percent national tax can be reduced 
by the central government to encourage 
certain kinds of business activity, and the 3 
percent local tax may be reduced or waived 
at the discretion of the local government. 
Withholding tax is not levied on profits re
mitted by an FIE to its foreign investors or 
on the profits remitted by second-tier com
panies (holding company subsidiaries) to in
vestment holding companies. 
• Turnover tax On January 1, 1994, China 
introduced a new turnover tax system con
sisting of value-added tax (VAT), business 
tax, and consumption tax (also known as ex
cise tax). It replaced the old system, which 
included the Consolidated Industrial and 
Commercial Tax (CICT), product tax, and the 
earlier version of the VAT. (The product tax 
and earlier version of the VAT were not 
levied on either FIEs or FEs, however.) 

The current VAT is levied on the importa
tion of goods, the sale of goods, and the pro
vision of specific sendees such as processing 
and repairs. By statute, export of goods 
should be zero-rated. This means that any VAT 
paid on inputs is to be refunded, and VAT is 
not to be applied to exports. Until this year, 
however, exporters received only partial re
funds, which were calculated in a number of 

Joyce A. Peck, a CPA and 
managing director of the 
China Business Center of 
PricewaterhouseCoopers, 
located in New York, has 

advised foreign 
companies investing in 

China since 1984. Sophia 
Xu is a manager with 

PricewaterhouseCoopers 
in Beijing, currently on 

assignment at the center. 
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imports of capital equipment had been 
a longstanding preferential policy for 
which foreign investors were eligible. 
In an effort to increase central-govern
ment tax revenues and eliminate smug
gling, however, China revoked this 
treatment in April 1996. As might be 
expected, there was an outcry from 
foreign investors who were now faced 
with paying as much as a 35 percent 
tax on the value of imported capital 
equipment. (PRC authorities subse
quently extended the tax exemption 
through the end of 1998.) At the begin
ning of 1998, however, the PRC tax au
thorities once again agreed to exempt 
import duties and VAT on capital equip
ment imported by FIEs. 

Foreign investors should be aware, 
however, that to qualify for the re
newed import exemptions, the foreign-
invested project must satisfy a number 
of additional guidelines. First, the pro
ject must transfer technology. Second, 
the project must fall within the encour
aged category or restricted category 
"B" list of the Catalogue Guiding For
eign Investment in Industry, originally 
released in 1995 but updated as of Jan
uary 1, 1998. The imported machinery 
or equipment cannot be listed in 
China's Catalogue of Non-exempt 
Commodities Imported for Foreign-in-
vested Projects. The items on this list 
are primarily office equipment and per
sonal goods such as televisions and re
frigerators. Since it may be difficult for 
a foreign investor to determine 
whether a project qualifies for the ex
emption, investors are encouraged to 
obtain up-front confirmation that their 
project will be eligible for import ex
emptions from the local Ministry of 
Foreign Trade and Economic Coopera
tion (MOFTEC) and General Adminis
tration of Customs authorities. 

Foreign investors producing goods 
for export were also encouraged to 
learn that effective January 1, 1999, the 
State Administration of Taxation (SAT) 
had increased the VAT refund rates for 
a large number of industrial goods. The 
refund rate for some export products, 
including electronic plant and equip
ment, appliances, and electronic prod
ucts, is now 17 percent. Since the in
put VAT rate is also 17 percent, the tax 
is now fully recoverable for these 
goods. 

FIEs established before January 1, 
1994, were also pleased to learn that 
the VAT position on their export sales 
would remain unchanged for an addi-

different ways—and most still receive 
less than the full 17 percent refund. 

The amount of VAT payable is the 
amount of tax that a VAT payer collects 
from selling the finished goods— 
known as the "output VAT," less the in
put VAT-the VAT that it paid to its ven
dors—which is normally collected at 
every stage of the production and sup
ply chain. The tax burden is eventually 
borne by the enduser. Since VAT is paid 
at each level of operation, the number 
of transactions should be minimized: 
head offices rather than their sales 
branches should issue invoices and col
lect VAT. 

The VAT rate is usually 17 percent of 
the gross value of most products and a 
limited number of services. Some items, 
such as agricultural products and utili
ties, are taxed at 13 percent. Certain 
goods are even exempt from VAT-these 
include agricultural products sold by 
agricultural producers and imported sci
entific research equipment. Enterprises 
engaged in the production of goods with 
turnover of less than ¥1 million 
($120,773) or companies engaged in the 
wholesale or retail of goods and whose 
annual taxable sales are less than ¥1.8 
million ($217,391) are regarded as small-
scale VAT payers and are subject to a rate 
of 6 percent. Unlike general VAT payers, 
small-scale payers do not receive a credit 
for input VAT against VAT on sales. 

Business tax and VAT are mutually ex
clusive. Business tax is imposed on 
China-sourced transactions including 
most services, for instance transporta
tion, construction, post and telecommu
nications, and finance and insurance. It 
is also levied on the transfer of immov
able properties and intangible assets. 
The business tax is imposed on gross 
revenues and ranges from 3 to 20 per
cent, depending on the nature of the ser
vices. Unlike VAT, business tax is not a 
creditable tax, meaning that taxpayers 
registered for business tax cannot re
cover either VAT or business tax as "in
put tax." 

Consumption tax is levied on the im
portation, production, and processing 
of 11 categories of consumable goods, 
including tobacco, alcoholic drinks, 
cosmetics, skin- and hair-care products, 
jewelry, fireworks, gasoline, diesel oil, 
tires, motorcycles, and automobiles. 

This year's good news 
for taxpayers may be 

outweighed by the bad, 
and more tax changes 

may be on the way 

tional two years. When the VAT regula
tions were introduced, the central gov
ernment promised FIEs established be
fore 1994 that they would not suffer an 
extra tax burden under the new 
turnover tax system. The FIEs were to 
pay taxes based on the new tax regime 
and then apply for a refund under the 
five-year grandfather provision, which 
ran from January 1, 1994, through De
cember 12, 1998. Late last year, SAT de
cided to extend the exemption on ex
ports until the end of 2000. While 
pre-1994 FIEs will continue to absorb 
input VAT on local purchases, they will 
not be required to pay VAT on export 
sales. 

Taxpayers have enjoyed additional 
relief as a result of China's ongoing ef
fort to join the World Trade Organiza
tion (WTO). China has reduced cus
toms duties seven times since 1992, 
and by the end of 1998 the average 
rate for import duties was approxi
mately 17 percent. The Chinese govern
ment has promised to make even more 
reductions; the goal is to have the gen
eral import duty rate at 15 percent by 
the year 2000. In January of this year 
the import duties on textiles, toys, and 
forest products—altogether 1,014 
items-were reduced by 8 percent to 
78 percent. 

PREFERENTIAL 
POLICIES N JEOPARDY 

But all this good news may be out
weighed by the bad, and if current in
dicators hold true, more tax changes 
may be on the way. 

To attract foreign investment and di
rect foreign funds into desired indus
tries and areas, China provides a com
prehensive program of tax incentives 
and concessions. For example, produc
tive FIEs that operate for over 10 years 
in China are eligible for tax holidays. 
Qualifying FIEs are exempt from in
come tax for two years beginning with 
the first profit-making year and a 50 

GOOD NEWS 
FOR TAXPAYERS 

This year brought some good news 
for taxpayers. The exemption of tax on 
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Now that SAT has decided to reclaim 
the tax revenues that the local tax bu
reaus have been permitted to retain, 
what will the impact be on foreign in
vestors? Is it possible for the local tax 
authorities to broaden their tax base 
among domestic taxpayers in order to 
maintain or increase tax revenues? Or 
will they look, as in the past, to foreign 
investors as a reliable source of tax rev
enue? These questions remain to be an
swered by SAT authorities. FIEs are par
ticularly concerned that they might 
lose the 3 percent local income tax ex
emption and be faced with a barrage of 
municipal levies. 

Even though many of China's prefer
ential tax polices are stipulated in the 
tax law, the local tax authorities tend to 
"interpret" the laws to their benefit. As a 
result, foreign investors are well ad
vised to obtain up-front confirmation 
that their investment enterprises will 
qualify as productive, high-tech, or ex
port-oriented. If the parent company's 
business plan calls for reinvestment of 
its China profits at some point in the fu
ture, the foreign investor should reach 
an understanding with the local tax au
thorities on the necessary procedures 
to ensure eligibility for tax rebates on 
the reinvested funds. In particular, to 
ensure maximum tax benefits, tax pref
erences involving "gray areas" that rely 
upon the interpretation of local tax au
thorities should always be confirmed 
before contracts are signed. 

In spite of the preferential tax poli
cies currently offered to foreign in
vestors, the Chinese government has 
taken the position that it ultimately 
wants to unify the separate tax laws 
that currently apply to foreign and do
mestic firms. SAT officials have also in
dicated that existing tax preferences 
may be eliminated entirely in coastal ar
eas, or redirected from the coast to 
other geographical areas that require 
foreign investment and technology to 
modernize China's infrastructure and 
energize faltering state-owned enter
prises. The focus of preferences may 
also shift to specific industries. Foreign 
investors recognize China's need to re-
focus its preferential policies, but they 
also require consistency in the tax laws 
in order to operate profitably. Foreign 
investors have asked SAT to confirm 
that current preferential tax treatments 
for the existing FIEs will be grandfa
thered in the event that the Chinese 
government decides to eliminate pref
erential tax rates and holidays. 

Since China has said it intends to 
phase out the current tax differences 
between FIEs, domestic enterprises, 
and different economic areas, investors 
are asking whether they can expect 
China to remove its preferential in
come tax policy overnight. If history is 
any indication, such a move is unlikely. 
Most preferential tax policies FIEs en
joy are stipulated in the IT law, which 
also identifies specific, designated de
velopment zones. The Chinese govern
ment recognizes that preferential tax 
policies have played an important role 
in attracting and retaining foreign in
vestment. Even if the PRC decided to
day to change preferential tax policies, 
it could take years for such changes to 
take effect, since amendments to the 
IT Law and its detailed rules require a 
three-step procedure. 

First, SAT and the Ministry of Finance 
conduct research and draft any amend
ments to the tax law-which drafting is 
most likely already under way. Next, the 
draft would be reviewed by the State 
Council before submission to the rele
vant departments of the Standing Com
mittee of the National People's Congress 
(NPC) for discussion and revision. Third, 
the revised draft would require the ap
proval of the NPC or its Standing Com
mittee before either body were to enact 
the amendment. The entire process can 
take years to complete. 

Because of the significant impact any 
changes to the preferential tax treat
ments would have on most foreign op
erations in China, investors are keeping 
a close eye on any proposed modifica
tions to the income tax law and regula
tions, so as to prepare for any neces
sary adjustments to their business 
operations. 

Even though many 
of China's preferential 
tax polices are stipulated 
in the tax law, the local 
tax authorities tend 
to "interpret" the laws 
to their benefit. 

percent income tax reduction for the 
following three years. 

Reduced tax rates are offered to FIEs 
located in designated areas such as the 
Special Economic Zones (SEZs), the 
economic and technological develop
ment zones, the high-tech industry de
velopment zones, bonded zones, and 
the Shanghai Pudong New Area. The 
national income tax rate is reduced to 
either 15 percent or 24 percent in 
these areas. Local income tax is nor
mally waived. SEZs are the only loca
tions where FEs are eligible for the 15 
percent tax rate. 

Additional tax preferences allow a 
foreign investor that reinvests its share 
of profits in a new or existing FIE with 
an operating period of at least 5 years 
to receive a tax refund of 40 percent of 
the income tax it has already paid. The 
tax refund can be as high as 100 per
cent if the reinvestment is in an export-
oriented or a technologically advanced 
FIE in China. 

Earlier this year, PRC Finance Minister 
Xiang Huaicheng announced during a 
press conference that VAT and con
sumption taxes currently refunded by 
the central government to 44 of the 
country's development zones would be 
phased out over the next five years. This 
is in line with the original policy imple
mented in 1994, which allowed a five-
year grace period during which these 
taxes were to be refunded to the invest
ment zones. Without this grace period, 
central-level tax authorities would have 
collected these taxes, which amounted 
to 25 percent of VAT and 100 percent of 
the consumption tax payable by compa
nies in the zones. There had, however, 
been speculation that SAT might grant 
an extension for the refunds and en
courage the zones to use the revenue to 
attract foreign investment. 

TURNOVER TAXES: 
THE BIG CHANGES 

Since its introduction in 1994, VAT 
has been a hot topic in China. As transi
tional relief, the PRC State Council 
granted pre-1994 FIEs that suffered a 
heavier tax burden under the new 
turnover tax regime a tax refund for 
the excess tax. The grace period was to 
last five years beginning January 1, 
1994. Enterprises established after 
1994 were not eligible for the tax re
fund. The five-year turnover tax refund 
relief expired at the end of 1998; with
out the extension through 2000 men
tioned earlier in this article, pre-1994 
FIEs would no longer be able to receive 
any relief, even if their tax burden 
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were greater than it would have been 
under the Consolidated Industrial and 
Commercial Tax regime. 

Since 1994, the tax authorities have 
issued a number of rulings in an effort 
to explain, interpret, and clarify issues 
surrounding the VAT regulations and 
implementing rules. Since many for
eign operations in China are export-ori
ented, the VAT treatment that has 
drawn the most attention and criticism 
from foreign investors is the constant 
change in the VAT rebate on exports. 

According to the VAT regulations, ex
ports of goods should be zero-rated, 
which means VAT should not be im
posed on exports, and input VAT on the 
materials used to manufacture the ex-

will continue. As a result, there is a risk 
that China may reduce the rebate rates 
when the economy recovers or when it 
feels pressure to increase tax revenues. 

A circular issued by SAT in 1994 ex
empts FIEs engaged in import process
ing or contract processing from paying 
import VAT-but the circular, No. 239, 
does not permit the refund of input VAT 
when the goods are exported. In an at
tempt to minimize VAT on products pro
duced for export, many enterprises 
have undertaken contract processing. 

Unfortunately, the Chinese tax author
ities have announced that they are con
sidering imposing import VAT on export 
processing and allowing VAT refunds 
upon export of the goods. In Shenzhen, 
many processors—primarily from Hong 
Kong—have complained that this adjust
ment will significantly increase their tax 
burden and that they will not be com
petitive in the Asian market. Aside from 
tax, the imposition of VAT will also hurt 
the cash flow of enterprises engaged in 
process manufacturing. 

Investors are asking 
whether they can expect 

China to remove its 
preferential income tax 

policy overnight. 

tax: 10 percent income tax withholding 
plus 5 percent business tax. 

Guosbuiban (98) 797, which was 
issued in February of 1998, clarifies 
that the 5 percent business tax became 
effective beginning January 1, 1994. As 
a result, local tax bureaus such as Bei
jing and Guangzhou are taking action 
to collect the tax retroactive to January 
1994, which has resulted in many for
eign investors having millions of dol
lars withheld from current royalty pay
ments for the prior business tax 
liabilities. A bit of good news came in 
March 1998, when another circular 
was issued that allowed foreign in
vestors to deduct the 5 percent busi
ness tax from the amount of royalties 
subject to withholding tax. Thus, the 
effective tax rate is reduced by 0.5 per
cent, that is, from 15 to 14.5 percent. 

In fall 1998, the Beijing State Tax Bu
reau investigated the local telecommu
nication industry's practices with re
gard to the application of income tax 
withholding on transfers of intangibles. 
In particular, China's domestic laws 
make no distinction between payments 
made for application software and sys
tems software. As long as there is a re
strictive clause regarding usage, the 
Chinese apply income tax withholding 
on all payments for intangibles. Since 
the issuance of Circular 797, the local 
Beijing tax bureau is also actively inves
tigating the application of business tax 
withholding on these and other pay
ments for intangibles. Other jurisdic
tions are expected to enforce the col
lection of business tax on intangibles 
sooner rather than later as it will en
hance local tax revenues. 

The additional tax burden has an even 
more severe tax impact on US compa
nies since business tax is not creditable 
against US tax. The additional tax bur
den, coupled with China's traditionally 
low royalty rates, is causing many for
eign companies to re-think the feasibility 
of transferring technology to China. A 

port goods should be full)7 refunded. But 
because of widespread export fraud and 
the shortage of renminbi (RMB) avail
able with which to pay the refunds, 
China lowered the VAT rebate rates in 
July of 1995 and again in January of 
1996. For example, the rebate rate for 
products that should have been 17 per
cent was reduced to 9 percent. As a re
sult of the reduction of the VAT rebate 
rate, export-oriented FIEs were forced 
to absorb the 8 percent non-refundable 
input VAT into their cost of goods sold. 

Since 1998, under economic pressure 
from both the overseas and domestic 
markets, China has gradually raised the 
VAT rebate rates-primarily to stimulate 
exports. The increase in rebate rates be
gan with textiles, the goods most af
fected by China's sluggish export mar
ket. The rebate rate was first raised from 
9 percent to 11 percent and later to 13 
percent. Rebate increases were later ex
tended to other products such as coal, 
steel, cement, ships, electrical and light 
industrial products, aluminum, zinc, and 
lead. In January 1999. China raised re
bate rates again. Machinery, electrical 
products, transportation equipment and 
meters were granted a full 17 percent 
VAT refund. The rebate rates for other 
products have also increased; however, 
the average VAT export rebate rate is 
still 12.56 percent, well below the statu
tory rebate rate. 

Needless to day, the increase in the 
VAT rebate rates on exports is welcome 
news to foreign investors. There is con
cern, however, that the impetus for the 
adjustment was China's own financial 
slowdown and a sustained, sluggish ex
port market in 1998 rather than a will
ingness to comply with the provisions 
of the VAT regulations. Moreover, China 
has not indicated how long the rebates 

BUSINESS TAX WOES 
Most FIEs do not encounter as many 

problems with business tax as they do 
with other turnover taxes. Neverthe
less, recent changes in the application 
of the business tax regulations have 
had a major impact on their operations 
in China. Since business tax is a trans
actional tax, foreign enterprises have 
learned the importance of minimizing 
the number of transfers and eliminating 
the reimbursement of expenses or fees 
paid by the head office or a third party. 

The Provisional PRC Business Tax 
Regulations and detailed rules, which 
were implemented January 1, 1994, 
clearly state that income from the 
transfer of intangible assets, including 
royalties, know-how, patents, and 
copyrights, is subject to 5 percent busi
ness tax. In the past, however, most lo
cal tax authorities did not impose the 
tax on the transfer of intangibles by for
eign investors since the proceeds from 
the intangible transactions were al
ready subject to withholding tax, 

A January 1998 SAT circular called for 
the 5 percent business tax to be im
posed on royalties related to transfers of 
intangibles. A separate circular clarified 
that the interest and rental of movable 
assets are not subject to business tax. US 
companies or companies from countries 
that have tax treaties with China and do 
not have a permanent establishment in 
China are now subject to a 15 percent 
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strong lobbying effort is under way by 
many of the world's largest companies 
with operations in China, to try to con
vince the Ministry of Finance and SAT to 
reconsider imposing the 5 percent tax. 

dits to stop the tax leakage created 
through transfer-pricing practices. PRC 
tax authorities have created special au
dit teams to identify the companies to 
be targeted for transfer-pricing audits. 
Two practices are currently attracting 
the taxman: tax avoidance effected by 
manipulating transfer pricing, and tax 
avoidance achieved through thin capi
talization. The primary FIE targets for 
transfer-pricing examination are those 
with the following characteristics: busi
ness dealings with related parties estab
lished in a tax haven; persistent losses; 
fluctuating patterns of profits and 
losses; profits that fluctuate greatly dur
ing and after tax holidays; losses on ex
ports but profits on domestic sales; and 
profit levels that are lower than those of 
other companies in the same industry. 

To minimize exposure to transfer-
pricing audits, foreign investors should 
ensure that they implement a transfer 
pricing policy that is in line with the 
policy being used in other countries in 
the world and that they retain adequate 
documentation to defend their pricing 
policies. 

tual trust. Good relationships contribute 
to easier resolution of disputes. 

TOUGH TIMES AHEAD 
China faces a dilemma, at least in the 

short term. For almost two decades, 
the most effective tool in attracting 
hard currency and high technology has 
been the granting of tax preferences to 
foreign investors. With few exceptions, 
these preferences are available only to 
foreign investors. Yet SAT has stated on 
numerous occasions that it intends to 
standardize the tax system and en
hance tax collection and administra
tion. The long-term objective is to pro
vide equal treatment to both foreign 
and domestic enterprises-consistent 
with World Trade Organization princi
ples of national treatment. But in the 
meantime, the foreign investor is strug
gling to comply with an ever-changing 
tax regime that appears to implement 
policy as tax revenues require. 

Thus, it is essential that SAT under
stand the importance of both trans
parency and consistency in its foreign 
tax regime. Transparency and consis
tency are necessary if China is to con
tinue to attract priority, capital-intensive 
projects that transfer significant technol
ogy. SAT has made impressive strides in 
implementing tax laws and regulations 
in the past decade. What foreign in
vestors need now is assurance that the 
preferences included in these laws will 
be awarded grandfather treatment if 
there are subsequent changes in the 
statutes. Such grandfather protection 
was apparently agreed to by PRC nego
tiators in talks with the US Trade Repre
sentative in early April. SAT also needs 
to encourage local tax bureaus not to 
"interpret" the laws to their benefit. 
China must increase its tax base to in
clude additional state-owned enterprises 
and PRC individuals. It cannot continue 
to look to foreign investors as automatic 
teller machines. 

At the same time, foreign investors also 
need to recognize that although preferen
tial tax treatments may not be abolished 
in the short term, they will not last for
ever. Companies must thus examine their 
business plans and operations. Change is 
inevitable and they must adapt to survive. 
Self-inspection of business operations and 
compliance with the tax laws and regula
tions are a necessity. China's tax authori
ties are stricter, better organized, and less 
flexible than ever. In China, being an "old 
friend" is no longer as important as being 
a good taxpayer! 

CUSTOMS DUTIES 
In addition to the reinstatement of 

the exemption of tax on imported capi
tal goods, similar exemptions are being 
extended to goods imported into, and 
exported out of, an expanded number 
of designated free-trade zones, such as 
the Waigaoqiao Free Trade Zone in the 
Pudong New Area of Shanghai. 

Interestingly, despite the renewed 
tax exemption on the import of capital 
goods and the effect of the Asian finan
cial crisis on trade, China announced 
that its customs departments surpassed 
their 1998 tax revenue quotas. But the 
tax authorities have said that they will 
enhance their efforts to collect cus
toms duties this year. As mentioned ear
lier, the exempt status of the process
ing sector may be at risk. 

IS AN AUDIT 
IN YOUR FUTURE? 

In 1998 SAT conducted a widespread 
tax inspection program that focused on 
both domestic and foreign enterprises. 
Targeted foreign enterprises include 
those with withholding responsibili
ties, group companies and their sub
sidiaries and branches, and various 
nonprofit entities including foreign rep
resentative offices. The areas attracting 
the taxman's attention include Shen
zhen, Beijing, Shanghai, and the coastal 
cities. As a result of the tax audits, 
many FIEs are faced with paying signifi
cant back taxes. 

Tax collection has become a big 
business in China. Each tax jurisdiction 
is given a revenue target and is "encour
aged" to meet its goal. Since the Chi
nese tax authorities are targeting FIEs, 
foreign firms are asking what can be 
done to minimize the chances of being 
audited and, if audited, how they can 
minimize the amount of the tax, inter
est, and penalties that may be assessed. 
They have no choice but to prepare for 
an audit, for the penalties are more 
onerous than the tax—73 percent per 
year on the overdue tax. 

Transfer-pricing activities have also 
come under scrutiny in China of late, so 
foreign investors should expect to face 
audits in this area as well. SAT has an
nounced that in 1999 it will step up its 
efforts to conduct transfer-pricing au-

TlPS FOR THE TAXPAYER 
It is always important for taxpayers 

to ensure that they have reliable finan
cial and accounting software that al
lows them to comply with income- and 
turnover-tax administration require
ments. Record-keeping is essential, as 
tax audits in China are extremely thor
ough, and providing underlying docu
mentation a must. Given the slowdown 
in China's economy, the Chinese tax au
thorities will put more effort into 
strengthening tax collection, especially 
that of turnover and income taxes. As a 
result of the increased VAT rebates on 
exports, the tax authorities will turn a 
watchful eye on tax fraud related to 
trade activities. As in the past, foreign 
investors need to strengthen the admin
istration of VAT invoices since they will 
be subject to heightened enforcement. 

More and more, foreign investors are 
seeing the wisdom of self-evaluation. 
They are conducting internal and exter
nal tax reviews to ensure compliance 
with relevant tax laws. Withholding-tax 
compliance is always the focus of tax 
audits so special care should be made to 
ensure proper withholding for individ
ual income tax, business tax, and corpo
rate income tax. Last but far from least, 
the company's management should es
tablish a good relationship with the lo
cal tax bureau, one that enhances mu- % 
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SINOFINT WASHINGTON 
(New Products Expo'99) 

China Fair of Inventions & New Technologies 

EXHIBITION 
free Admission 

August 31 through September 2, 1999 
10:00 am to 8 pm 

Washington Convention Center 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

For information fax or call 
FAX: (301) 946-4517 TEL: (301) 946-4516 
Web site: www.uschinacouncil.org 
E-mail: usee®,uschinacouncil.org 

Categorized Product List: Building Materials & Technology; Chemical & Petroleum 
Products; Consumer Electronics; Energy Conservation Technology; Environmental 

Protection Technology; Food Processing; Gardening; Health & Medical Care; Industrial 
Machinery; Instrument-Testing & Analyzing, etc. 

"Sino- U.S. Symposium On Intellectual Property" 
(REGISTRATIONFEE: $150 SEMINAR ONLY) 

August 31, Tuesday 1:30 pm; September 1, Wednesday 10:00 am & 1:30 pm; 

Yang, Zhengwu: Deputy Commissioner, State Intellectual Property Office 
of China (SIPO) 

"Current and Future Development of Chinese Intellectual Property Laws" 
Hu, Zuochao: Director General of Coordination and Management, SIPO 

"Chinese Intellectual Property: Implementing Laws, Regulations, and Practices" 
Yang. Cailiang: Director General of China Patent Information Center, SIPO 

"Chinese Intellectual Property Information System" 
INVITED U.S. GUEST SPEAKERS: 

Assistant Commissioner for Patent, USPTO 
Michael Lee: Patent Attorney & Former USPTO Examiner, Crowell & Moring LLP 

"Advanced Claim Drafting: How to Get Commercially Significant Patents" 
Asian Baghdadi: Patent Attorney, Crowell & Moring LLP 

"The Basic of Patent Licensing" 

Sponsors: U.S.-China Council for International Exchange, Inc. & 
China Patent Information Center, SIPO 
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Rico Chan A new 
land law 

attempts to 
reset China's 

complex 
land-use 
policies 

A raft of new laws and regulations guiding PRC land use has en
tirely overhauled the system in place since 1986. The Land Ad
ministration Law of the People's Republic of China (the New 
Land Law), the highest legislation on land matters in China, 

came into effect on January 1, 1999, replacing the 1986 law. Between De
cember 1998 and March 1999 the State Council and the Ministry of State 
Land and Natural Resources (MSLR) enacted the Implementing Regula
tions for the New Land Law and a number of other important land regula
tions. Completing the overhaul of China's land administration system, in 
April 1998 China's national land authority, the State Land Administration, 
was merged into the newly established MSLR. 

Foreign investors naturally will ask how 
the new land administration system will af
fect their projects in China and the land-use 
rights they hold. They will also want to 
know whether it will increase land-acquisi
tion costs and land-related environmental 
obligations and liabilities. Lastly, they will 
want to be sure that the new law will pre
vent cases similar to the "Beijing McDon
ald's case" from happening again. In that 
highly publicized case, the Beijing govern
ment took back a piece of prime real estate 
in downtown Beijing for which McDonald's 
had not only acquired land-use rights from 
its Chinese partner with the consent of the 
government, but on which it had already 
developed a successful oudet. 

Chinese government's policy agenda. Prior 
to 1978, the appallingly low level of agricul 
tural productivity and exploding population 
growth were the main challenges to stabil
ity. But with the introduction of economic 
reforms and birth control policies in the 
late seventies to address these problems, 
one of the most pressing issues facing the 
government has become the decrease in 
arable land caused by rapid industrialization 
and urbanization. China now has 22 per
cent of the world's population but only 7 
percent of the world's arable land. Preserv
ing the country's farmland, therefore, has 
become a matter of strategic importance. 

In 1986, the State Council established the 
State Land Administration to regulate and 
monitor China's land system. The same year, 
the National People's Congress promulgated 
the Land Administration Law, with die pro
tection of arable land as its key objective. 
The law adopted a size-limit approval mech
anism, under which different levels of local 

PRESERVING 
Since the establishment of the PRC in 

1949, ensuring die polidcal stability of the 
80 percent of the Chinese population that 
lives in rural areas has always topped the 

Rico Chan is a 
senior associate with the 
China Practice Group of 

Baker & McKenzie s 
Hong Kong office. 

FARMLAND 
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government, according to the land area 
involved, were given authority to ap
prove the use of arable land for con
struction purposes. But experience has 
proven this size-limit approval mecha
nism to be intrinsically flawed. Collabo
rating local governments and land users 
easily circumvented it, and from 1985 
to 1995, China lost about 60 million 
hectares of arable land. Faced with such 
an alarming situation, the central gov
ernment had no choice but to restruc
ture the land system. 

of collective land, while theoretically 
possible, is practically infeasible. But 
rural collectives may provide land-use 
rights and land-contracting rights (tudi 
chengbao jingyingquan) for collective 
land to peasants and other land users, 
subject to stringent legal procedures. 

The 1990 Urban Land Regulations 
and the 1994 Urban Real Estate Law au
thorize local land bureaus at county and 
municipal levels to grant long-term 
land-use rights, known as granted land-
use rights (churang tudi shiyongquan) 
to local and foreign land users. Granted 
land-use rights can be created for state-
owned land only, not collective land. 

To obtain granted land-use rights, the 
land user must sign a land-grant con
tract with the local land bureau and 
pay a substantial land-grant fee up 
front. The grantee will enjoy a fixed 
land-grant term and must use the land 
for the purpose specified in the land-
grant contract. Prior to the expiration 
of the term, the government may take 
back the land only for reasons of public 
interest, and in such a case the govern
ment must compensate the grantee for 
the value of the unexpired term and 
the costs of the superstructures. The 
maximum term of a land grant ranges 
from 40 years for commercial use to 70 
years for residential use. 

Apart from security of tenure, the 
other important legal feature of granted 
land-use rights is marketability—that is, 
granted land-use rights may be trans
ferred, leased, or mortgaged in accor
dance with the law and the terms of 
the land-grant contract. 

Other types of land-use rights in
clude allocated land-use rights (huabo 

Chinese law prohibits 
transferring ownership 

of state-owned land, 
but permits the Chinese 

government to grant, 
lease, or allocate land-use 

rights for state-owned 
land. 

LAND-TITLE SYSTEM 
Although the New Land Law has in

troduced many changes, it has not al
tered the existing land-title system in 
China. Under this system, there are 
two types of land ownership: state 
ownership and collective ownership. 
There is no private land ownership un
der Chinese law. According to China's 
1982 Constitution, all land in urban ar
eas is owned by the state and is called 
state-owned land (guoyou tudi). All 
agricultural land and homesteads in the 
suburban and rural areas are owned by 
rural collectives and called collective 
land (jiti tudi) Uncultivated land in 
mountain and other remote areas is 
also stated-owned. 

Commercially, land-use rights (tudi 
shiyongquari). rather than land owner
ship (tudi suoyouquari), is the relevant 
concept. Chinese law prohibits transfer
ring ownership of state-owned land, but 
permits the Chinese government to 
grant, lease, or allocate land-use rights 
for state-owned land. For collective land, 
Chinese law has imposed so many re
strictions that the transfer of ownership 

tudi shiyongquari). which are ob
tained through an administrative ap
proval by the government without the 
payment of a land-grant fee, and collec
tive land-use rights, which are obtained 
through contracts with rural collec
tives. In contrast, these non-granted 
types of land-use rights (feichurattg 
tudi shiyongquan) lack either mar
ketability or security of tenure. Hence 
foreign banks normally do not accept 
these non-granted types of land-use 
rights as security for lending, particu
larly in limited-recourse project finance 
transactions. And, generally speaking, 
the government may take back these 
non-granted land-use rights at any time 
without any compensation. Most Chi
nese joint-venture parties possess only 
non-granted types of land-use rights, 
because their rights were acquired 
long before the creation of the land-
grant system in 1990. 

OTHER MAJOR PRC LAND REGULATIONS ENACTED AFTER THE NEW LAND LAW 

DATE OF ISSUE/ 
DATE EFFECTIVE ISSUING BODY 

Measures for Examination of Master Land Use Plans at the Provincial Level MSLR Dec. 19, 1998 

Implementing Regulations for the Law of the People's Republic of China on 
Administration of Land State Council Dec. 27, 1998/Jan. 1, 1999 
Regulations for Protection of Basic Cropland State Council Dec. 27, 1998/Ian. 1, 1999 

Announcement Concerning the Launch of New Versions of Land Certificates 
Commencing on January 1, 1999 MSLR Dec. 30, 1998 

Measures for the Administration of Annual Land Use Plans MSLR Mar. 2, 1999 

Measures for the Administration of the Inspection and Submission for Approval 
of Land for Construction Use MSLR Mar. 2, 1999 
Measures for Actions Concerning Idle Land MSLR Apr. 28, 1999 
SOURCE: Rico Chan 
NOTES: MSLR: Ministry of State Land and Natural Resources. 
The New Land Law (Land Administration Law of the People's Republic of China) introduces changes that will require the amendment of all pre
existing provincial land regulations. 
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First, the law significantly tightens the 
existing size-limit approval mechanism. 
Beijing has revoked the statutory 
power to approve land requisition 
(zhengyong tudi) previously enjoyed 
by county and municipal governments. 
Moreover, provincial governments' 
statutory power to approve land requi
sition has been cut in half. Now provin
cial governments may only approve 
land requisitions of up to 35 ha of 
arable land (previously 70 ha), or 70 ha 
of non-arable land (previously 140 ha). 
Requisition of larger sites must be ap
proved by the State Council. 

Second, the New Land Law has fur
ther tightened the control over basic 
cropland, used to produce staple and 
cash crops. Local governments are now 
required to designate no less than 80 
percent of their arable land as basic 
cropland. Moreover, the State Council 
must approve all requisitions of basic 
cropland for construction use, regardless 

mcnts aim to establish a more effective 
system for protecting arable land. The 
first major set of changes is the tighten
ing of the approval procedure for non-
agricultural use of arable land. To this 
end, the New Land Law now divides 
land into three types: agricultural land 
0nongyongdi), construction land (jian-
she yongdi), and unutilized land 
(weiliyongdi). Agricultural land in
cludes farmland, forested land, grass
land, and other land used for agricul
tural production or irrigation. 
Construction land includes land for 
construction of buildings, mining, 
transportation facilities, water-conser-
vancy projects, and military purposes. 
Unutilized land refers to all land that is 
neither agricultural nor construction 
land-usually state-owned land in un
cultivated mountain areas. 

There are five major changes in the 
approval procedures for using arable 
land for non-agricultural purposes. 

Now provincial 
governments may only 
approve land requisitions 
of up to 35 ha of arable 
land (previously 70 ha), 
or 70 ha of non-arable 
land (previously 140 ha). 

TIGHTENED 
APPROVAL PROCEDURE 

The New Land Law contains eight 
chapters and 86 articles, compared 
with seven chapters and 5/ articles in 
the old law. Almost all of the amend-

THE GUILIN HUIHUA GOLF COURSE CASE 

only had the power lo approve a land 
acquisition of not more than 66.67 ha 
of agricultural land, and hence should 
have submitted the case to the State 
Council for ultimate approval 

Instead, the Guangxi provincial 
government apparently collaborated 
with the lower-level authorities and 
the project owner, "splitting" the land 
involved into several sections, so that 
each section on its own would fall 
within the Guangxi government's ap
proval limit. This practice, "splitting 
the whole into pieces (huazherig 
weiling)," had been repeatedly de
clared illegal by the State Council and 
MSI.R's predecessor, the State Land 
Administration. But the State Land Ad
ministration lacked either an effective 
control mechanism or the necessary 
political support to enforce the statu
tory approval limits, particularly 
when the provincial governments col
laborated with the lower-level author
ities, as in the Guilin Huihua case. 
Consequently, despite repeated direc
tives, such irregular practices have 
been rampant in many parts of China 
over the last ten years. 

The Guilin Huihua case was even
tually exposed during the State Land 
Administration's nationwide investiga
tion of illegal land- use in 1997-98. 

pursuant to the Notice Concerning 
Further Strengthening the Administra
tion of bind and Implementation of 
the Protection of Cultivated Land, 
promulgated by the Central Commit
tee and the State Council on April IS, 
1997. With the consent of the State 
Council, MSLR revoked the approval 
documents and local-use certificates 
issued by the Guangxi provincial gov
ernment and the local land authori
ties MSLR also ordered that the ille
gally granted land be restored to the 
collectives, and that the officials and 
other parlies involved be penalized 
severely in accordance with the law. 

With the promulgation of the bind 
Administration btw of the PRC and 
the establishment of MSLR, the land 
regime in China will be much more 
stringently enforced. The Guilin Hui
hua case also shows that illegal land 
acquisitions may be exposed and in
validated years after deals are closed. 
Foreign investors should think twice 
before relying on assurances from lo
cal authorities and their Chinese part
ners that the central government 
would be none the wiser about "split
ting" and other ways of circumventing 
the law. 

The Ministry of State bind and Nat
ural Resources (MSLR) took its first 
law enforcement action six months 
after its creation, with the October 
15, 1998 revocation of the land-use 
approvals for the Guilin Huihua golf 
course project. MSLR issued another 
notice on January 4. 1999, publicizing 
its crackdown on ten other cases of 
land-law violations by local govern
ments and investors. Through these 
high-profile enforcement actions, 
MSLR is obviously sending a clear 
message to local governments and in
vestors: MSLR is determined to en
force the land law and has the politi
cal support to penalize violators. 

The Guilin Huihua golf course pro
ject was a Taiwan-invested joint-ven
ture project. In 1994, the Guilin mu
nicipal government issued preliminary 
approvals for compulsory acquisition 
of about 240 hectares of agricultural 
land from various rural collectives for 
the construction of the golf course. As 
the total area of the land involved was 
far above the limit for local-level ap
proval (3-33 ha of agricultural land), 
the Guilin municipal government sub
mitted the case to the Guangxi provin
cial government for approval. Accord
ing to the land law in force in 1994, 
the Guangxi provincial government —Rico Chan 
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of the size involved. Between January 
and March 1999, MSLR granted prelimi
nary approval to the land-use proposals 
of 33 state- and provincial-level key pro
jects, 22 of which have already received 
the State Council's final approval. These 
22 projects include 10 transportation 
projects, nine water conservancy pro
jects, and three power projects. 

Third, the New Land Law has intro
duced an arable land-usage conversion 
(notigyongdi zbuanyong) procedure 
for approval of new construction land. 
This, combined with the tightened 
size-limit approval procedure, is aimed 
at stopping local authorities from cir
cumventing the law by sub-dividing 
large sites into smaller sites. Although 
the New Land Law and its Implement
ing Regulations are still unclear on the 
detailed procedures, it appears that vir
tually all new conversions of agricul
tural land into construction land must 
be either specifically approved by the 
State Council or the provincial govern
ments, or supported by prior general 
approvals from these bodies. 

Fourth, the New Land Law specifi
cally requires project owners to attach 

the local land bureau's preliminary ex
amination report when they submit the 
feasibility study of their projects for ap
proval. Earlier regulations also con
tained this requirement, but it was ig
nored by many local governments. By 
reinforcing this requirement, the New 
Land Law now compels project owners 
to consult the land authorities so that 
they may raise objections at the feasibil
ity study stage of construction projects. 

Fifth, the legal effect of master land-use 

Any land user who 
obtains approval to 

convert a plot of arable 
land must cultivate a 

new plot of arable land of 
plans (tudi liyong zongti guihua) and an- the same size and quality. 
nual land-use plans (tudi liyong niandu 
jihua) has been significantly enhanced. 
Previously, local governments and land 
users did not pay much attention to these 
plans. Experience has shown that unless 
adequate mechanisms are put into place 
to identify and monitor the country's 
arable land and basic cropland, merely 
tightening the approval limits will be inef
fective. All local land-use plans (and their 
subsequent amendments) require the ap
proval of the State Council or the provin
cial governments. The New Land Law 
specifically states that land-use approvals 
given in violation of the relevant land-use 
plans will be legally void. 

FINANCIAL 
DISINCENTIVES 

The second set of major changes is 
the introduction of more financial dis
incentives to using arable land for con
struction purposes. Arable land has de
creased rapidly over the last two 
decades because of the powerful finan
cial incentives to convert arable land 
into construction land. Rural collec
tives and peasants, instead of diligently 
plowing and sowing year in and year 
out for uncertain harvests, could imme
diately obtain large sums of cash by (il-
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plans" will be legally invalid. The new 
National Master Land-Use Plan Outline 
(1997-2010) was promulgated by the 
State Council on April 19, 1999. MSLR 
and the State Council are currently ex
amining provincial master land-use 
plans. While foreign investors and legal 
practitioners are familiar with the previ
ous size-limit approval mechanism, few 
have much experience in dealing with 
land-use plans. 

Third, the Implementing Regulations 
for the New Land Law authorize the 
government to lease (rather than grant) 
land-use rights. One basic difference 
between a land grant and a land lease is 
that a land grant would require a sub
stantial downpayment and a "pepper
corn" land-use fee annually, whereas a 
land lease instead calls for a higher an
nual rent but no huge downpayment. 
Experimental local land-lease regula
tions in Pudong and other places sug
gest that leased land-use rights (chuzu 
tucli shiyongquati) may not be trans
ferred, sub-leased, or mortgaged. Al
though leased land-use rights lack mar 
ketability, they would be acceptable for 
industrial projects which require secu
rity of land tenure, but not marketabil
ity, of land-use rights. Currently, there 
is a heated intellectual debate under 
way in China as to how this annual 
land lease system (tucli nlanzu zhidu) 
should be developed. Foreign investors 
who are evaluating alternative ways to 
acquire land should watch for legal de
velopments in this area. 

Fourth, another subtle but important 
implication is that the New Land Law 
reaffirms the legality of contribution of 
land-use rights as capital. In the early 
1980s, the standard method of land ac
quisition in joint-venture projects was 
through the contribution of land-use 
rights by Chinese parties, pursuant to 
the joint-venture law issued in 1979-
However, since the creation of the land-
grant system in 1990, the legality of 
such land contribution has been ques
tioned. Though the New Land Law and 
its ancillary regulations confirm the le
gality of land contribution, they are still 
unclear on the legal procedures for it, 
such as whether specific approval by 
the local land bureau would be re
quired. 

Unfortunately, it is still also unclear 
whether this mode of land acquisition 
would give joint ventures a security of 
land tenure. This is because the land 
contribution would be a transaction be
tween the investors only, albeit with 

tlement allowance (anzbi buzhufei), 
young crops and fixtures compensa
tion fee (qingmiao buchangfef), and 
vegetable land development fund (xin-
caidi kaifa jianshi jijiri). The fees are 
calculated according to the average an
nual agricultural output of die relevant 
site over the three years preceding die 
requisition. The exact cost scales will 
be determined in local implementing 
measures, to be promulgated by the 
provincial people's congresses. 

As a further financial disincentive, 
the New Land Law has strengthened 
the levy and collection of die new culti
vation fee (kaikenfef). Any land user 
who obtains approval to convert a plot 
of arable land must cultivate a new plot 
of arable land of the same size and qual
ity. Land users may undertake the culti
vation themselves, but it is more com
mon for users to pay a fee to local 
governments to do so. 

As a result of the financial measures 
introduced by the New Land Law, 
greenfield projects that need to use 
arable land, such as new infrastructure 
facilities, will incur significantly higher 
land costs than before. Although the 
New Land Law has not increased the 
costs for using existing construction 
land, increased costs and tightened le
gal procedures for the use of arable 
land will soon result in increased de 
mand for existing construction land 
and, consequently, higher prices. In 
fact, since the promulgation of the 
New Land Law, the Pudong New Area 
of Shanghai has already seen real estate 
prices increase. 

Greenfield projects 
that need to use arable 
land, such as new 
infrastructure facilities, 
will incur significantly 
higher land costs than 
before. 
legally) selling or leasing their farm 
land, which they had inherited at no 
cost. Real estate, manufacturing, and 
infrastructure projects could save on 
lower acquisition and development 
costs by using arable land in the rural 
and suburban—rather than urban—ar
eas. And local governments could re
ceive the immediate benefit of large 
land revenues, as well as the longer-
term benefit of increased local tax rev
enues and local employment generated 
by these investment projects. Finally, 
corrupt government officials could find 
golden opportunities for graft in the 
conversion of arable land. 

In these cheap, illegal sales of arable 
land, the only loser is the long term 
well being of the nation. The central 
government has recognized that unless 
these underlying economic factors 
were addressed, tightening the ap
proval procedures alone would not 
succeed in changing the situation. The 
New Land Law therefore includes a 
number of measures to induce local 
governments to minimize the use of 
arable land for construction purposes 
and make better use of existing con
struction land. 

The New Land law stipulates that 30 
percent of the land revenues generated 
from all new conversions of arable land 
into construction land must be surren
dered to the central government. (Pre
viously, local governments kept land 
revenues from all types of land.) In 
contrast, local governments will be al
lowed to keep all land revenues gener
ated from the use of existing construc
tion land. 

Moreover, the New Land Law has 
doubled the costs for requisitions of 
•arable land. It stipulates four statutory 
items of compensation in the requisi
tion of arable land, namely, a land com
pensation fee (tudi bucbangfef), reset-

LEGAL AND 
PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS 

Broadly speaking, the New Land law 
has four major legal implications. First, 
in the short term, land acquisition for 
investment projects in China is likely to 
become more time consuming, and the 
risk of penalties and legal invalidity due 
to non-compliance is likely to be 
higher. In part, this is because officials, 
not yet familiar with the new proce
dures, are likely to act more cautiously 
in land-acquisition procedures. There 
have already been reports of such de
lays. 

Second, the risk of penalties and legal 
invalidity will also be higher because 
many aspects of the law and its ancillary 
regulations remain ambiguous. For ex
ample, the New Land Law declares that 
land contracts and approvals obtained 
in violation of the relevant "land-use 
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the consent of the government. There 
would not be a land-grant or land-lease 
contract with the government if a joint-
venture site were acquired in this way. 
Without a binding contract with the 
government, it is still legally uncertain 
whether a joint venture obtaining land 
from its Chinese partner can be asked 
to leave its site when the local govern
ment wants to redevelop the site. In 
other words, there is still no assurance 
that a "Beijing McDonald's" case will 
not arise again in the future. 

land-related environmental liabilities, 
which will continue to be regulated by 
general Chinese environmental regula
tions. Currently, Chinese environmen
tal regulations are silent on cleanup 
and successor liabilities of new users 
for pre-existing land contamination. 
There is not yet any Chinese equivalent 
of the US Comprehensive Environmen
tal Response, Compensation, and Lia
bilities Act of 1980. But the prudent 
view is that the new users could poten
tially be liable for pre-existing contami
nation under general Chinese civil law 
principles. Therefore, it is important to 
conduct an on-site environmental audit 
prior to acquisition. If contamination is 
revealed, investors should require the 
present owner to clean up the site, or 
alternatively, to obtain a written com
fort letter, waiver, or indemnity from 
the present owner, the local land bu
reau, or the local environmental pro
tection bureau, as appropriate. 

There is still no 
assurance that a 

"Beijing McDonald's" 
case will not arise again 

in the future. 

news includes the continuation of the 
pre-existing system of land-use rights 
and their legal protection, as well as 
the affirmation of the legality of "land 
leases" and "land contributions." On the 
other hand, the New Land Law will 
lead to higher land costs, a more com
plicated land-acquisition process, and 
more legal pitfalls for foreign investors, 
at least in the short term. But on the 
whole, the New Land Law and its ancil
lary regulations represent a significant 
step forward in stopping the alarming 
loss of arable land and developing a 
more rational and transparent land sys
tem in China. 

LIABILITIES FOR 
CONTAMINATED LAND 

The New bind Law emphasizes envi
ronmental protection. For example, it 
states that one of the guiding princi
ples in preparing master land-use plans 
is "the protection and improvement of 
the ecological environment, so as to 
ensure the sustainable development in 
land," It also requires local governments 
to put more effort into preventing de
sertification, salinization, soil erosion, 
and soil pollution. 

Nevertheless, the New Land Law it
self does not contain any provision on 

MORE OPTIONS, MORE 
PITFALLS, HIGHER COSTS 

The New Land Law leaves foreign in
vestors with mixed feelings. The good % 
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Macao Aims for 
I a Turnaround 

EL* 

* * * 

Darlene M. Liao 

Unlike 
most Hong 
Kongers in 

1997, Macao 
residents are 

optimistic 
about 

reversion to 

A fter 442 years of Portuguese administration, Macao returns to 
PRC rule on December 20, 1999, with pomp and festivities 
topped off by an air show featuring skydivers from around 
the world. Some might question why the handover of a city of 

only 8.1 square miles and some 430,000 residents is worth noting. The 
answer, in a nutshell, is that the territory will become a PRC- Special Ad
ministrative Region (SAR) and thus another test case of China's "one 
country, two systems" model. How well the governments of Macao and 
China tackle Macao's economic and political challenges, and in particular 
how successful they are in combating Macao's pervasive organized crime 
network, will foretell more than just Macao's future. 
A DIFFERENT to China in 1974 (after the Portuguese revo

lution), whereas the British were reluctant 
to let go of Hong Kong. The negotiations for 
Macao's Joint Declaration and Basic Law 
were speedy in contrast to the lengthy and 
at times bitter negotiations over the terms 
of Hong Kong's handover. Another striking 
difference is that while Hong Kongers 
fought ardently to preserve the status quo, 
Macao residents hope that the handover 
will bring about change. 

The PRC central government will assume 
control over Macao's diplomatic and mili
tary affairs on December 20. In accordance 
with the Sino-Portuguese Joint Declaration 
on the Question of Macao, signed in April 
1987, the Macao SAR will be autonomous, 
with its own government and laws. Like 
Hong Kong, Macao will maintain the pre
sent political, judicial, social, cultural, and 
economic systems for 50 years. Portuguese 
and Chinese will be the official languages. 
Residents will continue to enjoy freedom of 

PRC rule KIND OF HANDOVER 

Though as SARs under China's "one coun
try, two systems" policy, Macao and Hong 
Kong have the same general structure-
guided by the Basic Law and governed by a 
Chief Executive, Executive Council, and a 
legislature—distinct differences exist. 
Macao is 50 times smaller than Hong Kong, 
and has less than half a million residents 
compared to Hong Kong's 6 million. While 
Hong Kongers feel very strongly about be
ing Hong Kong Chinese, very few residents 
of the city, located at the mouth of the Pearl 
River Delta 40 miles southwest of Hong 
Kong, consider themselves Macao Chinese. 
Only 3 percent of the population speaks 
Portuguese. Hong Kong also has a strong, 
mature civil service, while Macao's is young 
and inexperienced. 

Perhaps a more important difference lies 
in the ease of negotiating Macao's transi
tion. Portugal was willing to return Macao 

Darlene M. Liao is 
assistant editor of 

The CBR. The author 
wishes to thank the 

officials and academics 
with whom she met in 

Macao and Hong Kong 
and with whom she 

corresponded for their 
gracious support. 
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expression, press, movement and asso
ciation, and religion, among other 
rights protected under the Basic Law, 
the SAR constitution promulgated by 
the PRC in March 1993. 

Macao's current Legislative Assembly 
of 23 deputies will serve until 2001, 
providing a degree of continuity. Seven 
members are appointed by the gover
nor, eight are directly elected, and eight 
are selected indirectly. The Legislative 
Assembly is currently dominated by a 
pro-Beijing faction, which should fur
ther smooth the transition. The second 
assembly, which will serve until 2005, 
will be composed of 27 deputies. The 
third assembly and all those thereafter 
will be composed of 29 deputies, 12 of 
which will be directly elected, 10 indi
rectly elected, and 7 appointed by the 
chief executive. 

The Chief Executive Selection Com
mittee of 200 Macao residents elected 
44-year-old Edmund Ho as the Macao 
SAR's first head. Ho is the general man
ager ofTai Fung Bank, chairman of the 
Macao Association of Banks, a member 
of the Standing Committee of the 
PRC's Ninth National People's Con
gress, vice president of the Macao 
Chamber of Commerce, and until re
cently a member of the Legislative As
sembly. Soon after winning the May 15 
election by a landslide, Ho, who has 
vowed to prioritize economic and pub
lic security issues, resigned from the 
legislature to prepare for his new post. 
As Chief Executive, the Macao native 
will appoint seven Legislative Assembly 
deputies and select five secretaries—a 
reduction from the current seven, re
flecting efforts to streamline the gov
ernment. 

does not. According to the PRC Law on 
Nationality in the Macao Special Admin
istrative Region, all ethnic Chinese 
born in Macao will be considered citi
zens of China, regardless of whether 
they hold Portuguese passports or 
identity cards. Individuals of mixed 
Chinese and Portuguese background, 
however, will be able to choose be
tween Chinese and Portuguese citizen
ship. Chinese citizens with Portuguese 
passports or right of residence in other 
foreign countries will not have foreign 
consular protection while in China or 
Macao. The law, approved by the Stand
ing Committee of the National People's 
Congress, takes effect December 20. 

The PLA question centers around the 
troops to be stationed in Macao after 
the handover. According to the Macao 
SAR Basic Law, the PRC government 
will assume responsibility for Macao's 
defense, and the SAR government will 
be responsible for security concerns. 
Unlike Hong Kong's Basic Law, that of 
Macao fails to state clearly the role of 
PLA troops. Beijing has said that troops 
would be stationed in Macao for sover
eignty reasons, while some senior PRC 
officials have said that troops might not 
even be necessary. 

Macao's gambling 
industry accounts for an 
estimated 42-60percent 
of GDP and employs 30 

percent of the work force. 

Macao and Hong Kong; a rail connec
tion to Zhuhai and Guangzhou; and an 
offshore oil terminal. 

While Macao was investing heavily in 
infrastructure, property developers ac
tively built up commercial and residen
tial housing, leading to a property glut 
that persists today. Macao has been 
recording negative economic growth 
along with its neighbors in the past 
few years. GDP contracted 6.8 percent 
last year, according to Macao's Census 
and Statistics Department (see Table). 
The government is thus pinning its 
hopes on tourism to boost the econ
omy in the short term. Government ef
forts include enlarging tourism facili
ties and developing related services. 

The tourism sector is dominated by 
Macao's world-famous gambling indus
try, which accounts for an estimated 
42-60 percent of GDP and employs 30 
percent of the work force. In an effort 
to reduce this heavy reliance on gam
bling, the government has played up 
Macao's cultural heritage and built a 
new cultural center and museum. 

Though Macao may be experiencing 
tough economic times, it is a free port, 
with no regulations on imports and ex
ports, no import duties, and smooth 
customs procedures. A member of the 
World Trade Organization, Macao 
trades with more than 100 economies. 
Its top exports are textiles, and its 
largest export destinations are the 
United States, the European Union, and 
Hong Kong. Macao's top imports are 
raw materials and semi-manufactured 
goods, as well as foodstuffs, beverages, 
and tobacco. The city imports mainly 
from China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan. 

Macao and Hong Kong are likely to 
be the only free PRC ports for the 
forseeable future. This, along with its 
various investment incentives and mini
mal restrictions, could be a plus for 
Macao in attracting investors. In addi
tion to solid infrastructure, Macao 
boasts an educated, skilled labor force 

REPOSITIONING TO 
ATTRACT INVESTORS 

Over the past few decades, Macao's 
economy has undergone several 
facelifts. Property, banking, industry, 
and tourism have been the main engines 
driving the economy. Manufacturing, in 
particular, was a major contributor to 
Macao's 7.7 percent annual growth rate 
in the 1980s. But as China opened to 
foreign investment, Macao saw many in
dustries relocate to China to take advan
tage of lower operating costs. 

By the early 1990s, the Macao gov
ernment, realizing that manufacturing 
could no longer serve as a main engine 
of growth, kicked off an infrastructure 
development program to improve the 
competitiveness and attractiveness of 
the city. Macao now boasts a modern 
telecommunications system, a new 
ferry terminal, an international airport, 
a container port, and a bridge linking 
the Macao peninsula to Taipa island, as 
well as land reclamation and water pu
rification projects. Though the govern
ment has officially completed this in
vestment campaign, other projects are 
in the works, including a bridge from 
Zhuhai, Guangdong Province, to Taipa; 
a convention center; a bridge between 

STICKING 
The Sino-Portuguese Joint Liaison 

Group CJLG) has been facilitating ex
changes and consultation between the 
Macao and Chinese governments. The 
body will cease to function ten days af
ter handover, but until then will be 
busy facilitating negotiations between 
the two sides on two outstanding is
sues: nationality and the role of the 
People's Liberation Army (PLA) in the 
territory. 

The Portuguese government main
tains that Macao residents holding Por
tuguese passports on December 19 can 
still use these documents after the han
dover. While Portugal accepts dual na
tionality for the roughly 20 percent of 
the population that is affected, China 

POINTS 
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Macau Society for Tourism and Enter
tainment (STDM), recorded a nearly 20 
percent drop in earnings in 1997—a se
rious blow to government coffers, as 
taxes on STDM earnings account for 25 
percent of government revenue. 

Tourism began to stabilize in 1998, 
declining only 0.7 percent. But tourists 
are spending less than before the crisis: 
in the third quarter of 1998, the aver
age tourist spent 27 percent less than 
they spent in 1997. 

Trade, too, caught the Asian flu. Prior 
to the crisis, Macao was already finding 
it difficult to compete with Southeast 
Asia's similar exports. The devaluations 
that took place in late 1997 only added 
to this difficulty. In 1998, while the 
value of Macao exports was down 0.3 

attitudes and leadership, did the Por
tuguese government attempt to mod
ernize Macao's political and administra
tive systems. As part of the program to 
facilitate the transition to PRC rule, 
Macao's civil servants had to choose in 
1994-95 whether to stay in Macao or 
transfer to Portugal. Of the roughly 
7,000 civil service employees, 5,000 
chose to stay. But until 1997, there 
were no Chinese in the government. 
Most mid-level civil sendee employees 
or department heads, 90 percent of 
whom were assigned in 1998-99, thus 
lack both experience and authority. 
Many earned their positions because of 
their ability to speak Portuguese and 
their relationships with Portuguese of
ficials. 

Finding qualified local Chinese to 
serve in the government will prove ex
tremely difficult. Though the Chinese 
make up roughly 96 percent of the 
population in Macao, they dominate 
the business sector and are unfamiliar 
with how the government works. How 
this hurdle will be overcome remains 
to be seen. Some analysts suggest one 
nontraditional solution may be to draw 
these businesspeople into the govern
ment to supplement the civil service. 
Whatever the decision, new local civil 
servants will need a considerable de
gree of training. Officials have been 
sent to Portugal as well as China for 
short-term training, but long-term train
ing will still be necessary, 

Macao's judicial system is also scram
bling to get into shape for the post-han
dover world. The Supreme Court of Jus
tice was not created until March 1993, 
and local lawyers have been poorly 
trained. Though Macao University grad
uated its first batch of lawyers in the 
mid-1990s, locally trained magistrates 
have little, if any, practical court expe
rience. Moreover, court sessions were 
all held in Portuguese until recently. 
Courts now feature simultaneous trans
lation between Portuguese and Man
darin Chinese. 

Macao's penal code has recently 
been translated into Chinese, but some 
laws remain outdated, dating as far 
back as 1901. Even a high-ranking gov
ernment official has acknowledged that 
business laws need to be modernized. 

In general, the legal system is ineffi
cient, with decisions usually taking 
more than a year. Contract negotiations 
are also lengthy; it takes three years to 
complete the paperwork for a typical 
property purchase, for example. Thus, 

Finding qualified local 
Chinese to serve in the 
government will prove 
extremely difficult. 

and moderate rents and wages. Macao 
also offers low tax rates; corporate 
profits are taxed a flat 15 percent. 
Companies can quality' for tax holidays, 
land concessions, and interest relief. 
For example, an interest relief scheme 
is in place for businesses borrowing for 
the purchase or construction of new 

MACAO: MA (OR ECONOMIC INDICATORS 

1996 1994 1995 1997 1998 
403.6 415 415.9 422 430.1 Population (thousands) 

Nominal GDP (S million) 6712 7,318,6 7,355 6,851.5 7455.9 

4.6 3.4 4.3 Unemployment rate 2.5 3.2 

6.3 8.6 4.8 Inflation C.RI. Growth (%) 3.5 0.2 

1906.4 2040,6 1995.6 2142.6 Exports (S million) 2135.7 

2071.6 2076.8 1949.8 Imports (S million) 2155.8 1999.7 

-4.1 65.8 Trade Balance (S million) -249.4 -31 185.9 

7.966 7.96 7.975 7.979 Pataca-Dollar exchange rate 7.968 

SOURCES: Trade Information Division of IPIM (Macau Trade and Investment Promotion Institute), 
Census and Statistics Department of Macau 

percent, the actual volume fell 3-2 per
cent, revealing that companies were 
selling less, and at higher prices. 
Macao's currency, the Pataca, is pegged 
to the Hong Kong dollar, and thus indi
rectly linked to the US dollar. Macao 
has not devalued the Pataca. The situa
tion is improving somewhat, however, 
with the slight appreciation of regional 
currencies. 

industrial premises and capital equip
ment. Investors also benefit from 
Macao's lack of currency controls and 
debt-free economy. 

China is a major investor in Macao, 
accounting for over 50 percent of total 
investment. China-based firms invested 
roughly $5 billion in Macao in the early 
1990s. And PRC companies are major 
participants in Nam Van Lakes, a 52 bil
lion land reclamation project that will 
double Macao's retail sector and in
crease the territory's total area by 20 
percent. 

The flip side of Macao's strong ties to 
China and Hong Kong, and its small, 
open economy, is its vulnerability to 
external shocks. Though the effects of 
the Asian crisis were not as severe in 
Macao as in other economies, not least 
because Macao has no stock market, 
trade and tourism were hit hard. Two-
thirds of all tourists arrive in Macao via 
Hong Kong, so the steep decline in 
tourism in Hong Kong has spilled over. 
The city's gambling monopoly, the 

CIVIL 
AND 

SERVICE 
JUDICIAL 

As with the economy, Macao aims to 
make improvements in its political sys
tem. Some Macao watchers argue that 
too little is being done too late, espe
cially in localizing the civil service. 
Though one government official inter
viewed maintains that the civil service 
is well prepared for the transition and 
that China agrees that localization has 
been a success, many academics and 
analysts believe otherwise. 

Only after the 1974 revolution in 
Portugal, and the resulting change in 

WOES 
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most cases are settled out of court. On 
a more optimistic note, the PRC ap
proved Macao's desire to continue to 
forbid the death sentence and life im
prisonment after 1999. 

has been suffering not only from the 
decline in tourism but also from nega
tive publicity. Infighting within the 
strongest and most notorious triad in 
Macao, 14K, has heightened tension in 
the territory. 

A number of analysts and govern
ment officials maintain that much of 
Macao's crime is imported. In the last 
three years, Hong Kong triads have 
tried to increase their influence in 
Macao. Mainland and Taiwan triads 
have also built a strong presence in 
Macao. And one government official in
terviewed asserts that much of the tri
ads' firepower originates in mainland 
China. 

Though Macao established the Oper
ational Command Center to unite all 
police forces in Macao, the center has 
been unable to overpower the triads, 
estimated to outnumber police two to 
one. Some police collusion with triads 
further undermines the center's efforts. 
Assistance could come in the form of 
PRC public security forces, reportedly 
already stationed in Macao studying the 
crime situation. And the roughly 4,000 
PLA troops currently guarding the wa
ters and land around Macao have made 
several thousand gang-related arrests. 
Some Macao experts believe that triad 
crime will subside after reversion and 
that PRC rule, backed by the PLA, will 
serve as an effective deterrent. Others 
believe that the triads will temporarily 
ease up on the more visible criminal 
activities after the handover, but that 
feuds will continue. 

Macao citizens understandably ex
pect Edmund Ho to stop police collu
sion with triads and to reform the gam
bling industry, the battleground for 
organized crime. STDM's monopoly ex
pires in 2001, and what will happen 
then is anyone's guess. Stanley Ho (no 
relation), head of STDM and the lord of 
the gambling industry, hopes to extend 
the monopoly. He argues that competi
tion in the industry would only in
crease gang-related crime. 

Democracy is not 
a popular concept 

among Macao 
residents. They 

simply desire concrete 
improvements 

in their daily lives. 

PROTECTING THE PEOPLE 
Macao is a signatory to the Interna

tional Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights and the International Covenant 
on Economic, Social, and Cultural 
Rights. There is no strong push by 
Macao residents for democracy, how
ever. Ng Kuok Cheong is the sole de
mocratic member of the Legislative As
sembly. Democrats voice their ideas 
through leaflets and their one assembly 
seat. Realizing that they cannot change 
the political system, they aim to main
tain a channel through which to criti
cize the government publicly. But the 
democrats are skeptical of their 
chances of achieving even this much 
visibility. China Commercial Union 
members form the major core of the 
dominant pro-Beijing faction in the Leg
islative Assembly. This faction controls 
the media in Macao, including the 
Macau Dally, which holds 75 percent 
of the market share among the eight 
journals in Macao. The media fails to re
port democratic developments. Union 
members, moreover, urge companies 
to lay off pro-democratic employees. 

Democracy is not a popular concept 
among Macao residents. They simply 
desire concrete improvements in their 
daily lives, according to Ng and many 
academics and Macao watchers. In 
contrast to the views of the Hong Kong 
people prior to the Hong Kong han
dover in 1997, Macao residents expect 
the reversion to Chinese rule to lead to 
such improvements. 

But if gambling is to continue to 
flourish, one analyst believes that the 
government must reform the industry 
and entertain the possibility of incorpo
rating professional management. In its 
present form the gambling industry has 
free reign. Casinos compete by cutting 
prices, not by improving the quality of 
the service. Gambling is promoted 
through the regular parceling out of 
discounts to VIP players. No law exists 
to prevent this method of promotion. 

The government has little choice but 
to rely on tourism to fuel the economy 
in the short term. With Macao's textiles 
quota scheduled to be phased out by 
2004, the government is intent on 
building up other industries such as 
higher value-added processing and ser
vices. Government officials believe 
Macao must develop niche markets, en
couraging companies to set up back of
fice operations in Macao. A few paging 
companies, most notably Hutchison 
Telecom and Star Paging, have already 
relocated their bases from Hong Kong 
to Macao. 

Reversion to PRC rule will no doubt 
lead to closer ties between Macao and 
the mainland, particularly Guangdong 
Province. And Macao will continue to 
serve as a bridge linking China to Eu
rope via Portugal. Macao's ties with 
Hong Kong could strengthen, with 
Macao looking to the first SAR for ex
perience, perhaps in the form of ad
vice from the Independent Commis
sion Against Corruption. The question 
is whether the PRC and Macao SAR 
governments can in fact turn the econ
omy around and clean up the triads de
spite the PRC government's own prob
lems with corruption and the Macao 
government's inexperience. Macao res
idents and analysts alike tend to be cau
tiously optimistic. 

THE CRIME WAVE 
Any improvement in life in Macao 

will surely have to include a reduction 
in the city's pervasive crime problems. 
A recent opinion poll revealed that 
public security is the number one con
cern in Macao. The general crime rate 
is not bad by world standards: last year, 
there were 1,313 crimes committed 
against persons and 5,789 against prop
erty. Violent crime tends to be concen
trated among the triads, although one 
tourist was a target of a recent attack. 
An estimated 17-20 gang-related deaths 
have been recorded so far this year. 
These triads are battling for control of 
illegal activities and over shares in the 
struggling gambling industry, which 

THE POST-HANDOvER ERA 
Whether the Macao and PRC govern

ments are able to tame crime will indi
cate, according to many observers, 
how well Macao will fare after 1999. 
The consensus is that crime will sub
side in the short term, boosting 
tourism and in turn spurring the econ
omy. Macao hopes in particular to at
tract more visitors from China and 
Hong Kong. % 
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A C T I V TIES 

COUNCIL'S 26TH ANNUAL MEETING 
HIGHLIGHTS BILATERAL TENSIONS 

hai office, wrapped up the morning 
session, presenting an on-the-ground 
perspective of the aftermath in 
China of the NATO bombing of the 
PRC Embassy. She compared the re
actions in different Chinese cities, 
and discussed the social and political 
forces behind the protests. She also 
detailed the effects of the bombing 
on foreign businesses and the strate
gies used by some to deal with the 
situation (see p.4). Melvin high
lighted the WTO rhetoric in China 
before and after the bombing, as 
well as the government's efforts to 
separate trade and politics—a new 
move for Beijing. 

The first of the meeting's three af
ternoon sessions focused on invest
ment options and featured Bonnie Y. 
M. Chan of Skadden. Arps, Slate, 
Meagher & Flom; Charles J. Conroy, of 
Baker & McKenzie; and Hugo Shong 
of International Data Group. They dis
cussed mergers and acquisitions, joint 
stock companies, and venture capital 
investment. 

Attendees of the intellectual prop
erty rights workshop heard from Pre
ston M. Torbert of Baker & McKen-
zie's China Practice Group and 
William A. Finkclstein of PepsiCo, Inc. 
Torbert discussed current options to 
protect IPR, including civil and crimi
nal litigation and customs authority. 
He focused on trademark infringe
ment. the biggest intellectual prop
erty problem in China, and high
lighted various punishments for IP 
infringement. Finkelstein detailed the 
range of IPR enforcement methods 
available to foreign companies. 

Speaking at the workshop on US 
high-technology exports to China 
were Roger Majak of the US Depart
ment of Commerce Bureau of Export 
Administration, Francis C. Record of 
the House International Relations 
Committee, and Christopher Hankin 
of NCR Corp. The speakers discussed 
supercomputer exports, China's do
mestic supercomputer development. 

and end-use enforcement, particularly 
licensing conditions and policies. 

Over 130 members attended the 
Council's 26th Annual Membership 
Meeting in Washington. DC, on June 
9. Council President Robert A. Kapp 
made the opening remarks, and 
spoke briefly about the Council's 
year. Senator Chuck Hagcl delivered 
the luncheon keynote address, focus
ing on the importance to the United 
States of a strong commercial rela
tionship with China. 

The morning plenary session began 
with Harry Harding, dean of the El
liott School of International Affairs 
and professor of Political Science and 
International Affairs at the George 
Washington University. Harding ana
lyzed the recent damage done to US-
China relations by the failure to sign 
an agreement on China s World Trade-
Organization accession terms during 
Premier Zliu Rongji's April trip to the 
United States; the bombing of the 
PRC Embassy in Belgrade by NATO 
forces and subsequent demonstra
tions in China; and the release of the 
report of the US House of Representa
tives Select Committee on US Na
tional Security and Military/Commer
cial Concerns with the People's 
Republic of China (the Cox Commis
sion). Harding noted that, should bi
lateral relations fail to improve, US 
business could expect a more com
petitive bilateral relationship, in 
which cooperation would be more 
episodic. Harding pinpointed WTO 
negotiations and the US apology for 
the bombing as issues to watch. 

Next. Carol Lee Hamrin, a senior 
China research specialist at the US 
Department of State, spoke in a pri
vate capacity about how the United 
States has traditionally viewed China. 
She also addressed China's domestic 
situation, focusing on the challenges 
facing the PRC government not only 
in guiding the transition to a market 
economy, but also in becoming a 
more accountable government. 

Sheila Melvin. the director of the 
US-China Business Council's Shang-

COUNCIL 
WELCOMES 

The day's events were punctuated 
by the approval of a slate of new direc
tors forwarded to the membership by 
the Council's Board of Directors at 
their meeting on June 8. Council Direc
tors also named Michael R. Bonsignore, 
Chairman and CEO of Honeywell Inc., 
as the organization's chairman lor 
1999-2000. Bonsignore succeeds 
George M. C. Fisher, Chairman and 
CEO of the Eastman Kodak Co. 

Executives joining the Council's 
Board include the following: Roger G. 
Ackerman, Chairman and CEO, (aim
ing Incorporated; Carleton S. Fiorina, 
Group President, Global Service 
Provider Business. Lucent Technolo
gies; Durk I. Jager, President and CEO, 
The Procter & Gamble Company; L. 
Oakley Johnson. Senior Vice Presi
dent. Corporate and International Af
fairs. American International Group, 
Inc.; J. Bennett Johnston, Chairman, 
Johnston Development Co., LLC; Sean 
Maloney. Senior Vice President and 
Director, Sales 8c Marketing Group. In
tel Corporation; Patrick J. Martin, Se 
nior Vice President - Developing Mar
kets Operations, Xerox Corporation; 
Terence H. 'ITiorn. International Gov
ernment Relations and Environmental 
Affairs. Enron International; Morton L. 
Topfer. Vice Chairman. Dell Com
puter Corporation: Henry Wallace, 
Group Vice President, Ford Motor 
Company; Lawrence B. Zahner, Presi
dent. GM China Operations, General 
Motors Overseas Corporation. 

In addition to Mr. Bonsignore. the 
Council's officers for the coming year 
include Ambassador Carla A. Hills 
(Hills & Co.) and Frederick W. Smith 
(FDX Corporation) as vice chairmen; 
Edgar Hotard (Praxair. Inc.) as secre
tary-treasurer: Larry L. Simms (Gib
son. Dunn & Crutcher LLP) as coun
sel. and Robert A. Kapp as president. 

BOARD 
ELEVEN 
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REVIEW 

is pleased to announce that beginning with our 
September-October 1999 issue, 

we will be offering a new, expanded classified advertising section. 

More promotional space for goods and services, positions wanted and available, prospective business 
opportunities, and other items of interest to CBR readers. 

For a limited time, you can submit a FREE listing of up to 4 lines 
(60 characters max.) 

For all countries outside of Asia, just send your text for approval to the attention of Gregory Heslin at gheslin©uschina.org or by fax to 
202,833.9027. For Asia, please send your listing to Wendy Pang at hkowp@hotmail.com or by fax to 852.2527.1516. 

For companies interested in greater visibility, we will also be offering "knock-out" options at $175 per column inch. These "knock-outs" 
can include any b/w graphic. Length must not exceed 3 3/8 inches and must be provided in camera-ready format only, with accompanying 
electronic file if possible. 

Please direct all inquires concerning your classified advertising listing to: 
Gregory Heslin, business manager, at gheslin@uschina.org 

or at fax 202.833.9027 

(ft w e have produced a TV commercial to 
promote our new hotel in Guangzhou. K 

But in 30 seconds it's difficult to do justice to it. 

That's why we're extending an invitation for you to come and discover the grandeur of our 
new lobby and redecorated guest rooms. Work out in our all new and billy equipped Health 
Centre. Shop in our world class arcade of designer boutiques. Relax over a drink in our new 
bar. Enjoy the exquisite cuisine of our restaurants. Experience the personalized service of our 
Executive Floor and the efficiency of our Business Centre. 

The all new China Hotel. So stunning, you have to see it to believe it. 

St TNI SHOI 

Xt 2. 
TAVURA 

» 
<1D. 

CHINA HOTEL 

H^mm (ANN! 

# N E W WORLD HOTELS INTERNATIONAL 
CHINA HOTEL: Liu Hua Lu, Guangzhou 510015. China. Tel (86-20) 8666 6888 Fax (86-20) 8667 7014 E-mail: gzchinar@public.guangzhou.gd.cn 

Reservations - New World Hotels International: Tel (852) 2731 3488. Fax (852) 2192 6070. E-mail: hkrcs@marriott.com Utcll International 

GUANGZHOU • BEIJING • HARBIN • HO CHI MING CITY • MACAU • SHANGHAI • XIAN 1 Uf 
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25 YeaTs of The CBR 

September-October 1974 

YOUR BUDGET IN KWANGCHOW 
March-April 1975 If you're wondering how much to budget for your 

stay in Kwangchow, count on spending at least 
$25.00 a day. This includes, as of Spring 1974, 
$13.00 for your room, $8.00 for meals, and $4.00 
for miscellaneous personal needs. But that is a min
imum. A first class evening meal alone may cost as 
much as $11.00, which will push up the average 
cost. 

1 FIRST AIR CARGO 
CHARTER BETWEEN 
THE US AND CHINA 

Most businessmen must factor in the cost of 
cables, telex, and telephone calls to their offices 
overseas. This adds considerably to the minimum. 

In addition, many traders may take weekend trips 
which may cost as much as $17.00 a day or more. 
Personal purchases also add to the total. 

A realistic budget, by one New York business
man's assessment, for two weeks at the Fair, using 
cable services extensively, is $2,000. 

JT JL * 
•> 

K2 Da a ; 
y-

ji'j i.r-70 

As time goes on, will China pretty much 
stick to chopsticks? 

CHINCSG May June 1975 

IN# 

-VODKR 

INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS TO CHINA 
-Air France 

Leave Paris, Orly, Mondays only. Flight #180, at 18:10. Arrive 
Peking Tuesday, 18:15, via Athens and Karachi. Round trip I 
from New York connecting with Paris flight to Peking is 
$936.00 (excursion rate for a minimum of 7 days and a maxi
mum of 45 days). 

il N# II I I ||!l &l n 

K tr I I Np ..I >E 
I II I I 
I II I I 

7'Ell I " > I 

PIA I 

II Leave Karachi Thursdays and Sundays at 7:30, Flight PK 750. 
Arrive Peking 19:45. Round trip from New York connecting 
with Karachi flight is S936.00. Flight PK 704 from Kennedy 
International makes a good connection with PK 750 out of 
Karachi. 

• l 
II I 1 

I 
1 t 1 it Ethiopian Airiines 

Leave Addis Ababa Wednesdays, Flight #772 at 16:30. Arrive 
Bombay 23:50. Depart Bombay 12:50. Arrive Peking 10:20 
Thursday. There are flights from London, Paris, Athens, Rome 
and Frankfurt to Addis Ababa. 

1 i 1 
CP Air 
Expected to begin service late Fall 1974 from Vancouver to 
Shanghai and Peking. 

t 1 

'I I Japan Airlines 
Expected to begin late September 1974 from Tokyo to Peking. n 
British Airways 
Negotiations still in progress. " I September-October 1974 
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July-August 1979 
May-June 1975 IMPACT OF MFN ON TOTAL US IMPORTS 

FROM THE PRC 
ON THE LIGHT SIDE 

• An American asked the Council office if he could arrange 
to visit a Chinese commune or dairy. It was explained that a 
commune would be possible, but that dairies were rare in 
China. He insisted that a Chinese had mentioned something 
about a people's dairy. The confusion was soon cleared up: his 
Chinese friend had been referring to China's major newspa-

PROJECTED US IMPORTS FROM CHINA 
(in million US S) 

Without MFN Counting in 
High Impact of 

MFN*** 
Low 

Estimate* Estimate* per, The People 's Daily. 
S 530 
S 800 
$1,050 
$1,350 

1980-1982 $1,658 $3,200 

1979 
1980 

$ 400 
$ 468 
$ 548 
$ 642 

• An American importer said he was unconcerned about the 
failure of Congress to repeal the prohibition on the import of 
certain Chinese furs and skins, since he brings in teddy bear 

$ 585-S1.040 
$ 685-51,365 
$ 805-51,755 

$2,073-54.160 

Additional trade resulting from extension of MFN, 
over three years. 1980-1982; 

a) $415-498 million, based on low estimate of total 
US imports from China (S1.658 million). 

b) $800-960 million, based on high estimate of 
total US imports from China ($3,200 million). 

•Estimated US imports from the PRC, assuming 17% growth 
per year. 
** Estimated US imports from the PRC assuming a rising US 
share of China's exports: 4% in 1979, 5% in 1980. 6% in 1981, 
and 7% in 1982. 
**• Assuming a 25-30% increase caused by US extensions of 
most-favored-nation (MFN) status to the PRC. 

1981 
1982 skins. "Why pay freight on stuffing?" he asks. Why, indeed. 

BOEING 
ACTS AS HOST 

China recently introduced its first 
Boeing aircraft on domestic routes. 
China's personnel training at 
Boeing's facilities are shown here. 

September-October 1974 

This Hsinhua Photo shows television sets for sale in a Shanghai store. GEORGE BUSH NEW 
US CHIEF IN PEKING 

September-October 1974 

NOTICE: 
Your unanswered letters or cables to Peking 
may be your fault. You must give your com
plete return address—including "U.S.A.".... 
This is particularly true when State names 
are abbreviated (such as NM, CA, or O.) or 
eliminated....This is an understandable diffi
culty. After all, would your office know 
whether or not "Liaoning" was a province of 
the PRC if the country name were omitted? 

September-October 1976 Jl 

H ON THE DEATH OF MAO TSE-TUNG 
On September 9,1976, the day of Chairman 
Mao's death, Lewis Shanks and James Chen 
of the IDC Marketing Division of WJS, Inc., 
in Washington D.C., were in Peking. 
..."Watching soldiers who fought alongside 
Mao as well as kindergarten-age children 
sob uncontrollably," commented the men, 
"is one of the most moving experiences 
one can imagine. Americans can never fully 
understand the emotion here; it is as if 
everyone's father died at the same time." 

"As far as the volume of 
trade between our countries 
is concerned, surely it 
would not be less than our 
trade with Japan." 

Vice Premier Deng Xiaoping 
to Secretary of Commerce, 
Juanita Kreps, Beijing, 
May 10, 1979. 

sTl 1978 

1-* Sino-US trade $1.15 billion 

it it r» 
S Sino-Japancse trade $5.08 billion 

Sh« 

All the Character* 
for tea In China. 

ALL THE TEA 
IN CHINA 

> 
"It's Harrison in Beijing. He says we've got 
a deal if you'll take payment in cuttlefish..." or. 
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7 j The Way Ahead 32 E 25 YeaTs of The CBR 
The passage and implementation of die US-China 

Trade Agreement were long-awaited as the pinnacle 
of the process of normalization of Sino-US economic 
relations. Yet the congressional votes on the trade 
agreement, which gives China most-favored nation 
(MFN) tariff status, were taken before half-empty gal
leries, and the news of die agreement's approval was 
buried amid signs of worsening US-Soviet relations. 

1979: "Can we come in?" November-December 1980 

-— 
We will stress the use of 
existing enterprises as 
a base: that is to say, 
our major efforts will 
not be in building fac
tories or in importing 
complete sets of equip
ment from foreign 
countries to start new 
factories. 

Ti e China . 
Business Review 

mi 

ma0m 9 —Bo Yibo 

The Contract Terms V« 
to 

May-June 1989 

1989: "Can we afford to stay here?" 

k f BOiHirr o 
w / 
% 
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November-December 1980 
March-April 1980 CHINA'S NEW SCRIP China 

Wire 
As of April 1. China issued new for
eign-exchange certificates, equivalent 

_ in value to yuan, which are now the 
8 / only form of currency foreigners can 
Bjl use in China. Available in denomina-

New Year's Resolution— 
Down with Bureaucracy! 

lions of 50, 10,5, l.and 0.10 yuan, this 
new scrip may have been issued to 
stem a rising black market in foreign 
currencies in the PRC-China's Fifth National People's Congress took 

shot after shot at red tape: Chairman Hua 
Guofeng brought up the issue several times in 
his main address September 7, [1980]: 

Corruption "Our cadres must fight resolute
ly against the practice of tailoring the law to 
suit one's own selfish end and against bureau
crats shielding one another in wrongdoing." 

Incompetence "Even if he proves really 
incompetent or does not apply himself to his 
work, he remains a cadre unless he is dis
missed- How is it possible to realize modern
ization if such a state of affairs is not thor-

March-April 1984 
A BEIJING BUDGET: THE FIRST YEAR 

Bare 
Bones Average Deluxe 

12,000 
120,000 

10,000 

Equipment, Maintenance, & Supplies 
Expatriate Salaries & Benefits 
Entertainment 
Duties, Customs, & Fees 
Office Assistants 
Postage, Shipping, & Freight 
Rent & Electricity 
Telephone & Telex 
Transportation (local) 
Travel (in China) 
Miscellaneous 
TOTAL: 
Chart compiled by Scott D. Seligman 

2,700 
25,000 
2,000 

6,400 
67,500 
5,000 

800 200 500 
14,800 

7,500 
100,000 

17,000 
6,000 

10,000 
1,900 

60,000 140,000 300,000 

5,600 
4,000 

33,000 
8,000 
4,500 
4,500 
1,000 

2,700 
17,500 

3,500 
3,500 
2,400 

oughly changed?" 
Criminal Activities "Leading cadres... must 

not shield dieir children or connive to cover 
up their criminal activities. We must wage a res
olute struggle against those who take part in 
speculation, profiteering or other criminal 
offenses." (This is according to Yang Deshi, a 

500 

PLA delegate to the NPC.) 
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China's Changing Diet 
(annual per capita consumption in kilograms) 

US INVESTMENT COMPARED TO TOTAL 
FOREIGN INVESTMENT IN CHINA 

1988 

3 Number of Projects 
1979-86 

r 
> US All countries US % 

Equity joint ventures 
Contractual joint 

ventures 
Offshore oil 
Wholly foreign-owned 

enterprises 

Total 

219 3,213 6.8 
•YV i 53 4,383 1.2 

24 41 61.0 

7 138 5.1 a 
304 7,775 3.9 1992 

Contracted Value 
1979-85 (million $) 

5 

m US All countries 
265.08 3,411.68 

US % out issues 
Equity joint ventures 
Contractual joint 

ventures 
Offshore oil 
Wholly foreign-owned 

enterprises 
Compensation trade 

7.8 US-China trade m j 

890.00 8,210.09 
960.00 2,782.50 

10.8 
34.5 L 

Ammtby 
5.42 516.99 

54.54 1,253.72 
0 485.73 

1.0 The increase in 
China's urban popula
tion during the decade 
of the 1980's alone 
will be greater than the 
entire population of the 
United States. 

4.4 
Other 0 

Total 

SOURCE:US Joint Ventures in China: A Progress Report, 
prepared for the Foreign Commercial Service of 
the US Embassy in Beijing by The National 
Council for US-China Trade. 

2,175.04 16,660.71 13.0 

I 2000 T3 

TOIAL EXPORTS: 
MJ7-84 November-December 1987 November-December 1989 

20 Potential Pitfalls that Every 
Company Should Know About 

CHINA'S TRADE IN 
PHARMACEUTICALS, 1986 
(million Si 

• Me.il • Milk 
• t|»> • AfluJOC 

SSKSXT'—————— 
TOUI iMKXrn 

SISS.IS 1. Voting 
2. Capital Contribution 
3. Obstacles to Attracting Foreign 

Management 
4. Management Roles 
5. Lending to joint Ventures 
6. Control by the Ministry of Foreign 

Economic Relations and Trade 
7. Feasibility Study Costs 
8. Access to Raw Materials 
9. Labor Problems 

10. Domestic Sales versus Exports 
11. Profits and Pricing 
12. Foreign Exchange Regulations 
13. Protecting Industrial Property Rights 
14. Early Termination 
15. Recognizing Intangible Value 
16. Dispute Resolution 
17. Governing Law and Sovereign 

Immunity 
18. The Threat of Expropriation or 

Confiscation 
19. Tax Treatment 
20. Profit Distribution 

"HI 

September-October 1989 

A guide to China's current 
business environment 

The climate has changed for foreign 
business in China. Here's a roundup 
of what companies may encounter in 
coming months. 
• Preoccupied bureaucracy 
• Increased official interference 
• Greater Party and trade union role 
• Continued propaganda 
• Less reliable statistics 
• Slow sales 
• More import controls 
• Emphasis on force majeure clauses 
• Reappearance of lending 
• Regional differences 
• Decreased transparency 
• Economics will drive politics 

Ksrd n* 
xs«3=| 

u.x i LWVIMIW 1—f 

November-December 1985 

THE TYPICAL BUSINESS 
EXPATRIATE IN CHINA 

Base salary $52,700 
plus: 
Foreign service premium 

(15%) 7,905 
Hardship allowance 

(25%) 13,175 
Per diem for goods 

and services 8,500 
$82,280 

minus: 
Housing deduction 
Federal income tax 
deduction* 

July-August 1989 
EDITOR'S NOTE 9,490 
The responses [to Tiananmen] vary widely, as companies find themselves affected 
differendy depending on the nature, duration, and scale of their China business, as 
well as the region in which it is conducted. Some have found their work disrupted; 
others have operated smoothly throughout the turmoil, but virtually every compa
ny must now undertake a major reassessment of the China business environment. 

7,630 
$65,160 

* Assumes executive has a spouse and two 
< hildren 
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November-December 1991 March-April 1994 

New Year's Big Bang After Tiananmen, Pudong 
mas seized upon by the 
central leadership as a 
may to demonstrate that 
China mas still open and 
pursuing reforms. 

The far-reaching banking and tax 
changes China implemented on 
January 1 created havoc for many 
foreign businesses in China. The 
official and swap rates were uni
fied at ¥8.71/$ 1 and banks ceased 
issuing foreign exchange certifi
cates (FEO -prompting mass 
confusion as foreigners rushed to 
open renminbi bank accounts.,.. 

I 

/ 
/ / 

I \ 
\ 

1 THECHINA 
BUSINESSREVIEW 

September-October 1992 

TABLE II I IHIWI •* NUMMB; 

FIE Wages by Region 
Region 
Guangdong 
Beijing/Shanghai 
Other coastal locations 614 
Northeast and inland 322 
National average 

March-April 1990 
Wage 
¥845 

•Vi 

f Chinese officials have 
improved their under
standing of interna
tional tax and business 
practices at a rate noth
ing short of miraculous. 

549 
V. 

i 549 y 
Balancing 
Foreign 1 r // 
r.Yciifiiigt' 

March-April 1992 

I March April 1992 V Chinese Securities Markets 
Issue Foreign "B" Shares 
Following record gains in 1991. both 
the Shanghai and Shenzhen securities 
exchanges took a further step toward 
marketization recently by issuing spe
cial shares for foreign investors. The 
Shenzhen exchange acted first, when 
China Southern Glass issued 16 mil
lion B shares at S5.3<>/share in 
December....The Shanghai Vacuum 
Electronic Device Corp. issued its 
stock to foreigners in January..-the one 
million B shares with face value of 
¥100 were sold at ¥420/share. 

• New pnttclion 
• MMcWf 

tor 

dss!"- fd ,x""T 
J . CM MM Alports 

iOS ~ X x; March-April 1994 

5 Expatriates face 
long waiting lists 
and high prices 
in Beijing 

IW.P 

« 
INVEST 

IN OTHER 
CHINA 

PROJECTS %! 

> 
? 

\ "» A ,1 •» J 
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March-April 1999 

THE KODAK DEAL May-June 1999 

As the first foreign firm to take significant 
advantage of a vehicle introduced under 
China's 1994 Company Law, Kodak has 
invested in two newly formed joint-stock 
limited companies: Kodak (China) Co. Ltd. 
and Kodak (Wuxi) Co. Ltd. . . . Kodak owns 
approximately 80 percent of the shares of 
Kodak (China) and 70 percent of the 
shares of Kodak (Wuxi)....As the control
ling shareholder, Kodak will lead the man
agement and operation of the companies, 
which will manufacture, market, distrib
ute, sell, and support Kodak products 
throughout China. 

GITIC's I 
bankruptcy 
has ushered 

in a new 
era of foreign 

lending in 
China 

> 

t: 
ifj 

A supermarket clerk handles a McCormick product display 
in Shanghai. March-April 1998 Photo courtesy of Catherine Gelb 

Hong Kong Election Sets Precedent 
Voters in the Hong Kong Special 
Administrative Region (SAR) made history by 
participating in the election of the Legislative-
Council (LegCo) on May 24. The election 
marked the first time that any part of the 
People's Republic of China has held multipar
ty elections for the upper levels of govern
ment. A record 53 percent of the electorate 

braved torrential thunderstorms and flooding 
to cast ballots, returning to the legislature 18 
pro-democracy advocates elected in 1995 and 
ousted last year when China installed the pro
visional legislature. The I-egCo election was 
nothing if not unique. The electorate was 
given inducements to vote, including election 
souvenir cards, which could be redeemed for 
a discount at a local clothing store. 

March-April 1998 March-April 1998 
September-October 1998 

Who's Plugged In? China is sure 
to feel the 

repercussions, 
for better or for 
worse, of Asia's 

financial 
downturn 

The number of Internet surfers in 
China is on the rise, having reached 
more than 600,000 in 1997 from 
40,000 in mid-1995 And a recent sur-

FlGURE 3 
AVERAGE ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE OF RESPONDENTS 

PF.RC.ENT OF RESPONDENTS 
vcy of 1,802 computer users in China 
found that the majority of computer 
users are between the ages of 21-30. 
Monthly income ranged from RMB-tOO-
RMB1,000 (S48-S121) for 58 percent 
of the respondents, and RMB 1,000-
RMB2.000 ($121-5241) for 32 percent 

0H 
9* 

27* • week* 18* 

• 30 day* 

• .3060 day* 

61-90 days 

29% 27* 

of the respondents. Accesses to the 
World Wide Web accounted for more • Over 90 Oar* 

than three-quarters of China's Internet 
data flow. The surrev was jointly con
ducted by ComputerWorld, China 
Science and Technology Network, 
ChinaNct, China Education and 
Research Network, and Golden Bridge 
Network. 

57* «* 

9* 9* 

Consumer Industrial 

SOURCE: US-China Business Council 

A SNAPSHOT OF CHINA IN 1997 

Around town... (¥8.28=Si) 
can of Coca-Cola 
base subway (are 
eggs (1 kg) 
Colgate toothpaste (1 tube) 
apples (1 kg) 
scoop of Haagen-Dazs ice cream 
(in Shanghai) 
large Pizza Hut pizza 
5 km taxi ride (in Shanghai) 

...in Hong Kong... (HK$7.8=$i) 
HKS2.3 

HK$4 
HKS15 

HK$7.4 
HK$4.7 
HKS24 

HK$78-HK$112 
HKS30 

...in the factory 
¥2.5-¥3 can of Coca-Cola 

base subway tare 
eggs (1 kg) 
Colgate toothpaste (1 tube) 
apples (1 kg) 
scoop of Haagen-Dazs ice cream 
large Pizza Hut pizza 
5 km taxi ride 

8.5 million units (25%)* 
27.0 million units (-11%) 
485,200 units (24%) 
26.4 million units (15%) 
72.7 million units (-17%) 
74,570 tons (-10%) 
107.6 million tons (7%) 

stereo equipment 13-4 million units (48%) 

air conditioners 
bicycles 
cars 
color TVs 
electric tans 

¥2 
¥5 

¥3.9 
¥4 

silk 
¥23 steel 

¥58-¥76 
¥14 
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MU k Paging 
the PRC \ 

ft 
V 

Darryl Sterling 

China has 
the potential 

to become 
the most 

advanced 

A t first glance, China appears to be a risk}' market for wireless 
messaging businesses. The Asian financial crisis has tightened 
the reins on previously robust developing regional economies, 
and China's economy has also slowed, with a notable dropoff 

in consumer spending. China's telecommunications industry has not 
been immune from the monetary squeeze. Despite recent indications 
that China may be moving ahead with telecom liberalization, the govern
ment's current ban on Chinese-Chinese-Foreign (CCF) joint ventures 
highlights the strength of conservative forces in the regulation of the Chi
nese telecommunications industry. 

Even so, progress on the separation of 
business from state will improve the out
look for equipment manufacturers as Chi
nese paging companies become more busi
ness-oriented. Despite 1998 predictions 
from Motorola Inc. and Glenayre Technolo
gies Inc.—the "Big Two" paging infrastruc
ture vendors—indicating that adverse busi
ness conditions would soften orders for 
paging infrastructure, the Chinese paging 
market is still out-performing those of many 
other Asian countries. 

Market demand is driving the growth of 
the paging industry and other high-tech 
business segments. Advanced paging tech
nologies, such as ReFLEX, may become the 
primary means for Chinese subscribers to 
access communications media like the In
ternet (see p.35). ReFLEX is a two-way pag
ing system that allows paging devices to 
send messages to and receive messages 
from paging networks. With tens of thou
sands of radio paging transmitters deployed 
nationwide, and a current paging penetra
tion level of 4.65 percent, China has the po
tential to be the dominant paging market in 

paging 
market in 
the world 

the world. In addition, because it uses sec
ond-generation advanced paging architec
ture and because of national and regional 
interest in developing this sector, China has 
the opportunity to become the most ad
vanced messaging market in the world. 

China, India, and Brazil together repre
sent approximately 40 percent of the 
world's population and paging subscribers, 
but could eventually make up as much as 
65 percent of the global paging market. 
Even though these countries have relatively 
low paging penetration levels, they could 
add millions of subscribers to the global to
tal. Thus, trends in these markets will dic
tate the future of paging technologies. 

Darryl Sterling is an 
industry analyst for 
paging and wireless 

messaging services at the 
Yankee Group, a Boston-

based consulting firm. 
This article is adapted 
from a February 1999 

Yankee Group report, Let 
One Thousand 

Transmitters Bloom: 
Paging Reaches the 
Chinese Populace. 

GROWTH 
Despite the impact of the Asian financial 

crisis, China is leading the world in the de
ployment of paging networks. China has 
contracted $291.9 million in advanced mes
saging infrastructure contracts since 1995, 
accounting for 16 percent of the $1.8 bil
lion in total global paging investments. In 
1998, Chinese paging infrastructure invest-

SPURT 
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ment was estimated at more than 50 
percent of the global total. 

As in other markets, service 
providers in China initially concentrate 
on providing coverage in selected 
metro or regional areas before expand
ing networks into less populated ones. 
The Special Economic Zones (SEZs), 
with traditional one-way paging archi
tecture, were among the first markets 
in China to upgrade to advanced paging 
architecture. However, since the intro
duction of such paging technologies in 
1996, Chinese paging contracts have 
spread to many interior provinces. 

Advanced paging infrastructure has 
followed a systematic buildout in 
China. From 1994 to 1995, infrastruc
ture was deployed in strategically lo
cated and influential cities, such as Bei
jing, Kunming, Fu/.hou, Quanzhou, and 
Ningbo. In 1996, the network reached 
cities in the interior provinces, includ
ing Chengdu, Harbin, and Nanning. By 
1997, the networks were being ex
tended to outlying cities and provinces 
to fortify coverage in strategic 
provinces. Multi-year buildouts have oc
curred in coastal provinces, including 
Liaoning, Hebei, Shandong, Zhejiang, 
Fujian, and Guangdong. A number of in
frastructure contracts signed in Hong 
Kong before July 1997 are extensions to 
the mainland's wireless messaging ini
tiative. 

China's ravenous appetite for paging 
infrastructure is reflected in the num
bers. The Ministry of Information Indus
try (Mil, formerly the Ministry of Posts 
and Telecommunications), has reported 
staggering growth in the number of 
units in service, from 2.2 million in 
1992 to 25.4 million in 1996. This con
stitutes a compound annual growth rate 
(CAGR) of 83.8 percent for its "mother 
ship" paging entity, China Telecom. Ac
cording to the Yankee Group and Mil, 
China—with roughly 72 million units in 
service at year-end 1998—has de
throned the United States (with an esti
mated 48.3 million subscribers) as the 
world's number-one paging market. 

At the current rate of growth, the 
Chinese market may reach nearly 120.3 
million units in service by 2003. This 
forecast is based on the following as
sumptions: that China Telecom's 66 per
cent market share will taper off to 56.8 
percent by 2003 as the government ra
tionalizes the entity; that China will ex
perience a slight increase in overall eco
nomic growth through 2003; and that 

units in service will see a 17.7 percent 
CAGR from 1997 to 2003. 

Such growth would only represent a 
9 3 percent penetration rate for the 
country, however. Considering paging 
penetration levels in other Asian 
economies—Hong Kong at 8.0 percent 
and Singapore at 41.3 percent, as of 
year-end 1998—the forecast for rapid 
growth in the numbers of subscribers 
in China is easy to justify. 

Since the liberalization of the paging 
industry in 1993, China has reported 
more than 3,000 paging operators. Of 
these operators, only about 350 host 
more than 3,000 service units on their 
networks. The dominant service 
providers control 80.9 percent of the 
market. According to Chinese sources, 
China Telecom alone owns 66 percent 
of the entire industry (see Figure). 

China—with 
roughly 72 million 

units in service 
at year-end 1998— 
has dethroned the 

United States as the 
world's number-one 

paging market. 

by FLEX architecture in comparison 
with traditional paging networks, the 
ability to add capacity with FLEX tech
nologies provides value in the medium 
and long terms. 

INCREASING 
Yankee Group research indicates 

that the service mix for paging is ap
proximately 64 percent numeric and 
36 percent text messaging. But what is 
most revealing is the strong growth of 
text messaging, and Chinese-character 
messaging in particular. According to 
one carrier in Shanghai, Chinese-char
acter messaging as a percentage of to
tal text messaging grew from 5.5 per
cent in 1993 to 23.1 percent in 1997. 

Closer analysis of this data shows 
that the CAGR for Chinese-character 
messaging subscribers was 3.4 times 
the CAGR for alphanumeric messaging 
subscribers during the same period. 
With the 17.7 percent estimated indus
try CAGR through 2003, and the pro
portion of Chinese character messag
ing in the service mix increasing, text 
messaging will clearly be a driving 
force in China's paging market. 

Indeed, messaging throughput will 
be a swelling problem for Chinese pag
ing operators, as Chinese character 
transmissions require more capacity 
than standard alphanumeric or roman-
ized messages. Considering that opera
tors in other Chinese-speaking paging 
markets have reported Chinese messag
ing in excess of 50 percent of network 
transmission—including Hong Kong, 
where character messaging is esti
mated as 70-80 percent of network traf
fic—China should focus on planning 
capacity growth to meet potential mar
ket demand. Though some providers 
may be skeptical about the current 
need for the extensive capacity offered 

CAPACITY 

LOW REVENUES 
HINDER COMPETITION 

Intense competition and the race to 
gain subscribers have taken their toll 
on the market: the average revenue per 
unit (ARPlI) in China is ¥43.5 ($5.25). 
At this price point, it will be very diffi
cult for any one service provider to 
make a profit without economies of 
scale. If Mil considers the preservation 
of a liberalized paging market to be 
more important than high revenues, 
there is even more pressure for paging 
operators to establish such economies 
of scale. 

Although reduced government subsi
dies for China Telecom may eventually 
result in truer business cost structures 
and may minimize the current price de
flation (which would allow paging car
riers to compete at more reasonable 
service prices), major paging carriers, 
such as Shanghai Guo Mai, continue to 
lower rather than raise prices. This 
trend indicates that it may be some 
time before free-market factors actually 
take effect. 

Low ARPU for smaller carriers— 
which may own network infrastructure 
but must use spectrum allocated to big
ger carriers—translates into a low valu
ation for these paging businesses. As a 
result, it is difficult for these operators 
to obtain financing to build the infra
structure needed to compete with the 
larger service providers. This makes 
them easy targets for acquisition or ex
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fected by the relatively low availability 
of telephones. Because of these limita
tions, paging messages may not always 
be time critical, which makes the pure 
notification function of wireless mes
saging less important. In such cases, in
formation beyond just a number, such 
as a text message, offers more value 
and functionality to paging sub
scribers. This points out another reason 
why use of text messaging will soar: 
more methods of Chinese and roman-
ized messaging inputs are sure to be
come available, and paging users will 
take advantage of any new ability to re
spond to messages within a shortened 
time frame. 

cess, the role of the pager as a notifica
tion device increases in value, especially 
because it is wireless. Limited access to 
traditional communications services has 
made Chinese people creative about 
how to use wireless services. 

Paging affords Chinese individuals 
an independent, private line of com
munications, which not only can be 
quickly and easily deployed, but can 
be activated remotely. The affordability 
of the service also makes paging ap
pealing—common device and service 
package deals, including a Motorola 
Advisor LX32 or a Motorola Scriptor 
228 pager and one year of service, 
were ¥1,500 ($181.18) and ¥980 
($118.37), respectively, in mid-1997. 
The annual price for subsequent years 
of service was ¥600 ($72.47). In com
parison, mobile phone service aver
ages ¥50 ($6.04) per month and ¥0.4 
(50.05) per minute. Public phone ser
vice charges for local calls are ¥1 
($0,12) per 5 minutes. The high cost of 
setting up a wireless phone account, 
coupled with the cost of a wireless 
phone handset—which can easily cost 
five to six times more than a paging 
device-puts mobile phone service 
out of reach for a significant portion of 
the population. Thus, paging has the 
potential to become popular and wide
spread across China. 

Another distinguishing characteristic 
of the Chinese market is the time frame 
in which people are expected to re
spond to pages. In the United States, 
for example, when a page is sent, in 
most cases an immediate response is 
expected from the paging subscriber. 
However, in China, response time is af-

The image 
resolution needed 
to display Chinese 
characters on 
paging devices 
suggests a market 
for larger screens. 

tinction. In this type of competitive en
vironment, larger carriers—excluding 
China Telecom—should be primarily 
concerned with obtaining smaller carri
ers offering certain frequency bands 
and coverage where the larger carriers 
do not offer service. The aim of this 
strategy is to build nationwide cover
age to compete with China Telecom, or 
to offer roaming services. This is espe
cially important if the newly formed 
Mil makes it more difficult for carriers 
to acquire additional spectrum. 

CHINESE CHARACTERS: MORE 
CAPACITY, BIGGER SCREENS 

The Chinese paging industry should 
allocate resources now to creating di
rect messaging input methods so that 
when the populace is ready to use pag
ing technology extensively, appropriate 
products and systems are in place The 
Chinese paging sector has viewed two-
way paging technology favorably, in 
part because ReFLEX network architec
ture utilizes spectrum more efficiently, 
a necessity for the higher capacity re
quirements of Chinese-character mes
saging More important, confirmed de
livery and two-way devices offer a 
wireless messaging input method by 
design. (To date, the Yankee Group has 
not heard of any spectrum allocations 
for new networks for confirmed deliv
ery or two-way paging services in 
China.) 

In this scenario, the benefits of initi
ating mobile text messages go far be
yond just paging, extending to the In
ternet and an ability to send and 
receive e-mail at any time. The Internet 
is one input method which will be a 
medium- to long-term driver for the 
growth of the paging industry. The In
ternet will eventually be a ubiquitous 
messaging platform in the market, ac
cessed through wireless messaging 
technologies. 

Once two-way services arrive in the 
market, certain improvements should 
be made to messaging devices to cre
ate more demand for call-and-response 
or interactive messaging services. The 
image resolution needed to display Chi
nese characters on paging devices sug
gests a market for larger screens. It 
would be a challenge to incorporate an 
adequate display and character input 

PLUSES OF PAGING 
Market expansion to date in China 

has been consumer driven. China's 
wireline infrastructure has grown from 
6.8 million installed lines in 1990 to 55 
million by the end of 1996, representing 
a penetration of only 4.46 percent, in 
fact, wireline penetration in metropoli
tan areas was 26.1 percent at year-end 
1997, and hit 27.7 percent by the end of 
1998. With such limited telephone ac-

CHINA'S DOMINANT PAGING OPERATORS IN 1998 
Five major operators: 
China Motion Telecom; Sino American/AP Network; 
Beijing Asia Pacific First Star; Shanghai Guo Mai; 
and Guangzhou Guangdong GTE 
11.25% Small Carriers 

19.15% 
China Unicom 
3.00% 

China Telecom 
66.60% 

SOURCE: The Yankee Group 
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method in a traditional-sized paging de
vice. Motorola's licensing of the FLEX 
protocol decoder chipset solutions in 
December 1998 to Korea-based Sam
sung Electronics signals that advanced 
messaging technologies may be embed
ded in a number of consumer products 
worldwide. These screens are designed 
to display more text, and the devices 
already include character input meth
ods that can be adapted for use in Chi
nese paging devices. 

Besides language, there are three ma
jor issues that have the potential to af
fect the deployment of equipment and 
services in the paging industry in 
China: local equipment vendors (LEVs); 
Internet facilities; and cellular or PCS (a 
shorter range cellular technology) can-
nibalization. 

to develop wireless engineering exper
tise and create jobs for LEVs. 

China's support of LEVs may play a 
role in the structure and future compe
tition for supply of paging infrastruc
ture. The government believes that 
LEVs can supply paging architecture of 
acceptable quality at low prices to sup
port market expansion. When purchas
ing paging architecture, especially for 
die largest paging operators, the qual
ity of the product versus the cost is a 
serious consideration. The larger and 
more complicated paging networks be
come, the more difficult they are to 
maintain. And since, to date, these 
LEVs have had the most success provid
ing paging equipment to smaller opera
tors who lack the financial resources to 
upgrade to or build out Motorola or 
Glenayre equipment, LEV products 
have yet to be thoroughly tested in a 
network environment with high vol
umes of messaging. 

However, there are other benefits to 
using LEVs. Paging networks will have 
to become more complicated to meet 
the messaging demand in the Chinese 
market, and consequently will require 
more sophisticated network managers. 

It is only a matter 
of time before Chinese 

engineers develop their 
own expertise in 

manufacturing paging 
i nfrastru ctu re. 

With localized operations and cus
tomer service, and the ability to estab
lish a number of different service sites 
with less difficulty than foreign equip
ment vendors, LEVs will represent an
other reason for China's paging opera
tors to buy Chinese. 

It is only a matter of time before Chi
nese engineers develop their own ex
pertise in manufacturing paging infra
structure. In 10 years, LEVs may even 
be able to challenge the technological 
supremacy of Motorola and Glenayre in 
the Chinese market and in the rest of 

SUPPORTING 
LOCAL INDUSTRY 

The telecommunications industry is 
a major component of the PRC govern
ment's ongoing industrial restructuring 
plan. As Chinese companies have the 
resources and engineering expertise to 
manufacture wireless network architec
ture, China can use the paging industry 

PAGING TECHNOLOGIES 
Paging messages are transmitted 

over paging networks in data formats 
known as protocols. A protocol is a 
type of language, or set of rules, that 
allows information to flow over a net
work through the airwaves and con
nect with a pager. These rules dictate 
capacity, latency (the time it takes for 
a message to be delivered from point 
A to point B), signaling speed, pager 
battety life, and data integrity. There 
are several different types of paging 
protocols: Post Office Code Standard
ization Advisory Group (POCSAG), 
Golav, European Radio Message Sys
tem (ERMES). and FLEX. POCSAG and 
ERMES are considered traditional, less-
sophisticated forms of paging archi
tecture, while FLEX is considered the 
advanced form (and is referred to as 
such throughout this box and the 
main article). 

There are three types of the more 
advanced FLEX-based protocols: 
FLEX. ReFLEX, and InFLEXion. FLEX 
is a standard for one-way high-speed 
paging. ReFLEX and InFLEXion are 

both two-way paging technologies. 
One-way means that the network can 
only transmit information in simulcast 
on an outbound channel to the pag
ing device. ReFLEX is a two-way pag
ing standard that allows for an in
bound. or reverse, channel with the 
outbound channel. ReFLEX is a ver
sion of the FLEX protocol that incor
porates a 25 megahertz (ReFLEX25) 
or 50 MHz (ReFLEX50) inbound chan
nel. It is important to note that spec
trum must be allocated by the govern
ment for the inbound channel to each 
carrier that deploys ReFLEX architec
ture. InFLEXion is the protocol for an 
analog voice paging system that al
lows the transmission and storage of 
voice messages. With InFLEXion. pag
ing subscribers can access voice mes
sages through their paging device. 

Because of the frequency-reuse ad
vantages of ReFLEX, carriers can pro
vide higher-value products to sub
scribers at lower prices than is the 
case for one-way networks. ReFLEX 
and InFLEXion networks are also less 

expensive from an opportunity cost 
perspective. This is because a mes
sage on a purely FLEX network is sent 
out in simulcast, using every transmit
ter site in a given region of service, 
while the ReFLEX network knows the 
location of the pager, and sends the 
message only to the transmitters that 
are near the pager. Thus. ReFLEX net
work architecture uses significantly 
less network capacity than FLEX, and 
the increased available capacity al
lows paging companies to offer ser
vices at lower prices. The ability of 
the carrier to provide an inexpensive 
service is important because paging 
subscribers have traditionally been 
price sensitive. 

The bandwidth efficiencies of Re
FLEX and InFLEXion architecture do 
not come without a price, however. 
The need to incorporate both transmit
ters and receivers in paging units, 
along with specialized software appli
cations. increases the cost of the de
vices. 

—Darryl Sterling 
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ing penetration rates. But in the era of 
advanced paging services, two-way 
wireless text messaging services will 
compete with wireless voice on value 
instead of just price. SMS will play a 
limited role in PCS until integration of a 
flexible input method (including Chi
nese character messaging) with a key 
pad occurs. Even so, the relationship of 
wireless messaging to wireless voice 
will be similar to the one that exists be
tween desktop computers and wireline 
phones. 

A Chinese wireless user must con
sider the cost-value trade-off between 
paging and wireless phone services. 
Not only is wireless phone service in 
China comparatively expensive, but 
the difference in price at the device 
level, with mobile phones averaging 
¥3,550 (S428.80), and as high as 
¥5.680 ($686.08), is also a factor. This, 
combined with a call completion rate 
as low as 40 percent in certain Chinese 
cities, makes mobile phone service a 
less favorable option. Pages, on the 
other hand, are estimated to reach 
their destination in a matter of seconds 
and have a low call drop rate. When 
cost and the call completion rate are 
important factors in considering and 
choosing a wireless communications 
service, paging becomes more attrac
tive. 

paging carrier, has marketed its vision 
that "every human, car and machine 
will have a wireless Internet address 
for the exchange of data.'This suggests 
that the future of paging will include 
Internet and messaging technologies. 
The routing of data through wireless 
networks in an Internet protocol OP) 
and the use of IP-addressing schemes 
will bring a new era of messaging com
patibility and standards that will facili
tate inter-network operations. This will 
provide the flexibility to adjust to what
ever the market may demand. 

The development of wireless messag
ing transfer protocol (WMtp) was a ma
jor step in synthesizing Internet and 
paging technologies beyond just pro
viding an interconnection gateway. 
WMtp is an IP-based protocol created 
by Glenayre that is used in a paging car
rier's inter-switch network. Since WMtp 
is based on a TCP/IP standard for net
work interconnection, it can be used to 
transmit data to base stations using vari
ous communication media, including 
two-way satellite (VSAT) or data net
works. Even though gateway equip
ment is still needed for translating data 
transmissions between networks, it sig
nifies the standardization of paging 
technology around an IP format. 

When cost and 
the call completion 
rate are important 
factors in choosing a 
wireless communications 
service, paging becomes 
more attractive. 

world. Furthermore, with the assis
tance of Hong Kong and Taiwan, whose 
firms may be granted favorable terms 
for entering the Chinese market, engi
neering talent may mature more 
quickly than is currently expected. 

THE INTERNET'S 
Will two way paging ever become a 

mainstream Internet-access technology 
in China? Just as the government has 
invested aggressively in advanced pag
ing architecture, it has also taken the 
initiative to deploy the fiber optic and 
ATM (asynchronous transfer mode) in
frastructure to fuel data messaging and 
Internet growth. The gateways used to 
interconnect paging networks with the 
Internet, and the applications deployed 
by major US companies to facilitate ac
cess to Internet services and content, 
make paging a viable wireless Internet 
technology. 

Wireless messaging service could be 
come a critical tool in China. Whereas 
the Internet provides a common mes
saging platform, paging provides last-
mile connectivity to the enduser that is 
both less expensive and easier to de
ploy. PageMart Wireless, a top-ten US 

IMPACT 

CELLULAR 
Historically, in the Asian region as 

well as in markets around the world, 
paging has been viewed as a less ex
pensive substitute for or complemen
tary service to voice communications. 
With the introduction of low-priced 
PCS, paging services are now faced 
with competitive pressures not only 
from wireless voice but also from alter
native short messaging services (SMS). 
This competition has eaten away at the 
base of Asian paging subscribers, and 
subsequently national and regional pag-

CANNIBALS? 

MULTI-FREQUENCY 
TECHNOLOGY 
REGION-WIDE 

The mainland has a unique incentive 
and opportunity to standardize a frame
work for an Asia-wide roaming environ
ment for paging. But only a few Chinese 
paging carriers licensed on certain fre
quencies have the financial resources 
and support to expand their coverage 
beyond a specific market. This means 
Chinese consumers have to be very 
careful about choosing their paging ser
vice provider if they are interested in 
taking advantage of the technological in
novations offered by advanced paging 
architectures. If the larger paging carri
ers that build advanced architecture of
fer superior paging service, the smaller 
carriers will be unable to compete, and, 
as a result, will ultimately become low-
price, local-only competitors. 

However, since no spectrum has yet 
been allocated by Mil for a reverse 
channel for two-way messaging tech
nology, the government will have to 
prioritize its communications initia-

A N D 
ROAMING 

AFFORDABIIJTY OF WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES 

URBAN 
POPULATION 

RURAL 
POPULATION 

22% 78% Percent of total population 
5,140 2,080 Per capita income (RMB) 

Annual paging service price as a percentage of income 
Annual paging service price as a percentage of income 

(at 100 minutes of use) 

11% 28% 
21% 51% 

4% Minimum public phone price for local call as a percentage 
of income (at 100 minutes of use) 

11% 

SOURCE: The Yankee Group 
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If you're tives. In any event, China has a number 
of opportunities to modernize its cul
ture using state-of-the-art communica
tions equipment. 

Moreover, as China is the largest pag
ing market in the world, its resolution 
of multi-frequency issues will open the 
door for Asian regional standards based 
on advanced paging technology. Paging 
carriers throughout the region will 
then have incentives to build infra
structure and abide by the Asian stan
dards in order to keep the door open 
for inter-regional paging business. 

A multi-frequency paging solution 
will allow a given pager to scan several 
pre-specified frequencies in any market 
in which it roams, and then, if the 
proper frequency is in operation, trans
mit messages. From a strictly technologi
cal perspective, if a few contiguous fre
quencies are used or can be made 
available for paging in all Asian coun
tries, then region-wide paging service is 
a distinct possibility. In fact, one of the 
greatest disincentives to a pan-Asian 
multi-frequency paging environment is 
that it will require each subscriber to 
purchase a new device able to scan the 
standard frequencies. Regardless, the 
rollout of advanced paging networks 
provides an opportunity to experiment 
with these kinds of services. 

China's need for a nationwide multi-
frequency roaming solution is already 
driving innovation in the field. In 1998, 
Motorola's advanced messaging switch 
passed China Telecom's stringent tests. 
The advanced switch set new records 
for high-speed processing of pages and 
other features, resulting in cost saving 
opportunities for the carrier. 

Part of the reason why this concept 
of a multi-frequency paging environ
ment is most applicable in the China 
market is because the government 
would like as many people as possible 
to have access to its backbone paging 
infrastructure. In a multi-frequency en
vironment. it is possible to share net
work capacity and facilities. The con
cept of sharing advanced network 
facilities between carriers was fathered 
in the strategic alliance between Page-
Mart and Metrocall announced in Octo
ber 1998, whereby Metrocall will in
stall its own transmitters (outbound) 
network frequency and PageMart will 
provide a network receiver (inbound) 
solution. 

Because coverage is patchy and iso
lated, and number portability is limited, 

there is a growing demand for roaming 
capability. Carriers such as China 
United Telecommunications Corp. (Uni
com) are offering national service with 
roaming capability, but this initiative 
was a part of its original network build-
out and design. Unicom was also one of 
the first carriers to offer nationwide 
numbers to bypass high domestic long
distance tariffs. But before China 
spends too much time conceptualizing 
an Asian multi-frequency roaming uni
verse, an enhanced service solution 
needs to be developed to manage cross-
network roaming for inter-carrier man
agement and billing purposes. This solu
tion will provide the greatest value to a 
regional roaming alliance. 
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PAGING THE FUTURE 
Judging from the dollar amount of 

China's investment in advanced mes
saging architecture and the recent high 
growth patterns of units in service, TAKES 
China is on course to be a premier 
global paging market. However, part of 
the reason that China has been able to 
take advantage of paging technology is 
the timing of its commitment to the 
market—the country has been able to 
plan network buildouts and to receive 
the full benefit of second-generation H 
FLEX family architecture. As a result, 
China will have more flexibility in ad- I 
justing to future trends in wireless mes- ™ 
saging. I 

By investing in this type of technol
ogy, China as a whole will reap a num
ber of benefits that are both internal 
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and external to the paging industry. 
With paging technology embedded in 
existing computing devices, as well as 
the introduction of two-way paging 
units, China will fuel the growth of its 
own industry in two separate market 
segments. The development of the pag
ing industry also creates an unusual op
portunity to improve the nation's wire
less engineering capability, thereby 
creating employment in a high-tech in
dustry that can move China to the fore
front of high-tech innovations in the fu
ture. Paging can be used to 
complement the government's other 
initiatives in promoting the use of tech
nology. And as a dominant Asian coun
try with modern paging facilities, 
China can take the lead in encouraging 
and organizing the effort to develop a 
national and regional multi-frequency 
roaming solution. The Chinese paging 
industry is, indeed, booming. 
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Hype Versus Hope for 
E-Commerce in China 

Daniel H. Rosen 

If e-commerce 
is to realize 
its potential 

in China, 
the country 

must address 
five areas 

crucial to its 
development 

W hat are the prospects for e-commerce in China? The view 
from technology companies and investors keen to export 
the US Internet boom to a huge new marketplace is one of 
enthusiasm: the ranks of the Chinese computer literate are 

swelling, and tighter electronic linkage to global supply chains may foster 
export growth. 

Beneath all the hype, however, a wired 
China—just like a wired anywhere-de
pends on certain fundamentals. In the 
United States, there has been less attention 
to these fundamentals, partly because they 
are already in place, and partly on the 
grounds that the Internet itself provides a 
sort of "universal acid" that can eat through 
all obstacles. In China nothing about e-com
merce is a foregone conclusion. 

In anticipation of the discussions on e-
commerce likely to take place at the World 
Trade Organization (WTO) Ministerial meet
ing in Seattle, a group of researchers at 
HE—Sue F. Eckert, Dr. Catherine L. Mann, 
and Daniel H. Rosen-developed a frame
work for analyzing the economic and policy 
implications of electronic commerce for an 
East Asian economy. Their research focused 
on five "umbrella" structures that must be in 
place in order for electronic commerce to 
develop and mature in a given economy: a 
competitive telecommunications environ
ment; a payments network; adequate trust 
in privacy and security; an encompassing le
gal infrastructure; and the completion of 
certain government-specific tasks. 

That these foundations are necessary 
should come as no surprise. When telecom 
charges are too high people do not go on
line. Low credit-card penetration and unlim
ited credit-card liability stop e-commerce 
cold. Without privacy, people are nervous 
about leaving evidence trails for tax collec

tors and revealing purchasing habits, and 
firms won't risk a cyber-assault on their pro
prietary data. When few of the contenders 
have legal systems covering consumer pro
tection or contract enforcement, the debate 
over who will be the "strategic e-commerce 
hub" seems silly. Finally, the Microsoft Corp. 
antitrust case in the United States reminds 
us that unless government adopts a pro-
competitive stance, the Internet can be cor
nered like any other marketplace. 

A critical appraisal of the fundamentals in 
no way diminishes the hundreds of an
nouncements of Chinese and Western firms 
plowing ahead into niches of the e-com-
merce market in China-Motorola Inc.'s ca
ble modems, Microsoft's Venus project, 
Cisco Systems's routers, and the venture 
capital of an army of anonymous investors 
funneling resources to Chinese entrepre
neurs in a tangle of indirect ways. By tear
ing down intra-provincial trade barriers, 
these commercial agents of change, teamed 
with like-minded Chinese, are reshaping the 
foundations of the PRC market, re-educat
ing bureaucrats where possible and shunt
ing them out of the way where it is not. 
They have infected local entrepreneurs 
with a powerful obsession: the rational pur
suit of return on investment through inno
vation. The "fundamentals" in this article 
complement—rather than contradict—the 
efforts of cutting-edge companies. That said, 
it is worth considering China's status to 

Daniel H. Rosen is 
a research fellow 

at the Institute for 
International Economics 
(HE) in Washington, DC. 
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date in assembling the foundations nec
essary for e-commerce to flourish. 

The WTO accession terms China and 
the United States are negotiating could 
bolster both investment and competi
tion. But ongoing collusion between 
PRC regulators and China Telecom 
seems to indicate that they are bent on 
keeping out what they see as destruc
tive competition. Many foreign telecom 
service providers fear that China's tele
com service sector will remain rigged 
even if China were to comply with 
WTO obligations. Foreign firms may 
succeed in developing niche markets— 
along lines similar to AT&T's joint ven
ture with the Shanghai Posts and 
Telecommunications (P&T) Administra
tion, which may provide Internet tele
phony only in Pudong—but not the 
broader market. Zhang Chunjiang, di
rector of the Telecom Administration 
Department at Mil, has repeatedly 
called unauthorized provision of Inter
net telephony a danger to the state, 
and has accused foreign firms of "col
luding with domestic Internet tele
phone operators," thus drawing a thick 
line around foreign participation. 

Domestic competition in alternative 
networks seems more promising. Entre
preneurs are developing a cable-based al
ternative to China Telecom in Shanghai 
and offering Internet-based cut-rate fax 
traffic in Fujian Province. The State Ad
ministration of Radio, Film, and Televi
sion will reportedly form a third national 
telecom company—Cable Television 
Network—to compete with China Tele
com and Unicom, the country's only 
other official telecom company (see The 
CBR, May-June 1999, p.20). The tide 
could yet be turned, but such providers 
are building powerful domestic con
stituencies of industries whose interna
tional competitiveness depends on a 
more dynamic telecom environment. 
And as with basic telecom in the past, 
foreign firms will be quietly involved be
hind the scenes with the money, tech
nology, and, most important, the man
agement know-how to make these 
value-added services work despite Mil's 
threats. The only question is whether 
these companies will suffer efficiency 
losses as a result of having to function 
within a far-from-transparent system. 

predictable than a traditional purchase. 
And it is a sure way to kill the prospects 
for Internet business. 

There are many problems related to 
the creation of an online payment sys
tem, foremost of which is the low pene
tration of credit (or debit) cards in China. 
One recent survey by a Beijing-based 
market research company found that only 
20 percent of respondents aged 18-30 in 
four major Chinese cities owned credit 
cards. The People's Bank of China is en
couraging Chinese commercial banks to 
begin providing consumer credit services 
by late 1999. particularly credit-card ser
vices and debit cards. According to David 
Wolf, managing director of consulting 
firm Claydon Gescher Associates in Bei
jing, 90 percent of credit cards issued in 
China currently cannot be used on the In
ternet, presumably because of govern
ment anxieties about cross-border capital 
flows and obligations. 

China, like Taiwan, seems intent on 
developing a state-managed stored-
value card for online commercial uses. 
Shielded from competition because of 
its likely dual use as an identification or 
social service card, such a card is un
likely to meet the needs of e-com-
merce. Moreover, even in economies 
that have multiple credit-card issuers, a 
less-than-competitive market will dis
suade card issuers from providing card 
users with a limit to liability in case of 
loss, online or otherwise. And for most 
Chinese the prospect of unlimited lia
bility from using a card online, over a 
network to which the government has 
access, is a powerful disincentive. 

The PRC's closed capital account is a 
problem for Chinese businesses as well 
as consumers. One great advantage of 
the Internet marketplace is that a larger 
market means greater efficiency, with 
more choices, more information, and 
more perfect competition leading to 
more efficient outcomes for firms and 
consumers alike. But restrictions on 
the flow of capital into and out of 
China effectively cancel these efficien
cies. Chinese consumers wishing to 
purchase a competitively priced lathe 
made in Malaysia and Chinese ex
porters trying to fill an order from Peo
ria will both lose if diey must submit to 
clumsier financial controls before the 
transaction can be completed. This has 
prompted many Asian firms faced with 
such problems to drop the country tag 
(for example, ".cn" or ".tw") from their 
".com" and set up a sales front in Cali
fornia (in which jurisdiction tax rev-

TELECOM HURDLES 
It is no secret that telecom costs re

main an impediment to the develop
ment of e-commerce in China. Accord
ing to the China Internet Consumer 
Report, a late 1998 survey that can be 
found at www.chinaonUne.com, 71 
percent of the users interviewed cited 
cost and speed as the key hurdles to 
extended and more frequent online ac
tivity. In Shanghai today, basic Internet 
access runs ¥16 (SI.93) per hour dur
ing the daytime, in addition to the one
time registration fee of ¥100 (SI2.08). 
Those hours add up quickly. A survey 
conducted by the China Computer As
sociation revealed that regular Beijing 
Internet users spend an average of 35 
percent of their take-home salaries on 
Internet access charges. 

As in other countries, Internet ac
cess is subsidized for many college stu
dents in China, a useful tool for accli
matizing tomorrow's netizens to the 
ways of the Web. But after graduation 
most students fall back into a prohibi
tively pricey market. Especially during 
these transitional years, online com
merce must be not just comparable to 
traditional commerce, but must pro
vide even lower transaction costs to in
duce people to invest time learning 
something new. Indeed, it is the learn
ing that takes place online that sup
ports the innovation, new ideas, prod
ucts, and other deliverables that 
promise increased productivity. 

The question is whether telecom 
costs will fall—and the quality of service 
rise—enough to facilitate e-commerce 
uptake in China in the coming years. 
The answer lies in competition, not gov
ernment edict. In this market, competi
tion could come from two directions: 
greater openness to foreign investment 
in basic and value-added services, and 
greater domestic competition in parallel 
networks, such as cable and wireless. 
Buildout of the existing network to meet 
targets set by the Ministry of Information 
Industry (Mil) without pressure from 
competition will not succeed in 
spurring e-commerce, if the experiences 
of other countries are much indication. 
Hence, many developing countries, in
cluding China, are willing to include the 
Pro-Competitive Regulator)' Principles of 
the WTO's Negotiating Group on Basic 
Telecoms (NGBT) in their international 
commercial commitments. 

THE PAYMENTS NETWORK 
Online shoppers in China often 

browse through a sales website only to 
find they must pay by mail or walk 
down the block to provide payment in 
person. This makes e-commerce more 
time-consuming, more costly, and less 
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cities, amplifying the gap between those 
cities and the vast bulk of the rest of 
China. Difficulties might emerge for e-
commerce in China if people in the lead
ing cities find it easier to trade abroad 
over the Internet than to trade with a 
neighboring province. One expected re
sponse will be heavy-handed govern
ment attempts to distort trade patterns. 
But the November 1999 WTO Ministerial 
in Seattle will likely declare such efforts 
to be traditional trade barriers (as it has 
on a temporary basis already), effectively 
prohibiting them. 

sector in the West, such accommodations 
may be an appropriate second best, 
though they may inhibit the perfor
mance of those very capital markets. 

As with so many aspects of economic 
liberalization in China, Shanghai is lead
ing the way in e-commerce. As its first e-
commerce priority, the city aims to es
tablish both a digital certificate authority 
(CA) and an identifier-key entrusting cen
ter (KE) in the second half of 1999. 
These entities are meant to provide as
surance of the identity of buyers and sell
ers, and a neutral depository for encryp
tion codes used in online transactions, 
respectively, important steps designed to 
encourage rapid e-commerce uptake. 

The bottom line is that the privacy and 
security umbrella is only showing 
promise in China's more sophisticated 

enues therefore accrue) rather than 
wait for domestic conditions to evolve. 

CREATING PRIVACY 
AND SECURITY 

Analysis of this third e-commerce um
brella focuses on three issues: certifica
tion and electronic identifiers; security 
and encryption; and privacy. Most US In
ternet users are happily unaware of the 
nitty-gritty battles fought over these is
sues, and so too are their counterparts in 
China. But how these privacy and secu
rity questions are resolved will be key to 
the successful emergence of e-commerce 
in China over the next three to five 
years. 

Certification and electronic identifiers 
are tools for ensuring that what you see 
is what you get in the ever-changing digi
tal fog of the Web. They are also essential 
to making sure the customer, and only 
the customer, can legally bind himself or 
herself in online contracts. Consumers 
want to know that the website to which 
they send a credit card number is legiti
mate, for example. And without ade
quate security and encryption, firms 
stick with costly electronic data inter
change (EDI) systems indefinitely-a far 
cry from the opportunities of open elec
tronic commerce over the Internet (ECI)-
Finally, even with sufficient encryption 
standards, some regulators want to peer 
into people's electronic goings-on for 
various purposes, and this loss of privacy 
can have a chilling effect on commerce. 
In China, Mil is trying to require that 
even the sidewalk cyber-cafes provide a 
detailed register of the identities of Inter
net users, a demand as disconcerting as 
it is impossible to enforce. Nevertheless, 
China is trying to design a window on e-
commerce transmissions for the authori
ties to peer through. 

China's low rates of tax compliance 
present another immediate problem that 
is less pressing in more compliant 
economies: if going online means leaving 
an accounting trail for government rev
enue seekers to follow, then China's 
scrappy entrepreneurs will avoid doing 
so. Such are the wages of an opportunis
tic tax environment. 

China has yet to settle upon an official 
national model for managing digital certi
fication and identification. As in other 
Asian economies, such as Taiwan, the 
government plays a more central role in 
these activities than in the United States, 
where letting the private sector lead is a 
must. Absent the kind of adventurous 
capital markets that power the private 

AN ENCOMPASSING 
LEGAL INFRASTRUCTURE 

In many economies, the challenge of 
fitting e-commerce with a legal infra
structure is largely a matter of making 

E-COMMERCB ENVIRONMENTS COMPARED 

Hong Kong 
Level of Online Privacy and Security 1~~1 Hong Kong, Taiwan, China 

• United States 

• Ideal 

5, 
4 
3. 
2 Competitive 

Telecom 
Environment 

Pro-Internet 
Gov't Policies 1 

Legal Framework Online Payment System 

Taiwan 
Level of Online Privacy and Security 

5, 
4, 
3. 

Competitive 
Telecom 
Environment 

Pro-Internet 
Gov't Policies 1 

Legal Framework Online Payment System 

China 
Level of Online Privacy and Security 

5 
4 
3 
2 

Competitive 
Telecom 
Environment 

Pro-Internet 
Gov't Policies 

0 

Legal Framework Online Payment System 

SOURCE: Daniel H. Rosen 
NOTE: These figures are based on the author's observations and are illustrative only. They do not 
represent an empirical deduction of policy reform in each economy. 
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old laws governing traditional com
merce compatible with e-commerce. 
That often entails merely dropping the 
word "paper" or adding the words "or 
electronic equivalent" to an existing law 
or regulation. In China, those old laws 
often do not exist. Important areas need 
wholly new legislation to facilitate the e-
commerce market—or a traditional mar
ket, for that matter. Business-to-con
sumer e-commerce requires attention to 
protecting consumer welfare and inter
ests, something that has not gotten as 
much attention as producer interests in 
China. Consumer protection law is in its 
infancy in the PRC, and has a long way 
to go before it is able to handle many 
potentially common online commercial 
crimes. Still more work is needed to en
sure adequate enforcement. 

Much of the business-to-business gain 
inherent in e-commerce derives from 
vastly expanding the possibilities for 
price and quality competition in sup
plier arrangements, and then making it 
possible to link up supply chains tightly, 
though they change regularly. Individual 
relationships (guanxi) have in part been 
stand-ins for adequate legal and contract 
predictability in China in recent years. 
In the anonymous business-to-business 
world of the Internet, such personal re
lationships are rarer. Thus, a normal le
gal system is paramount. Furthermore, 
China's defense against Internet security 
breaches has been ad hoc, and badly 
needs a more formal legal basis for pros
ecution. Delegates to the National Peo
ple's Congress have called the lack of 
applicable legislation "the leading prob
lem for e-commerce," which is not sur
prising given that other reports suggest 
as many as 95 percent of all computers 
in China linked to the Internet have 
been hacked into. 

petition policy, that truly are the 
purview of the state. 

First and foremost With China's cities 
already well-wired but 

e-commerce regimes not 
yet in place, businesses 

and consumers will 
increasingly rely on 

services protected under 
foreign legal systems. 

it is the role of 
government to offer clear principles if 
not a mandate for private-sector invest
ment in e-commerce. If central authori
ties do not give the thumbs-up, then 
entrepreneurs must invest too much 
scarce seed money hedging against the 
risk of future shut-down. In China, cen
tral authorities have yet to provide 
much clarity. It has been almost four 
years since China created an Interna
tional Electronic Commerce Center in 
early 1996, but Mil is just now plan
ning a framework to draft standards 
and conditions for the electronic com
merce industry. 

According to an e-commerce official 
in Shanghai, "The Chinese government 
hasn't got any formal plan for [e-com
merce]. There are many ministries in 
Beijing. That means many quarrels. The 
People's Bank of China, Mil, MOFTEC, 
and others have different plans for e-
commerce. The Beijing local govern
ment also has its own plan. It is diffi
cult for all of them to sit on the same 
bench. It needs time." 

While the central-level situation 
stalls, he continues, progressive local 
authorities may be able to give private 
investors sufficient comfort to make 

holdings later in 1999; unhappily the 
party assuming the shares is none 
other than the Ministry of Finance, 
which will control e-commerce credit-
card usage policies. 

The Chinese government must re
solve its conundrums about Internet 
content and social agendas. It must de
vise a tax policy for Internet transac
tions that lures more firms into the tax 
base instead of driving them to a preoc
cupation with tax avoidance. The secu
rity standard must surely come about 
through government action in China, 
never mind that private firms might be 
sufficient to provide solutions in the 
advanced US market. These are only 
the most important of a host of special 
tasks government must address in or
der to advance e-commerce in China. 

the benefits of e-commerce a reality in 
some areas. "It is different in Shanghai. 
The Shanghai municipal government 
has the power to integrate various 
forces together. The central govern
ment supports Shanghai's e-commerce 
implementation, I'm sure Shanghai will 
be the most successful e-commerce ap
plication area in China." 

Another key move for government is 
to put in place a pro-competitive regu
latory regime. While this is as true in 
the traditional marketplace as it is in 
cyberspace, the virgin quality of Inter
net commerce means China has more 
to lose from failing to provide for com
petition online because the traditional 
marketplace is already riven with anti
competitive practices. For example, 
will policy support the rights of an in
novative value-added Internet service 
provider against the market power of a 
China Telecom—or let it be squashed? 
Today the e-commerce regulatory au
thority, Mil, retains a controlling inter
est in China Telecom. Experience 
around the world has shown that when 
regulators are owners, competitive out
comes are rare. Happily then, Mil plans 
to divest itself of its China Telecom 

Do FIVE UMBRELLAS 
EQUAL PROGRESS? 

Given the analysis of these five sets of 
fundamental issues, what is the forecast 
for e-commerce in China? First, though 
China has a long way to go, so do all 
the other economies of the region. 
Even more-advanced Hong Kong and 
Taiwan seem to be struggling to make 
progress across the broad front of pol
icy areas simultaneously (see Figure). 

With China's cities already well-
wired but e-commerce regimes not yet 
in place, businesses and consumers 
will increasingly rely on services pro
tected under foreign legal systems. 
They will use payment vehicles set up 
by foreign companies, turn to foreign 
capital markets and venture capitalists 
to nurture innovation, and fight to 
plug into foreign firms' EDI networks 
instead of setting up their own. 

Continued on page 49 

GOVERNMENT 
The final umbrella in this framework 

consists of a set of special tasks for gov
ernment. In the West, the Internet in 
general and opportunities for e-com
merce specifically have been devel
oped under the banner of private-sec-
tor leadership—government only gets 
involved where there's no other 
choice. Other maxims for government 
involvement include technology neu
trality and maintenance of system flexi
bility. Though Chinese authorities, like 
many Asian regulators, presume a more 
activist role for government than 
thought ideal in the West, they may un-
der-provide key elements, such as com-

CHALLENGES 
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Yong Wang Institutional 
arguments 
go some if 
not all of 

the way in 
explaining 

China's WTO 
change of 

heart 

N egotiations on China's accession to the General Agreement on Tar
iffs and Trade (GATT) and its successor organization, the World 
Trade Organization (WTO), have lasted for 13 years, the longest 
accession process on record. The Chinese side jokes that the wait 

has turned black hair to white and accuses some WTO members of trying 
to impose unacceptable conditions on China. In contrast, developed na
tions—most prominently the United States-claim that what they want are 
only "commercially viable" terms, and that China has dragged its feet in 
opening markets. 

In early 1999, however, negotiations ap
peared to make great progress. China com
mitted to unprecedented liberalization and to 
wrapping up remaining issues as soon as pos
sible, As many correctly point out, Chinese 
concessions in the first few months of 1999 
far exceeded those made over the last several 
years. If the negative effects of the Asian fi
nancial crisis on China's economy are taken 
into account, the concessions seem even 
more astounding. 

Thus, two key questions present them
selves to most observers: first, why was 
China's WTO bidding process so slow, previ
ous to this year? And second, why has China 
now become so eager to speed up the nego
tiations? The answers to these questions un
doubtedly have implications for the debate 
on China's WTO membership within the 
United States. 

Much of the research to date has focused 
on explaining the sluggish pace of China's ac
cession negotiations, placing much of the 
blame on the impacts of the end of the Cold 
War, the crackdown in Tiananmen Square, 
and rapid economic growth in China. Before 
1989, the strategic interests of the United 
States vis-a-vis the Soviet Union, combined 
with the perception that China's reforms indi
cated a move toward capitalism, prompted 
the United States and other Western countries 
to look favorably on China's membership in 

the GATT. But the events of the late 1980s 
fundamentally changed the tenor of China-US 
relations Moreover, as China lias grown into a 
major trading power. Western countries have 
come to see China's bid for WTO member
ship as a key opportunity to extract market-
access concessions from the country. 

Yet the research on China's WTO policy
making process has been relatively thin, es
pecially research into the bureaucratic poli
tics surrounding the negotiations In fact, 
personal interviews with Chinese economic 
officials reveal that bureaucratic politics goes 
a long way toward answering both of these 
questions. 

Yong Wang, a specialist 
in US-China relations 
currently working on 

WTO issues, is an assistant 
professor at Beijing 

University and a joint 
visiting fellow at the 

Pacific Council on 
International Policy and 

the University of Southern 
California. His books 

include Rounds of Most 
Favored Nations: Politics of 

U.S. Trade Policy toward 
China, 1989-1997, and 

Knowledge Economy: Cases 
and Operations (Ed.) 

SCATTERED POWER STRUCTURE 
China's traditional power structure, estab

lished during the central-planning era, di
vided administration of all aspects of the 
economy among different agencies. Liberaliz
ing trade regulations thus requires depriving 
these economic agencies of their powers and 
interests, or at least reducing their authority 
substantially. The GATT Uruguay Round 
agreements, especially the General Agree
ment on Trade in Services (GATS) and the 
Agreement on Trade-Related Investment Mea
sures (TRIMs), require liberalization not only 
in the trade of goods but also in services and 
investment. As a result, an even larger num
ber of economic agencies in the Chinese cen-
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tral government have found themselves 
drawn into the negotiations for WTO 
membership. 

The PRC bureaucracy is characterized 
by overlapping jurisdictions, a result, in 
part, of its sheer size. Before the launch 
of the government restructuring in 1998, 
there were more than 40 ministries, 
commissions, and agencies, and more 
than half were directly related to eco
nomic and industrial affairs. For exam
ple, the State Council Commission on 
Tariffs (affiliated with the State Economic 
and Trade Commission, or SETC) and the 
General Administration of Customs to
gether took responsibility for tariffs, but 
they had to consult with other agencies 
when setting new rates. In other words, 
they had to deal with pressures from 
other government agencies that wanted 
to protect domestic industries. The 
power to determine quotas was divided 
between the Ministry of Foreign Trade 
and Economic Cooperation (MOFTEC) 
and the State Planning Commission 
(SPC). MOFTEC was in charge of export 
quotas, while SPC took care of import 
quotas. 

But these were only the agencies con
cerned with trade in goods-trade in ser
vices is even more closely protected and 
has proven to be the most difficult area 
of negotiations. The negotiations over 
market access in telecommunications ser
vices, for example, involve the industry's 
traditionally protectionist regulator, the 
Ministry of Information Industry (for
merly the Ministry of Posts and Telecom
munications) and other relevant agencies. 

The way in which industrial policy is 
formulated presents another obstacle to 
bureaucratic agreement. To harmonize 
industrial policy on automobiles with 
WTO norms would affect the interests 
of the now-downgraded Ministry of Ma-
chine-Building Industry's Department of 
Automotive Industry (in charge of pro
ject approval and production planning); 
SPC's Department of Machinery, Elec
tronics, Textiles, and Light Industry 
(which had project approval authority 
and was responsible for the biggest 
state-owned auto makers); the Ministry 
of Finance; and other ministries and lo
cal governments in charge of smaller 
auto factories. Even within the same 
agency, there could be several depart
ments with disparate views. For in
stance, within SPC, the Department of 
Long-Term Planning and Industrial Pol
icy had different views and interests 
from the Department of Machinery, Elec
tronics, Textiles, and Light Industry. 

MOFTEC is the country's chief negoti
ating body on WTO, but only a few is
sues fall under its direct authority. Thus, 
the ministry has had no choice but to fo
cus first on policy coordination with 
other economic agencies. Of course, all 
of the relevant economic agencies do 
not have an equal say in the negotiations 
because they hold different administra
tive ranks. Among them, SPC (now 
known as the State Development Plan
ning Commission [SDPC]) and SETC en
joy a higher rank. Both of them are 
supraministerial agencies assigned to 
oversee, coordinate, or even direct the 
other agencies. With such a scattered 
and unbalanced power structure, the 
pace of China's accession to the WTO 
would be understandably influenced, if 
not determined outright, by whether 
the supraministerial agencies—mainly 
SDPC and SETC-support the trade lib
eralization measures, and whether they 
are both able and willing to coordinate 
policy among those industrial ministries. 

Even within the 
same PRC agency 

there could be disparate 
views on WTO-related 

liberalization. 

The member agencies of this commit
tee included the Ministry of Finance, the 
Ministry of Machine-Building Industry, 
the Ministry of Posts and Telecommuni
cations, the Ministry of Textile Industry 
(restructured as the General Association 
of Textile Industry in 1993), the State 
Council Office of Import and Export of 
Mechanical and Electronic Products, and 
other relevant agencies. A vice minister 
from each agency was present at com
mittee sessions. 

According to its mandate, this inter-
ministerial coordination committee was 
to coordinate policy on issues related to 
CATT/WTO. Prior to its dissolution in 
late 1998, the committee found itself un
able to play this role, for several reasons. 
For one, it was not a standing agency but 
only a temporary vehicle for consulta
tions, and as such lacked a secretariat 
with staff support. Because of the diffi
culties involved merely in calling a meet
ing, its sessions were usually short, when 
they occurred at all. As a consequence, 
the committee was unable to serve as a 
platform for consensus-building among 
the various agencies. 

Second, it was extremely unusual that 
SPC, at the time the most powerful 
supraministrial player, was excluded 
from the list of vice chairman-level agen
cies. One explanation for SPC's absence 
is that as the institutional representative 
of China's central-planning tradition, SPC 
foresaw that adjustment to GAIT norms 
would result in the loss of its regulatory 
power over the economy. But without 
the participation of SPC, coordinating 
policy would be extremely difficult. 

Third, the other supraministerial 
agency, SETC, was weak in both reputa
tion and bureaucratic power before the 
1998 government restructuring (though 
even after restructuring, its authority has 
expanded less than anticipated). Estab
lished with the support of then-Vice Pre
mier Zhu Rongji, SETC was assigned to 
oversee the routine operation of the 
economy. SETC represented Beijing's ef-

COORDI NATION DIFFICULTIES: 
LOSS OF THE CENTER 

In the labyrinth of bureaucratic poli
tics in China, one routine bureaucratic 
process is the building of consensus 
among agencies with different policy 
agendas, known as policy coordination 
(xietiao zhengce). Some Chinese offi
cials who have experienced such efforts 
have called this process ineffective, jok
ing that "coordination" means nothing. 

Nevertheless, Chinese officials have 
attempted policy coordination regarding 
the WTO accession process. In 1986, 
China established a GAIT policy-coordi
nation body, the State Council Intermin-
isterial Coordination Group on GATT 
Negotiations (Guowuyuan Guan Shui 
Ji Maoyi Zong Xieding Tanpan Buji Xi
etiao Xiaozu). State Councilor Zhang 
Jingfu was the first director of this 
group. The vice directors included the 
minister of foreign trade, the minister of 
foreign affairs, and the general director 
of Customs. The group members in
cluded vice ministers or vice chairmen 
of other relevant ministries and commis
sions. In 1988, the group was renamed 
the State Council Committee on Inter-
ministerial Coordination on GATT 
(Guowuyuan Guan Shui Ji Maoyi 
Zong Xieding Bu Ji Xietiao Weiyuan 
Huf), with Vice Premier Tian Jiyun as 
chairman. In this committee, there were 
several vice-chairman-level agencies (fu-
zuzhang danwei); SETC (established in 
1993) was subsequently added. 
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agencies face the domestic problems of 
import competition and unemployment. 
These agencies inevitably expect greater 
protection from international competi
tion. In the end, policy coordination was 
so slow that it seemed that only the in
tervention of the top leadership could 
break the deadlock. 

of the mainstream of the global econ
omy. Without liberalization, China will 
not fully share the benefits of the free 
capital movements of multinational cor
porations. Thus, MOFTEC argues, it is 
imperative for China to become a WTO 
member as soon as possible. 

Third, protectionism in the form of 
high tariff and non-tariff barriers benefits 
specific industries, but imposes high indi- BREAKING THE DEADLOCK 
rect costs on the economy as a whole. 
These costs are reducing the country's 
ability to catch up, much less keep pace, 
with accelerating globalization. The coun
try's industrial monopolies and only re
cently reduced high telecom rates are of
ten cited as evidence of these high costs. 

Fourth, only after WTO entry can 
China effectively protest the protection
ist measures and unfair dumping charges 
frequently imposed on Chinese exports 
by its trading partners. Some experts 
who argue for a delay in WTO member
ship say that the country can gain the 
benefits of WTO through bilateral most 
favored nation (MFN) arrangements. The 
MOFTEC team counters that only the 
WTO multilateral trade dispute mecha
nism can help China fight discriminatory 
treatment, and only membership can 
qualify the country for the benefits of 
phased-in textile trade liberalization. 

Fifth, China's pervasive smuggling lysts concluded that China must be cau-
problem actually makes the country's tious in opening its markets, because of 
high tariffs ineffective. Thus, to assess the risks of greater international expo-
accurately the costs of lowering tariffs in sure. The prospects for China's WTO 
specific industries, smuggling must be membership seemed to dim. 
taken into account. For example, though 
40,000 passenger cars are smuggled into leadership decided to intervene directly 
China every year, the automobile indus- in the negotiations in early 1999. Be-
try has not only survived but also has im- cause of changes in a number of political 
proved its competitiveness. This shows and economic circumstances, Beijing de-
that lower tariff rates are not necessarily cided to change course, setting a sched

ule for certain market-oriented reforms. 

In Geneva, MOFTEC 
went to great lengths to 
put at ease otherwise 
wary participants from 
other PRC agencies, in the 
hopes that they would 
improve their offers at 
the negotiating table. 

In the complicated world of Chinese 
bureaucratic politics, support for policy 
changes from die highest levels of leader
ship is often critical. With Premier Zhu 
Rongji at the helm of the negotiations, 
the Chinese top leadership presently sup
ports greater concessions in exchange for 
gaining WTO membership this year. 
MOFTEC appears to have the upper 
hand, at least for now. 

Alter 1994, a general consensus to de
lay WTO membership had formed across 
different industrial sectors and in public 
opinion. Difficulties reforming state-
owned enterprises and popular worries 
about the consequences of the large in
flows of foreign direct investment made 
the top leadership reluctant to oppose 
this consensus. Despite some progress, 
China's WTO policy floated on a sea of bu
reaucratic politics. After the onset of the 
Asian financial crisis in 1997, some ana-

forts to macro-manage the developing 
market-oriented economy. 

As a relatively new agency, however, 
SETC found it difficult to play the role of 
policy coordinator. Senior leaders thus 
suggested a new mechanism under 
which SETC would coordinate policy on 
trade in services (non-tariff items), and 
MOFTEC would build consensus on 
goods trade (tariff items). This new mech
anism did not work well either. Some an
alysts have said that other agencies did 
not respect SETC and instead complained 
that it was a duplicative and unnecessary 
institution. Under such circumstances, 
MOFTEC took the risky step of arranging 
its own policy-coordination mechanism. 

But to the surprise of many, the top MOFTEC: 
COORDINATOR IN ACTION 

As China's chief representative in the 
WTO negotiations, MOFTEC has been 
one of the most important forces in pro 
moting trade liberalization. Though fre
quently accused of being motivated by 
self-interest, MOFTEC insists that it is 
working in China's long-run national in
terest. Its commitment to early member
ship in WTO is based primarily on the 
following points. 

First, the international community is 
wary of China's rising international 
stature. A commitment to WTO will 
send a strong political message that 
China is willing to play the trade game 
by international rules, and it will help 
persuade the world that China's rise is 
an opportunity rather than a danger. 

Second, agreements among WTO 
members regarding trade liberalization 
will multiply and expand in coming 
years no matter the Chinese attitude to
ward membership. If it does not join the 
trade body, the country will be left out 

destructive. 
In multilateral negotiations with the 

China Working Party in Geneva, 
MOFTEC went to great lengths to put at 
ease otherwise wary participants from 
other PRC agencies, in the hopes that 
they would improve their offers at the 
negotiating table. Despite these efforts, 
however, progress on China's WTO ac
cession remained slow. 

As these reforms progress, the leadership 
has recognized, WTO commitments will 
be helpful in pushing them along. In ad
dition, the PRC government restructuring 
altered the major economic agencies' po
sitions on WTO membership. There was 
also a change in the priorities on the lead
ership's agenda of economic issues as the 
need to boost exports and foreign invest
ment became urgent. International pres
sures also played a role. 

Though Premier Zhu Rongji is most 
visible in the WTO negotiations, the deci
sion to speed up negotiations has obvi
ously been supported by the entire lead
ership. China's change of heart reflects 
calculations based on the following con
siderations, according to interviews with 
Chinese officials: 

One reason for the failure of 
MOFTEC's coordination efforts was the 
large gap that exists between MOFTEC 
and other PRC economic agencies in the 
level of understanding of trade-liberaliza
tion issues. MOFTEC is exposed to the 
latest trends in the international econ
omy and world trade, and hopes the 
country can adapt to these develop
ments. But the industrial and economic 
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• By the end of 1999, the WTO will 
launch a new round of multilateral trade 
negotiations. If China does not enter this 
year, review of China's application could 
be delayed until 2005. If China goes 
back to negotiations after a new round 
of WTO trade talks, China will pay a 
much higher admission fee in terms of 
economic adjustment. 
• Taiwan as an independent tariff terri
tory has almost completed its negotia
tions with WTO members. Though 
China insists that it should enter WTO 
betore Taiwan, it is very possible that Tai
wan will obtain membership first. This 
will imply a "Two China" reality, and 
make the reunification question even 
more complicated than it is now. 
• Wro membership would help China 
ease frictions with the United States 
over the huge trade imbalance. Other
wise, with the pending US presidential 
election in 2000, China feces a deteriora
tion in the overall trade relationship. 
Though unlikely, a trade war is not be
yond the realm of possibility from the 
Chinese perspective. WTO membership 
is thus necessary to help stabilize US-
China relations. 
• China has been experiencing an eco
nomic downturn triggered both by the 
Asian financial crisis and domestic eco
nomic reforms. China's promise not to de
value its currency, though politically ad
vantageous and widely praised for 
ensuring Asian regional stability, has 
placed additional strain on already strug
gling PRC exporters. More important, for
eign direct investment has slowed, and 
measures to stimulate the economy have 
been less effective than expected. Accord
ing to some estimates, China's economy 
must grow at least 6 percent per year in 
order to cope with unemployment pres
sures. Chinese leaders are hoping that a 
WTO deal will raise foreign investors' con
fidence in China as a destination for in
vestment, thereby giving a much-needed 
boost to the country's economy. Accord
ing to some PRC officials, this is the most 
important consideration. 
• The reforms in the first year of Zhu's 
premiership strengthened his power 
base. One of the most important of 
these was the central-government re
structuring, aimed at crafting a govern
ment structure more suited to a market 
economy. This restructuring has greatly 
reduced institutional opposition to fur
ther trade liberalization. Half of all cen
tral-government cadres were laid off, 
and the luck)' survivors had to relinquish 
many of their regulator)' powers. The 

number of State Council ministries, com
missions, and agencies was reduced 
from 41 to 29. Almost all of the indus
trial ministries became bureaus within 
SETC, the economic oversight agency. 
Former ministries covering the machin
ery industry, the metallurgical industry, 
the coal industry, the petroleum indus
try, the chemical industry, the textile in
dustry, light industry, and the Ministry of 
Internal Trade, as well as four specialized 
state-run companies, were subsumed un
der SETC. SDPC has been relegated to a 
focus on mid-term and long-term macro-
management, and no longer regulates 
trade quotas. However, the restructuring 
appears not to have weakened SDPC as 
much as expected. 

China and the United 
States will both be losers 

if China fails to gain WTO 
membership this year. 

ing the political environment in the 
United States, the possibility also exists 
that the US Congress will refuse to sup
port China's WTO membership. A failure 
to join WTO would do even more harm 
to Zhu's political reputation. 

The recent NATO bombing of the Chi
nese embassy in Belgrade caused nation
wide indignation in the PRC. The 
changed political mood with regard to 
NATO and the United States will in
evitably constrain the Chinese leader
ship's maneuvering on WTO. But PRC of
ficials at different levels stated publicly 
after the bombing that China would not 
waver from its economic reform and lib
eralization policies. Nor has Beijing 
backed away from its intention to seek 
WTO membership as soon as possible. 
But the unending economic slowdown 
and strong bureaucratic objections to the 
most recent and far-reaching commit
ments Zhu made during his visit to the 
United States in April have taken their 
toll. PRC analysts are suggesting that for 
these reasons, US negotiators may find 
themselves constrained politically in their 
attempts to extract more concessions 
from China. For their part, US negotiators 
must maintain the April 8 commitments 
and gain at least a few additional conces
sions, otherwise the US Trade Representa
tive will have trouble explaining to do
mestic forces skeptical of any agreement 
why the earlier deal was insufficient. 

China and the United States will both 
be losers if China fails to gain WTO mem
bership this year. But analysts on both 
sides of the Pacific agree that the United 
States will be the bigger loser of the two, 
in almost every respect. With or without 
WTO, China's market-oriented reforms 
will continue. China can enjoy most of 
the benefits of WTO treaties through a 
series of bilateral MFN arrangements, and 
it can obtain technology transfers from 
other, non-US markets with more favor
able commercial policies, most notably 
looser export controls. American busi
ness and political interests in China, 
meanwhile, will continue along their 
present paths of frustration. 

POLITICAL RISKS 
Though political and economic risks 

remain high, most analysts agree that the 
government's decision is a good one for 
China. Nonetheless, the short-term risks 
are obvious. Should China's far-reaching 
commitments lead to its accession this 
year, imports of industrial and agricul
tural goods will increase dramatically, 
and the market share for state-owned en
terprises will probably shrink for some 
time. The number of unemployed work
ers will increase in some important in
dustries, particularly in politically crucial 
sectors such as agriculture, high technol
ogy, and heavy industry. Service indus
tries such as insurance and distribution 
will face harsh competition from inter
national companies. 

And, though the government restruc
turing eliminates some opposition, resis
tance is sure to come from local govern
ments and industrial sectors with a 
strong state-owned presence. These two 
entities will bear the heaviest burden of 
WTO-induced adjustment in the domes
tic economy. The extent of the damage 
from these short-term effects will de
pend on what measures the government 
adopts to control the worst of the ad
justment, and how successfully the job 
loss caused by trade liberalization is off
set by work opportunities generated 
from expanded foreign investment. But 
over the long term, the nation should 
benefit from a more competitive state-
owned economy. 

Should the WTO effort falter, Zhu faces 
some political risks of his own. The re
cent, if short-term, difficulties that have 
arisen between the United States and 
China over the bilateral WTO agreement 
have made him an easier target for oppo
nents of his reform measures. Consider- £ 
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THE FOREIGN COMPANIES 
IN CHINA YEARBOOK 1998 

THE FOREIGN COMPANIES IN 
HONG KONG YEARBOOK 1998 
LONDON: THE COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE SERVICE, 1998. 
276 PP. $465 SOFTCOVER. 

LONDON: THE COMMERCLAL INTELLIGENCE SERVICE, 1998. 
171 PP. $465 SOFTCOVER. 

Foreign companies often seek lists of 
companies doing business in China. 
They may want to know about poten
tial customers and competitors, map 
out their supply chains, or look for 
contacts in other foreign companies to 
share experiences or ask for advice. In 
such cases, The Foreign Companies 
yearbooks for China and Hong Kong 
are a great resource 

These yearbooks consist of an alpha
betical list of foreign companies with 
their contact information, including 
street and email addresses, telephone 
and facsimile numbers, and names of 
key contacts. The directories also pro
vide, where available, additional infor

mation useful for further understanding 
the company or for benchmarking. The 
information includes industrial classifi
cations, notes on specific products or 
services offered, national affiliation, 
number of employees, date of establish
ment, and annual turnover. The fact that 
not all of this information is available 
for each company in the directory tem
pers the usefulness of this information 
for benchmarking, however. 

Two of the three indexes are ex
tremely helpful. Both the industry clas
sification and the nationality/trade affil
iation indexes make it easy to find 
specific information. 

Given the rapid changes in staff and 

frequent reorganizations of China oper
ations, these directories will be useful 
only to the extent that they are up
dated regularly. The Hong Kong direc
tory was published in June 1998 and 
the China directory was published in 
July 1998, but the 1999 hardcover edi
tions may now be ordered online 
(www.businessmonitor.com) for $390 
each. Packages including a hard copy 
and a searchable CD-ROM are available 
for S690 per country. 

—Iain K. McDaniels 

lain K. McDaniels is deputy director of 
the US-China Business Council's 
Beijing office. 

EAST ASIA: THE ROAD TO RECOVERY 

early warning signs in Korea, illustrate 
policies, successful and otherwise, 
from countries around the world, espe
cially those that have faced similar 
crises in recent years. A plethora of 
charts and tables, such as those show
ing infra-regional exports by country or 
poverty projections, provide statistics 
that help readers understand the scope 
of the crisis 

Nevertheless, the book remains 
heavy on detail and statistics and pep
pered with jargon. While it seems to be 
aimed primarily at academics and gov
ernment policy-makers, businesspeo-
ple may find chapters on trade, fi
nance. and corporations, as well as the 
information contained in the graphs 
and charts, useful. Moreover, the policy 
recommendations may give businesses 
an idea of what to expect from govern
ments in the next few years. 

WASHINGTON, DC: THE WORLD BANK, 
1998. 170 PP. $25 SOFTCOVER. 

cies governments can undertake to 
minimize social pain, and, above all, 
ensure minimum consumption levels 
for their poorest citizens. Suggesting 
that much of East Asia's growth was fu
eled by natural resource exploitation. 
Chapter 6 shows how the underlying 
structural causes of the crisis have also 
contributed to environmental deterio
ration and proposes policies to im
prove the environment as the region 
recovers. 

The book concludes that govern
ments must promote policies that will 
encourage corporate and banking sec
tor reform, restore growth in aggregate 
demand, and improve regulatory frame
works. Until recover^' is substantially 
under way, governments must also take 
action to maintain social stability, and 
guarantee minimum levels of well-be
ing among vulnerable groups and ac
cess to public services such as educa
tion. According to the authors, all of 
these will help restore capital inflows, 
the quickest way to economic growth 

Boxes, such as those explaining the 
fiscal costs of bank restructuring and 

In East Asia: The Road to Recovery, 
the World Bank explores the Asian cri
sis in detail, from the hidden roots to 
possible solutions. The book begins 
with a thorough overview of the cri
sis, examining the miracle of East 
Asian growth, the causes of the crisis, 
and the situation as of mid-1998. A 
chapter on trade focuses on East Asia's 
reliance on exports, examines the ef
fects of the crisis on the region's 
trade, and concludes with a few policy 
recommendations, such as trade cred
its for stricken countries and lower 
trade barriers. Structural weaknesses 
that brought about the crisis, the ac
tions being taken to address these 
weak spots, and the difficulties of 
banking and corporate sector reform 
are also discussed. 

The bank's analysis departs from the 
ordinary in that it devotes significant 
time and space to consideration of so
cial and environmental costs of the cri
sis. Chapter 5 discusses various poli-

— Virginia A. Hulme 

Virginia A. Hulme is assistant editor 
of The CBR. 
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PRC CORPORATE 
SECRETARIAL 
PRACTICE MANUAL 

CHINA'S UNFINISHED 
ECONOMIC REVOLUTION 

one volume, of data on all of China's 
major financial institutions—both their 
structure and performance throughout 
the reform era—is an indispensable 
reference. But the careful analysis of 
the performance of this sector in the 
context of overall economic develop
ment is equally important. And Lardy 
addresses issues relevant not just to 
economists, but also to foreign busi
nesses: he fits China's World Trade Or
ganization accession progress into the 
broader context of PRC economic re
form, to cite just one example, 

Where China's Unfinished Eco
nomic Revolution may draw more 
heat, however, is over the author's 
contention that the situation is urgent. 
Some would counter that the sky has 
yet to fall, despite the strains of Asia's 
slowdown and the PRC's close tics to 
Hong Kong's battered currency and 
economy. From some analysts' per
spectives, China has borne up ad
mirably during the Asian economic 
slowdown. Many praise the recent 
steps the country has taken to 
strengthen regulatory mechanisms, re
structure the central bank, and move 
toward a loan-reclassification system 
that would acknowledge the extent of 
the bad loans on the books of PRC 
banks. But Lardy is not alone in warn
ing that China's economic slowdown, 
and recent fiscal stimulus measures, 
are further straining the banks. 

Thus, though the degree of urgency 
may be a point of debate, it is difficult 
to dispute Lardy's conclusions and pol
icy recommendations. If his analysis is 
correct, China's failure to deal aggres
sively with financial sector reform will 
undermine not only the future of 
China's economy, but also the nation's 
social and political stability. If China is 
unable to pull its economy out of the 
current slowdown, the rising unem
ployment, falling consumer confi
dence, and widespread discontent 
over corruption have the potential to 
derail all that the country has achieved 
to date. 

BY NICHOLAS R. LARDY. WASHINGTON, 
DC: BROOKINGS INSTITUTION, 1998. 
240 PP. $44.95 HARDCOVER, $18.95 
SOFTCOVER. 

BY COLIN NG .AND PARTNERS. HONG 
KONG: SWEET & MAXWELL ASIA, 1998. 
$389, LOOSELEAF. 

In China's Unfinished Economic 
Revolution, Nicholas Lardy lays out a 
strong case in support of the argument 
that China must successfully resolve its 
financial woes before it can move into 
a fully functioning market-based econ
omy. Lardy's argument is a familiar one 
to those who have followed the grad
ual opening of the Chinese market. To 
summarize briefly (and at the risk of 
oversimplifying), he argues that the 
gradual nature of China's reforms over 
the last two decades has led to an in
crease in the indebtedness of China's 
state-owned enterprises (SOEs). SOEs 
have had to shoulder the nation's so
cial welfare burden in part because the 
government lacks the resources to pro
vide social services itself. At the same 
time, the PRC government has 
stopped nearly all subsidies and other 
forms of support to state enterprises, 
leaving only preferential access to 
credit. Thus, the bulk of SOE debt is 
held by state-owned banks, also the 
repository of China's unmatched level 
of household savings. These savings 
have been funnclcd back to inefficient 
state enterprises rather than into more 
productive non-state firms 

The banks' inability to recoup the 
bulk of their loans from state firms has 
seriously undermined the health of the 
banking system. To solve these inter
locking problems. Lardy recommends 
an acceleration of three main branches 
of reform. He calls for stepped up clo
sure of bankrupt state firms; further 
improvement of tax collection, both to 
provide the government with essential 
tax revenues and to ease its reliance 
on bond issues as a source of revenue; 
and recapitalization and restructuring 
of the banking system. This restructur
ing would involve allowing the forma
tion of private banks and, eventually, 
entry of foreign financial institutions 
into the PRC market. 

Leaving aside the book's central ar
gument, the study is also valuable for 
its overview of China's economic and 
financial frailties. The collection, in 

Corporate Secretarial Practice Man
ual is a thorough guide to corporate 
practices in the PRC. Aimed at com
pany secretaries, directors, lawyers, ac
countants, and managers, this tome is a 
practical guide and an everyday refer
ence tool. The authors describe China's 
administration, legal system, and gov
ernment, and give specific information 
on setting up different types of foreign-
invested businesses in China. The man
ual also gives details about corporate 
identity and governance, financial and 
accounting systems, financing, dispute 
resolution, and company dissolution. 
Finally, it contains the full English text 
of the 1993 Company Law, the 1985 
Foreign Economic Contract Law, the 
1993 Law of Accounting, and the 1991 
Income Tax Law for Foreign Invested 
Enterprises. 

The manual is well-organized and 
made to last—it is presented in a sturdy 
looscleaf binder with sections separated 
by laminated tabs. Graphs, tables, and-
most practical-sample forms and let
ters (in both English and Chinese ver
sions, when available) appear where 
relevant. The manual ends with a 20-
page index, leaving no doubt that the 
authors have made ever)' effort to make 
the volume as user-friendly as possible. 

Nevertheless, some useful informa
tion has been omitted. For instance, 
though the manual lists the steps that 
must be taken to establish a representa
tive office, it omits contact information 
for the government bodies involved. A 
list of these entities and their contact in
formation would be a welcome addi
tion. But perhaps the greatest danger to 
the usefulness of this volume lies in the 
frequent legal changes affecting busi
ness in China. To overcome this disad
vantage, the publishers have included 
two updates in the price of the book. 

—Catherine Gelb —Virginia A. Hulme 

Virginia A. Hulme is assistant editor 
q/"The CBR Catherine Gelb is editor of The CBR 
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TAIWAN: A NEW HISTORY 
outside the book's general theme of poli
tics, economics, and trade. 

While this is not a book that lends itself 
to cover-to-cover reading, Taiwan:A New 
History is an excellent resource for those 
who want to know more about a particu
lar period of Taiwan's history. The most 
useful chapters for an understanding of 
modern Taiwan are die ones on aboriginal 
politics, the Japanese occupation, and the 
1996 elections. The clear prose is written 
for an academic audience, and the infor
mation contained therein is exhaustively 
researched. 

out are chapters on aboriginal politics and 
Taiwan's literature and religion. 

The book locates modern Taiwan's roots 
in Japan's half-century of colonial rule, de
voting nearly half of its analysis to that pe
riod. Economics, politics, and trade in the 
Taiwan region are also explored thor
oughly. Focusing primarily on methods of 
government used by colonial and local 
rulers, chapters on the pre-Japanese his
tory of the island include an interesting 
chapter on local families' rise to power and 
wealth. The information on aboriginal poli
tics is particularly useful, since this topic is 
rarely addressed in discussions of Taiwan's 
political climate. But the chapters on reli
gion and literature, though interesting, lie 

MURRAY A. RUBENSTEIN, EDITOR. 
ARMONK, NY: M. E. SILVRPE, 1999. 
520 PP. $69-95 HARDCOVER, $27.95 
SOFTCOVER. 

Taiwan: A New History is primarily a 
socioeconomic textbook covering major 
issues in Taiwan's history, with a focus on 
politics and economics. It begins with a 
discussion of the geography of the island, 
moves on to Fujian's economic and trade 
situation during the late Ming Dynasty, 
discusses Taiwan's colonial status under 
Dutch and Chinese rule-with a fascinat
ing chapter on Taiwan as a Japanese 
colony-and ends with several chapters 
on Nationalist Taiwan. Scattered through-

—Lissa Michalak 

l.issa Michalak is the publications 
assistant at The CBR 
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HEADHUNTING, CONTRACT LAW, AND HKETO ONLINE 
www.zhaopin.com Zhaopin, run by recruiting firm Al
liance Consulting Ltd., is an employment service website 
for China. Job-seekers can post resumes and browse job 
listings for free, while employers can post information 
about their company and job openings Companies post
ing job openings must pay between ¥1,000-10,000 ($121-
1,208), depending on the number of postings and the 
length of time posted, l'he site also features information 
on interviewing, advertising, and human resources. 
www.surfchina.com Utah-based SurfChina.com's China 
portal site contains links to information about Chinese so
ciety, culture, business, politics, and news, and other top
ics. The site has a search engine, but its most unique fea
ture is its statistics service. Visitors can order any 
China-related statistic (prices are posted online), for deliv
ery within two weeks. 
www2.mozcom.com/-w_hansen/Home.html Kat-
shegne: Politics of Contemporary China is a good site for 
anyone confused by China's government structure. The 
site not only contains information on China's executive, 
civilian, and military organizations, but also posts the bi
ographies of dozens of China's top leaders. On this site, 
visitors can find links to other sources of information on 
China and Chinese politics. 
www.hongkong.org/home.html The new website of 
the Hong Kong Economic and Trade Offices in New York, 
Washington, and San Francisco posts information on their 
services and publications. It also features links to the 
Hong Kong government's official site and reports on in
vestment, trade, and finance. Visitors may sign up for free 
e-mail updates. 
www.cclaw.net 'ITtis new site contains the third draft of 
the English version of the PRC Contract Law passed by 

the National People's Congress last March. The final Eng
lish version and a bilingual hard copy were expected to 
be posted on the site in June. Maintained by Babelcom, 
which provides services to companies doing business 
with China, the site will in future host a forum for discus
sion about issues and case studies related to the law. 
www.stanford.edu/~fravel/chinafp/toc.htm Main
tained by a PhD student at Stanford University, this site 
features links to sites dealing with Chinese policy on secu
rity, trade, human rights, and bilateral relations. The sec
tion on US-China relations contains information from both 
the Chinese and US official points of view, press and acad
emic reports, and subsections on WTO membership and 
technology transfer. 
www.teda.gov.cn Visitors to the website of Tianjin Eco
nomic Development Area can find a wealth of information 
about investing, working, and living in TEDA. An invest
ment guide and information on preferential policies, laws, 
and services in the area can also be accessed for free. 
www.middlebury.edu/SouthChinaSea/scs-institu-
tions.html Part of the Asian WWW Virtual Library and 
run by a political science professor at Middlebury Col
lege. this site focuses on political, environmental, and en
ergy issues in the South China Sea. It contains links to on
line publications and databases, maps and images, and 
government and non-government organizations and insti
tutions. 
http://usaengage.org/resources/Chinareference.ht 
ml The site of USA'ENGAGE, a coalition of US business 
and agriculture, carries links to content-rich sites on all 
sides of the debate on whether to engage China or isolate 
it. Most of the site focuses on WTO issues. 

—Virginia A. Htilme 
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tive network buildouts. In both cases 
the hardware is front Cisco Systems, 
which is investing Si00 million in a 
China-based, Chinese-staffed service to 
back up such sales. 

Hype Versus Hope 
Continued from page 41 A)oh) /h/dlld/jUS 
While China will enjoy extensive com
mercial benefits from these activities, it 
will fail to benefit from the web's full 
potential. 

The possibility exists that China may 
not develop e-commerce as rapidly as 
its neighbors, whether as a trade-off for 
tighter social control or simply as a re
sult of bumbling. Economically, it is im
portant that China's most dynamic cen
ters of commerce, such as Shanghai, 
not be tethered to the slowest com
mon denominator. So far, so good in 
this regard, as central authorities seem 
content to allow provinces to chip 
away at parts of Mil's empire where im
perative for the sake of competitive
ness. But even in these advanced cities, 
major capital formation and investment 
in the post-Asian financial crisis envi
ronment will require greater formaliza
tion of this de facto permissiveness. If 
that is not forthcoming, then Singa
pore, Hong Kong, and Taipei will each 
benefit from anxieties about Chinese 
special interests. 

But China's real comparative advan
tage vis-a-vis these economics is its 
great hinterland brimming with low-
cost labor. Integrating these resources 
with global demand through wider use 
of business-to-business and business-to-
consumer e-commerce is the real chal
lenge for China, not just competing in 
the contest for a fourth or fifth Asian fi
nancial center where one would proba
bly suffice. And expanding electronic 
networks to draw the Chinese hinter
lands into global supply chains—both 
to produce for abroad and to buy from 
abroad—will require private invest
ment and innovation. 

It remains to be seen whether big-
ticket Chinese government demonstra
tion initiatives in c-commerce are capa
ble of jump-starting interest among 
wary private investors. As long as the 
government does not turn to blocking 
new competition as a way to subsidize 
its initiatives (as happens in the tradi
tional marketplace), then such efforts 
will not do much harm. But the real in
novation and investment will happen 
elsewhere, often at the provincial level 
and often with foreign help and know-
how. In the first quarter of 1999 alone, 
the Guangxi and Shandong P&T admin
istrations both separately unveiled ma
jor expansions of local Internet access 
systems using traditional and alterna-

WEAVING A 
SOCIAL SAFETY NET: ONE WORLD? OR ONE 

WORLD PLUS CHINA? 
Are the technologists justified in con

tending that the fundamentals in
evitably will come up to speed in 
China? From a rational economic per
spective, yes. It is impossible to dispute 
the evidence that basic economic indi
cators, such as total factor productivity 
growth and gross domestic product, 
will lag in economies that fail to 
change their ways in order to provide 
the foundations for e-commerce. A 
threshold has been passed, and too 
many of China's benchmark competi
tors in the global economy are already 
making these changes. But China is dif
ferent in this regard: the structural ad
justment it faces has the potential to 
threaten social stability significantly. 
Thus, from an even broader perspec
tive, Chinese leaders might be forgiven 
their penchant for sacrificing some 
marginal economic gains in a way that 
leaders in Taiwan or Hong Kong need 
not contemplate. 

On the other hand, if stability is the 
Holy Grail, then consider that social 
stability can be enhanced by rapid in
novation and new job creation related 
to the economic integration and 
growth promised by the Internet. Chi
nese citizens may be frustrated less by 
rapid domestic reform than by the 
knowledge the Japanese, Koreans, and 
Vietnamese are all progressing more 
rapidly on the technological front. 

But ultimately China differs in an
other regard too: its market is an order 
of magnitude larger than that of its 
largest East Asian neighbors. In the tra
ditional marketplace, therefore, the 
timeframe acceptable in a strategic 
business plan for China has been 
longer than for other economies. This 
partly explains the enthusiasm of so 
many cutting-edge e-commerce busi
nesses for China despite lagging funda
mentals. Strategic factors such as mar
ket size appear just important enough 
to offset the Chinese sluggishness. In
ternet commerce is indeed the horse
man of globalization that pundits claim 
will leave no sovereign border impene
trable. The only caveat is that China 
can keep him at bay a little longer than 
other citadels, should it want to. 

Labor Developments in 
China, 1996-98 
December 1998 

Read it for the latest on 

• new government-run pension 
and health insurance schemes 

• the creation of employee 
housing funds 

• the effects of these reforms on 
foreign companies with 
operations in China 

reports include: 

DISTRIBUTION OF 
GOODS IN CHINA: 

Regulatory Framework and 
Business Options, June 1998 

Distribution is one of the most 
difficult aspects of working in the 

PRC. Based on hundreds of hours of 
on-the-ground research and company 
interviews, this report spells out the 
regulatory environment and offers 
insights into how companies are 
successfully managing this critical 

aspect of their businesses. 

From Chain Stores to Direct Sales, 
November 1997 

China and the WTO: 
A Reference Guide, 

November 1996 

Order these publications 
($25 for US-China Business Council 
members, $75 for non-members) 

by mail: 

MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO 

The US-China Business Council 
1818 N Street, NW Ste. 200 

Washington, DC 20036, USA 

OR ORDER ONLINE AT 
http://www.uschina.org/cbr/special.html 

% 
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IHd U S I N E S S 

Julie Walton and Lissa Michalak 

The following tables contain recent press reports of business contracts and negotiations exclusive of those listed in previous 
issues. For the most part, the accuracy of these reports is not independently confirmed by The CBR. Contracts denominated in 
foreign currencies are converted into US dollars at the most recent monthly rate quoted in the International Monetary Fund's 
International Financial Statistics. 

Firms whose sales and other business arrangements with China do not normally appear in press reports may have them pub
lished in The CBR by sending the information to the attention of the editor. 

March 15 - May 15, 1999 
Arrangement, value, and date reported 

SALES AMD INVESTMENT 
Foreign or Hong Kong party/Chinese party 

INVESTMENTS IN CHINA Accounting and Insurance 
New Holland N.V. (the Netherlands)/Harbin 
Manufacturing Plant (Heilongjiang) 

Will manufacture agricultural tractors in the 100 180 
horsepower range for sale in China, (the Netherlands:70%-
PRC:30%). 3/99. 

INVESTMENTS IN CHINA 

Assurex International (US)/Shanghai Ximco Consultants 
Established partnership to provide commercial insurance. 4/99. 

OTHER 

Banking and Finance Chubb Group of Insurance, a unit of The Chubb Corp. (US) 
Received approval to form joint ventures to sell insurance. 
4/99. OTHER 

ABN AMRO Bank (the Netherlands) 
Received approval to open a branch office in Beijing and to 
conduct RMB business in Shanghai. 4/99. 

John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Co. (US) 
Received approval to form a joint venture to sell insurance. 
4/99. 

The Royal Bank of Canada 
Closed its Shanghai branch. 4/99. 

Prudential Corp. (UK) 
Received approval to form joint ventures to sell Insurance. 
4/99. 

Citigroup (US) 
Received permission to open a representative office in 
Chengdu, Sichuan Province. 3/99. 

OTHER 

ING Insurance (the Netherlands)/Jlaotong University 
(Shanghai) 

Will develop an insurance training program for Chinese 
businesses. 4/99. 

Citigroup (US) 
Received approval to conduct RMB services at its Slien/.Iien 
branch. 3/99. 

Sun Life Assurance Co. (Canada) 
Received approval to open office in Chongqing. 4/99. 

Tokyo-Mitsubishi Bank (Japan) 
Received approval to offer RMB sen-ices at its Shenzhen 
branch. 3/99-

Agricultural Commodities and Technology 
Chemicals, Petrochemicals, 

and Related Equipment 
CHINA'S INVESTMENTS ABROAD 

Sammitr Group (Thailand)/China First Tractor & 
Construction Machinery Corp. (NA) 

Set up joint venture in Thailand to manufacture tractors. 
(Thailand:50%-PRC:50%). S6 million. 3/99. 

Abbreviations used throughout text: ADB: Asian Development Bank; BOC: Bank of China; CAAC. 
Civil Aviation Administration of China; CNAIEC: China National Automotive Import-Export Corp.; 
CATIC: China National Aero-Technology Import-Export Corp.; OTIC: China IntcrnationalTrust 
and Investment Corp .CITJv China International Travel Service;CNOOC: China National Offshore 
Oil Corp.. CNPC: China National Petroleum & Gas Corp. ETDZ: Economic and Technological 
Development Zone;ICBC; Industrial and Commercial Bank of China; Mil: Ministry of Information 
Industry; NA: Not Available. NORINCO China North Industries Corp.; P&T: Posts and 
Telecommunications; PBOC People s Bank of China; SEZ: Special Economic Zone; SINOCHEM: 
China National Chemicals Import-Export Corp: SIXOPEC China National Petrochemical Corp.; 
SINOTRANS: China National Foreign Trade Transportation Corp.; SPC: State Planning 
Commission: UNDP: United Nations Development Program, UNICOM: China United 
Telecommunications Corp 

CHINA'S IMPORTS 

Canpotex Ltd. (Canada) 
Will deliver potash fertilizer to Sinochem. $50 million. 4/99. 

NVESTMENTS IN CHINA 

American Carbon Industries (US)/Tanggang Chemical Co. 
(NA) 

Formed joint venture to produce hard liquid pitch, carbon oil, 
and industrial naphthalene. $30 million. 4/99. 
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OTHER Engineering and Construction 
Bayer AG (Germany) 

Will provide grant toTongji University in Shanghai to conduct 
chemical development research. S 168.000. 3/99. 

CHINA'S IMPORTS 

IHC Holland, a unit of IHC Caland (the Netherlands) 
Will provide dredging equipment to the Ministry of Water 
Resources. $125 million. 4/99. Electronics and Computer Software 

CHINA'S NVESTMENTS ABROAD 
CHINA'S IMPORTS 

Sama Group (Egypt)/Tianjin Cement Industry Design and 
Research Institute 

Tianjin Cement will assist Sama Group in upgrading its 
cement production facility in Egypt. S2.3 million. 4/99. 

Golden Fortune Investments Ltd. (Canada) 
Will provide Nanjing Orient Railway Communication 
Equipment Co. Ltd. with a minimum of 7.500 wireless routers 
over three years. 5/99. 

China Electric Power Import & Export Corp., China 
International Water & Electric Corp. 

Won contracts to build dams for Peru's electric power 
network. 3/99. EDUVERSE Accelerated Learning Systems Inc. (US)/Xln Hai 

Technology Development Ltd. (Beijing) 
Announced it would launch Mandarin version of its free ESL 
program in June. 5/99. 

INVESTMENTS IN CHINA 

TRACO (US)/Llngyun Group limited Co. (Hubei) 
Will manufacture and market aluminum and vinyl windows 
and doors for residential and commercial projects. 3/99. 

Golden Fortune Investments Ltd. (Canada)/Nanjing Orient 
Communications Equipment Factory (Jiangsu) 

Formed joint venture to manufacture and market Internet 
connectivity equipment. 4/99. OTHER 

ALYA International Inc. (Canada) 
Opened sales and technical office in Beijing. 3/99. Intcrmost Holdings Corp. (US)/Yinwen Book Import and 

Export Co. (Shanghai) 
Will cooperate to develop an online bookstore of Chinese 
titles. 4/99. Environmental Technology and Equipment 

Pearl Oriental Holdings Ltd. (Hong Kong)/Sanjiu Import & 
Export Corp. (Guangdong) 

Formed joint venture to manufacture and market hospital-
management software. (Hong Kong:60%-PRC:40%). 4/99. 

CHINA'S IMPORTS 

Pollution Research and Control Corp. (US) 
Will provide 25 urban air-quality monitoring devices to the 
State Environmental Protection Administration. S10 million. 
3/99. OTHER 

Iomega Corp. (US)/Xuntong Electronics (Shanghai) 
Xuntong will act as sole distributor for Iomega's products in 
China. 3/99. 

OTHER 

ADB 
Approved loan for water treatment plant development in 
Chengdu, Sichuan Province. $48 million. 4/99. Oracle Co. (US)/Dongda Alpine (Shanghai) 

Formed partnership to market and distribute Oracle's 
products in China. 3/99. Government of France/Government of the PRC 

Granted loan to build the Shanghai Longxi Water Treatment 
Plant. $24.5 million. 3/99. Thakral Corp. (Singapore) 

Acquired 60% stake in Guangdong-based Zhonglu Intelligent 
Audio & Video Co. $130,000. 3/99. Food and Food Processing 

Trigem (S. Korea)/Government of Shenyang Municipality 
(Liaoning) 

Will manufacture personal computers with an annual capacity 
of 1 million units. (S. Korea:50%-PRC:50%). 3/99. 

CHINA'S IMPORTS 

Lance, Inc. (US) 
Lance will become exclusive supplier of a range of snack 
foods to China Peregrine Food Corp.. a 70% US joint venture 
with the Ministry of Agriculture. 4/99. Xerox Corp. (US)/Tsinghua Ziguang (Tianjin) 

Will cooperate on research and development of drawing and 
inkspray instruments. 3/99- NVESTMENTS IN CHINA 

Lion Nathan (Australia) 
Received license to brew and distribute Beck's beer in China. 

OTHER 

MQ Software (US) 
Opened representative office in Beijing. 4/99. 

4/99. 

President Enterprises Corp. (Taiwan)/NA (Jiangsu) 
Set up soy sauce manufacturing facility in Kunshan, Jiangsu 
Province. 4/99. 

AXYN Corp.(US) 
Opened representative office in Shanghai. 3/99. 
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OTHER The Coca-Cola Co. (US) 
Opened a new bottling plant in Chengdu, Sichuan Province, 
its 23rd in China. $30 million. 3/99. 

| The News Corporation Ltd. (Australia) 
Opened representative office in Beijing. 3/99. 

Prudential Portfolio Managers Ventures (UK)/Xi'an Seastar 
Modern Drinks Co. (Shaanxi) 

Will upgrade equipment and introduce four new fruit-juice 
bottling lines at the Xi'an production facility. $12 million. 

Government of Russia/Government of the PRC 
Russia will repair 10 Chinese submarines. 3/99. i 

Packaging, Pulp, and Paper 3/99. 

British First Triumph Co. (UK)/NA (Hubei) 
Set up a joint venture to produce Britvic soft drinks in China. 

INVESTMENTS IN CHINA 

Dransfield China Paper Corp. (Hong Kong)/Jianginen 
Sugarcane Chemical Factory (Jiangsu) 

Will manufacture tissue paper and dc-inkcd pulp in Jiangsu 
Province. 3/99. 

i 

$15 million. 4/99. 

Machinery and Machine Tools 

Petroleum, Natural Gas, and Related 
Equipment 

N CHINA NVESTMENTS I 

Nuodeberger AB (Germany) 
Set up wholly foreign-owned rock-crushing equipment 
manufacturing plant inTianjin. 3/99. 

Bethune International Group (Canada)/Government of 
Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region 

Will build an urban natural gas grid inYinchuan, Ningxia Hui 
Autonomous Region. S9.8 million. 4/99. 

Medical Equipment and Devices 
: 

AMDT, Inc. (US)/Beijing Medical & Pharmaceutical General 
Corp. 

F.nron Corp. (US)/CNPC 
Will build and operate a 745 km onshore natural gas pipeline 
from Chongqing Municipality to Wuhan, Hubei Province. 
(US:50%-PRC:50%). S400 million. 3/99. 

Formed joint venture to manufacture and market early 
detection diagnostic tests. 3/99. 

US-China Industrial Exchange, Inc. (US) 
Will supply the China National Instruments Import & Export 
Corp. with medical equipment for various hospitals. $30 
million. 3/99. 

Santa Fe Energy Resources (US)/CNOOC 
Signed two production-sharing contracts with rights to 
explore two hydrocarbon blocks of the South China Sea. 
3/99-

Pharmaceuticals Metals, Minerals, and Mining 
INVESTMENTS IN CHINA 

BASF AG (Germany)/China Northeast Pharmaceutical 
General Factory (Hebei) 

Established joint-venture vitamin production plant with an 
annual capacity of 2,600 units. (Germany:70%-PRC:30%). 
3/99. 

CHINA'S IMPORTS 

Kvaerner Metals Services Division (UK) 
Will design and supply rod outlet equipment forXiilgtai Iron 
and Steel Co., Hebei Province. $2.4 million. 3/99. 

CHINA'S INVESTMENTS ABROAD 

Hemofarm (Yugoslavia)/NA 
Will establish a pharmaceutical manufacturing plant in Jinan, 
Shandong Province. (Yugoslavia^ 1%-PRC:49%). 3/99. 

Government of the PRC 
Will provide loan to the Government of Ukraine to 
reconstruct the Kryvorizhstal and Azovstal mining and 
metallurgical mills. $142.7 million. 3/99. 

Ports and Shipping 
Miscellaneous 

CHINA'S EXPORTS 

NVESTMENTS IN CHINA China Ocean Shipping Co. 
Will build and sell three RORO (roll-on, roll-off) ships to 
Jacobs Holding of the United Kingdom. $20 million. 3/99. P. MAN Group (Canada)/Yunnan International Education 

Exchange Association 
Will establish a joint-venture college in Kunming, Yunnan 
Province. $5-4 million. 4/99. 

CHINA'S IMPORTS 

Commercial Concepts, Inc. (US)/Beijing Huatai Trading 
Co. Ltd. 

Formed joint-venture trading company to acquire, warehouse, 
and ship goods manufactured in China. 3/99. 

Advanced Polymer Sciences Inc. (US) 
Will be responsible for coating all cargo tanks and slop tanks 
on two oil tankers currently under construction in China. 
S3-5 million. 4/99. 
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OTHER Oy Nokia AB (Finland) 
Will deliver GSM 900 equipment, including mobile switching 
centers, home location registers, and base station controllers, 
to the Anhui, Gansu, and Inner Mongolia branches of 
UNICOM, $40 million. 4/99. 

The World Bank 
Approved loan for a container transport project to facilitate 
overland movement of seaborne containers. $71 million 3/99. 

Power Generation Equipment Datum Inc. (US) 
Will provide rubidium and GPS timing equipment to 
UNICOM. $1 million. 3/99-CHINA'S IMPORTS 

ABB Worldwide (Switzerland) 
Will build power convener stations for the Three Gorges dam 
project. $340 million. 4/99. 

Glenayre Technologies Inc. (US) 
Will provide the Chongqing branch of China Telecom with 
modular voice processing systems. 3/99. 

Shell Solar Energy, a unit of Royal/Dutch Shell Group (the 
Netherlands) 

Will install 70,000-80,000 solar energy panels in new 
residential properties in Beijing. $25 million. 4/99. 

Internet Cable Co. (US) 
Will design, install, and operate a broadband Internet access 
system for Shangri-La Vacation & Exchange. 3/99. 

Lucent Technologies (US) 
Will provide CDMA equipment to Guangdong Cellular 
Telecommunications Co. to increase the number of base 
stations. 3/99. 

Siemens AG (Germany) 
Will build a transformer station in Changzhou, Jiangsu 
Province. $80 million. 4/99. 

INVESTMENTS 

Marubeni Corp. (Japan); Sithe China Holdings Ltd., a joint 
venture between American International Group, Inc. (US), 
Sithe Energies (US), and Singapore Investment Corp. 

Will build, own, and operate coal-fired power plant in Chibi, 
Hubei Province. (|apan:25%-US:75%). $454 million, 3/99. 

N CHINA Motorola Inc. (US) 
Will provide the Hunan P&T Administration with standard 
GSM equipment. $100 million. 3/99. 

Motorola Inc. (US) 
Will supply the Beijing P&T Administration with CDMA 
cellular equipment for 35 new base stations. 3/99. 

OTHER 
Motorola Inc. (US) 

Will expand the GSM system for UNICOM. $160 million. 3/99. Citigroup (US) 
Will provide loan to China Construction Bank to finance 
equipment for a power plant in Shandong Province. $76 
million. 3/99. 

Nortel Networks (Canada) 
Will provide the Ministry of Railways with digital information 
management systems for freight transportation. $20 million. 
3/99. Property Management and Development 

Oy Nokia AB (Finland) 
NVESTMENTS IN CHINA 

Will supply base stations and related equipment to the 
Taiyuan P&T Bureau, Shanxi Province. $50 million. 3/99. Parsons Corp., URS Greiner Corp. (US)/Guangdong 

Provincial Architectural Design Institute 
Will cooperate to design the main terminal of the New 
Guangzhou Baiyun International Airport in Guangdong 
Province. $7.4 million. 4/99. 

INVESTMENTS IN CHINA 

Asia Media Communications (US)/Beijing Telecom 
Will manufacture and market set-top Internet connection 
boxes. 4/99-Dessen International (US)/NA (Shanghai) 

Will build 100 American-style homes in Shanghai. 3/99. 
Fisher Television Co., Inc. (US)/China National 
Commercial Foreign Trade Corp. 

Formed joint venture to develop broadcast satellite services in 
China. 4/99. 

Telecommunications 
CHINA'S IMPORTS 

Lucent Technologies (US)/China Telecom, Shanghai P&T 
Administration 

launched joint venture in Shanghai's Pudong New Area to 
manufacture and market software for PRC telecommunication 
networks. $29.8 million. 4/99. 

Oy Nokia AB (Finland) 
Will supply base station controllers and base stations for the 
expansion of local GSM cellular telephone network in 
Zhejiang Province. $30 million. 5/99. 

MSU Corp. (UK)/Shanghai Thakral Co. 
Will manufacture and distribute Internet television set-top 
boxes. 4/99. 

Transcom International Ltd. (Australia)/Xinhua News 
Agency 

Set up joint venture to provide long-distance phone service 
between Australia and the PRC. (Australia:75%-PRC:25%). 4/99 

Glenayre Technologies Inc. (US) 
Will develop a stock-market information paging system for 
FujianTelecom Paging Co., Ltd. $3 million. 4/99. 

Keycorp Ltd. (Australia) 
Will supply the Guangzhou branch of China Telecom with 
300 self-service telephone billing terminals. 4/99. 
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AT&T (US)/Shanghai Information and Investment Co., 
Shanghai P&T Administration 

Will cooperate to provide Internet-based telephone services 
in Shanghai's Pudong New Area. 3/99. 
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55 
BBA Industrial Group (UK) 

Will build and operate a wholly owned adhesive-bond cloth 
production plant inTianjin. S50 million. 3/99. THE 

CHINABUSINESS Transportation REVIEW 

is pleased to announce that beginning with our 
September-October 1999 issue, 

we will be offering a new, expanded classified 
advertising section. 

CHINA'S IMPORTS 

Atlantis Aerospace Corp. (Canada) 
Will supply China Eastern Airlines wiih flight training devices. 
3/99. 

More promotional space for goods and services, 
positions wanted and available, prospective 
business opportunities, and other items of 

interest to CBR readers. 

Lockheed Martin Corp. (US) 
Will install air traffic control equipment for CAAC. 3/99. 

ROAD 

Hcnan International Economic and Technical Corp. 
Will rehabilitate 200 km highway in Zambia for the Zambian 
Ministry ofWorks and Supply. $4 million. 4/99. 

For a limited time, you can submit a FREE 
listing of up to 4 lines 

(60 characters max.) 
NVESTMENTS IN CHINA 

Please direct all inquires concerning your 
classified advertising listing to: General Motors Corp. (US) 

Received approval to open its first automotive-parts 
distribution warehouse. $3-4 million. 4/99. Gregory Heslin, business manager, at gheslin@uschina.org 

or at fax 202.833.9027 
Toyota (Japan)/Sichuan Passenger Vehicle Manufacturing 
Group 

Established joint venture to manufacture interior frames for 
passenger automobiles. S6.5 million. 4/99. 

Agustn Aerospace SpA (Italy)/China National Aero-
technology Import & Export Corp. of Shenzhen 

Will develop transmission systems for five-ton helicopters. 
$27.8 million. 3/99. 

CLASSIFIEDS 

POSITIONS WANTED 

Current China ex-pal with 20 years in international market
ing (14 years in China) specializing in: (1) electronic matcri-
ais-chcmicals-components-hybrid circuits, (2) glass\glass 
fibers, (3) metal powders. (4) technical ceramics and (5) 
equipment for manufacturing and testing within these tech
nologies seeks to establish a new business, as an employee 
or under contract. To receive a resume and identify your 
company, please E-mail: helencui@public3.sta.net.cn or 
write: China Consultant, PO. Box 19554, Santa Barbara, CA 
91390-1554 

Bombadier Power Corp. (Canada)/Sifang Rail Corp. 
Will form joint venture to manufacture passenger rail cars 
with an annual capacity of 500 cars. $550 million. 3/99. 

OTHER 
CLASSIFIED AD RATES 

All Nippon Airways (Japan)/China Eastern Airlines 
Established code-sharing agreement. 3/99. $10/line. four-line minimum ($40) 

36 characters per line, including all spaces 
& punctuation. Submit only typewritten ads 
and send with payment 6 weeks before issue to: Philips-Stock United Group (the Netherlands) 

Approved loan to the Chengdu Shuangliu Airport to import 
airport equipment and upgrade technology. $35 million. 3/99. The China Business Review 

Classified Advertising 
1818 N Street, NW 

Suite 200 
Washington. DC 20036, USA 

The World Bank 
Approved loan for projects in Anshan, Fuxin, and Shenyang, 
Liaoning Province, to ease the flow of traffic. $150 million. 
3/99. 
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We Give You The Best 
China Service, Everyday. 
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is/ Course • Over 100 years of service to and from China 
• 13 MOL offices located throughout China • Multi
lingual and multinational transportation professionals. 

2nd Course • Excellent internal communication between 
China and North America sales and operations teams for 
seamless supply chain management. 

Dessert % State-of-the-art terminals in Shanghai, Hong Kong. 
Yantian, L.A., Oakland, Seattle, Vancouver and Portland 
• Extensive global service, which includes a complete Trans
pacific, Transatlantic, Intra-Asia and Intra-Am ericas network. 

For reservations please call: Arlanra 404-763-0111, Chicago 
312-683-7300, Long Beach 562-983-6200, New Jersey 
201-200-5200, Seattle 206-444-6900 MOL Website 

Entree • Seven weekly calls between Hong Kong and 
North America • Two weekly calls at Yantian • Weekly 
calls at Shanghai and Qingdao • Integrated feeder network 
covers all key China ports • Worldwide logistics and 
distribution network, including Shanghai Longfei Co., 

URL: http://www.mitsuiosk.com 

MOL MOL (Hong Kong) Logistics, Ltd., MCS, Ltd., AMT 
Profit From The Global Power Freight and MOL Intermodal, Inc. 



Welcome 

China has welcomed Kodak into its culture. 

Now Kodak will help welcome some 200 generations of Chinese culture to the 

United States. 

nal Gallery of Art will display wide 

i China during the last 25 years. 

, th From September 19 to Jam 

range of archeological obje ts 

complished over 60 centuries — is rk The range and quality of thi 

astonishing. 

To bring stone, bronze, silk, bamboo and gold to life, required keen eyes, and 

wise hands. In object after object, you can sense something powerful, nearly 

alive. 

In notes for the catalogue that will accpmpai^y the show, Kodak Chairman and 

CEO George Fisher sumJpfrizes 

seem to tell us: 

hands that formed these objects 

rent. We were complicated, too. We 

ivaluable, their children some worthy 

iur brori2e with fluent fire." 

"Look," they insist. "We wer« 

aspired to leave our children 

record. And we did. We infus 

not 

mi 

I, visit the National Gallery. If you are in Washington between now and yea! 

You will be welcomed into ancient China. 

You will be rewarded for your silent time. 

TAKE PICTURES. FURTHER. 

WWW.KODAK.COM 

© Eastman Kodak Company, 1990. Kodak and Tak© Pictures. Further, are trademarks. 


